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Parents to receive food questionnaire

Queen Elizabeth II to return
to state for 'follow-up' visit
LONDON ( AP ) — Queen Elizabeth II will return to Kentpcky
for a "follow-up visit" to her shopping trip last year that led'-her
to some of the world's renowned thoroughbred farms.
Buckingham Palace announced Thursday that the queen, an
expert race horse owner and breeder, will again be the guest of
William S. Farish lipthe heir to a Texas oil fortune, and his wife
Sarah, a Du Pont heiress, at their Lane's End Farm in Woodford
County from May 22-26.
Farish, vice president of the Jockey Club of America and a
leading race horse owner and breeder, first met the queen in 1973
when he played polo in the Queen's Cup match at Windsor near
London.
_
The queen made a similar private visit to stud farms in Kentucky in October 1984. During that same trip aboard, she also
visited a Wyoming ranch as the guest of her racing manager,
Lord Porctlester, and his wife.
No other members of the royal family will accompany her during the May visit, said John Haslam, the queen's assistant press
secretary.
Details of her travel plans were incomplete, but she will visit
stud farms to again look for stallions to breed with her mares,
9
Halsam Said.
She also will check the foals that resulted from the matches she
-arranged after her last trip, he said.
The queen's May visit will again be private, Farish said, adding that he is looking forward to her return.
"We're obviously very honored," Farish said from his home in
Versailles.
During her 1984 visit to Kentucky, the queen spent one afternoon at Keeneland Race Course, Where she presented the trophy
lin the inaugural Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup, which was
named in her honor.
The famous horsewoman, who was accompanied -by her royal
stallion manager as well as an entourage of aides, looked at some
of the world's top thoroughbreds in what was mainly a shopping
trip for breeding mates for her royal broodmares.
Besides her visit to Keeneland, she also provided several
"photo opportunities" at her stops at certain farms.
DUritilher visits to some of the World's renowned horse farms,
she saw such prominent stallions as Alydar, Who finished second
in each leg of the 1978 Triple Crown, English Derby winner
Secreto, the ,royal-bred Round Table, and Triple Crown champions Secretarhtt, -Affirmed and Seattle Slew.
She also toured a computerized bloodstock research company
in Lexington that uses new technology to match stallions and
mares.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Faced with a stony European rebuff of sanctions against Libya, Secretary of State George Shultz says the
United States has just about exhausted its economic ammunition
and may need to use force against terrorism.
TRIPOLI, Libya — Col. Moammar Khadafy says Libya is considering freezing U.S. assets in retaliation for "stupid" economic
sanctions ordered by President Reagan. Khadafy says America
is acting like "a stinking, rotten crusader" and warns of more
terrorism.
WASHINGTON — For nearly two years, Secretary of State
George Shultz has been saying publicly that swift retribution
may be the best deterrent to terrorism. Except for the interception of the Achille Lauro hijackers last October, however, the
Reagan administration has responded with caution and economic
penalties. Now the United States may be preparing to use
military muscle.
WASHINGTON — Price increases at the wholesale level for
1985 seem certain to be less than 3 percent for the third consecutive year, held down by a year-end drop in crude oil costs and
the apparent end of a surge in beef prices, analysts say.
WASHINGTON — Even when survey errors are discounted,
1985 saw one of the sharpest year-to-year declines in the U.S.
farm population in a decade, government census experts say.
LONDON — Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's party is
reported split after the resignation of Defense Secretary Michael
Heseltine, who criticized her style of government and accused
her of trying to silence his campaign against an American-led
takeover of a British helicopter company.
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla. — The launch of remodeled Columbia on its first flight in more than two years was postponed for a
record seventh time today as wind and heavy rain belted the
shuttle on its launch pad.
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MISS
YOUR PAM?

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lodgor &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged td call 753-1416 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 6
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Fair and cool tonight. I...ovY
in the upper 20s. Light north
wind.
Sunny and mild Saturday
High from the upper 40s to
lower 50s. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday
calls for partly cloudy skies
and unseasonably mild conditions Sunday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
- Barkley Lake
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By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
Depending on the response to
a forthcoming parent survey,
the Calloway County School
Board may soon implement a
breakfast program at the three
county elementary schools.
The board unanimously
authorized Food Services Director Joanna Adams to draft the
questionnaire to see if parents of
the elementary children would
be interested in a low-cost
breakfast program. Adams said
she thought the teachers would
see a definite improvement in
student performance, should the
program be adopted.
She added that several of the
children who may not feel like
eating at home when they first
wake up may want something
light when they get to school.
"Many of the children don't
want to eat when they roll out of
bed at 6:30 in the morning,"
Adams said, "and many
mothers work now. You don't
have that big country breakfast
waiting on the table any more."
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
echoed Adams' assessment of
the potential improvement in
elementary classroom worl•
with a breakfast program.
"It's my personal feeling that
a youngster who comes into
school hungry won't perform as
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Adams
FOOD FOR THOUGHT — Calloway County School System Food Services Director Joanna
the possibility
answers questions from school board members Robert McDaniel and Ferrel Miller about
board authorized
of implementing a breakfast program at the three county elementary schools. The
interested in
Adams to draft a questionnaire to the elementary school parents to see if they wouid -be
1
%tar
by Dr,trt I trt
photo
such a program.

Council OKs seven appointments
The Murray City Council approved a total of seven appointments to city boards and commissions, all recommended by
Mayor Holmes Ellis, during a
30-minute regular meeting
Thursday night.
William N. Cherry was approved as the council's
representative to the Murray-

Calloway Senior Citizens Board,
Keith Hays and E.B. Howton
were approved as council
representatives to the MurrayCalloway County Parks Board,
Charles S. Foster was approved
as the council's representative
to the Murray Planning Commission, L.D. Miller was approved as the council's

representative to the Murray
Electric Plant Board, C.C.
Lowry was approved as acting
mayor and Dr. Yushin Yoo was
approyed as he chair of the
Murray ASman Rights
Commission.
All appointments were approved unanimously by the
%OA.
council.

In other action, the council
unanimously approved a recotnmendation from the Murray
Planning Commission regarding
the rezoning of a 2.5 acre tract of
land, located north of 1200 North
12th Street and south of
Southwood_ Drive, from AG.
(Cont'd on page 2)

MSU students fill B&S second-shift
Briggs & Stratton began this
week employing about 100 Murray State University students to
fill regular operational jobs on a
six-hour second shift from 4 to 10
p.m. Monday through Friday.
According to plant manager
Dick Fotsch, Murray State was
one of the reasons Murray was

attractive to the firm.
"Having a university means
an area has an available work
force with a considerable
amount of flexibility and it was
for that reason the company
began this new program here,"
Fotsch said.
Students hired by Briggs &

Stratton represented almost
every school of the university as
well as all class levels, said
Fotsch.
He said, "Our employment
personnel worked with the
university's placement office,
and all of the students received
the same pre-employment

testing and training that all
ogter employees had received."
'The company hopes a great
percentage of the students will
continue to work for the firm
during the summer "even
though that's our slow 'period of
(Cont'd on page 2)

School board
re-elects two
at meeting
Thursday
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Education re-elected Doris Cella as
chairperson and thomas
Rushing as vice-chairman during their regular meeting Thursday night
Cella said," I appreciate your
confidence in me," and added if
any board member had any suggestions, she would be pleased to
hear them.
The board also recognized the
Murray Middle School students
and staff members who were
responsible for the National
Knowledge Masters Test award.
The 21 students who took part
in the program set a new school
record and placed first in the
state in class 13 schools and
(Cont'd on page 2)

as stuAn evening of dancing, acting, singing and comedy will be featured on stage this coming week
the song
dent actors present the musical Barnum in the Murray Middle School Auditorium. Rehearsing
role of
"Thank God I'm Old" from the first act of the three-act play are Nancy Smith, playing the
100-year-old Joyce Beth (on the piano); Ken Hahisworth, playing the role of P.T. Barnum (standing):
and Man Cohen, playing the role of Chester Lyman (at the piano). The trio are just three of more than
50 Murray High School students who will open the play at 7:30 p.m. Monday, with performances slated
b..,In 11....len
•staff
r
.
.
for Tuesday, Thursday and Saturda) nights..
- - r
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By Senate committee

Superintendent Amendment bill is approved
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
quietly lobbied for House support of a bill for an appointed
state schoolg superintendent,
but she's "not taking the Senate
for granted," Cabinet Secretary
Larry Hayes said.
The bill, which proposes a constitutional amendment for
voters to decide upon in
November, was approved by the
Senate EleLtiuns and Constitutional Amendments Committee
on Thursday.
Passage by the full Senate is
considered a near certainty,
since the Senate passed a
similar measure in 1984. The
real battleground has figured
from the outset to be in the
House. where the 1984 bill lost by..
a lopsided margin.
•
She has talked to some
(House leaders, but we're not
taking the Senate for granted,"
said Hayes, who was in the audience when the Senate committee voted 6-1 to approve its version of the bill and send it to the
full chamber.
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, one of the bill's
strongest backers, said "there
has been some work done anad I
think there will be a lot more
work done in the days ahead."
Major provisions of the bill
include:
- Appointment by the state
board of a successor to
Superintendent of Public Instruction 'Alice McDonald when

she leaves office at the end of
1987.
- Senate confirmation of the
appointee during the General
Assembly's organizational session in January, an act that in
itself requires a constitutional
amendment because of restrictions on what the legislature can
do outside of a regular or special
session.
- Appointment by the governor of the 13 state board
Members to staggered terms,
which is already the case.
Asked if he feared that the
governor's power to appoint the
entire board was a political

City
(\-school
board...
(Cont'd from page I)
third overall in the nation
among all schools.
Roy Weatherly, sponsor, said
49 students were involved at one
time or another and 21 students
had taken part in the test in
December.
'Eighth grade student Chris
Edwards Who had participated
In the test gave a brief summary
on the process the students went
through to take the test. Edward
explained that they were sent a

Big
savings!
Cadillac
Fleetwood
Brougham
For Aimited time, special factory incentives make it
possible for us to pass along
significant savings on the very
spacious, very special rearwheel-drive Fleetwood
Brougham.
Significant savings are for a
limited time only. You must
take actual retail delivery
of your new 1985 Fleetwood
Brougham out of dealer stock.
See us for details.
Besi.of all...it's a Cadillac.

P CI RDOM
MOTORS INC,
-

Qualitied Customers Arc
Our Main Concern." I 406 W. Main 753-S3:I S
Murray

Let's Get It 'Together...Buckle Up

By July 1987, there will have
been a complete cycle of board
appointments during her administration, Hayes said.
"Those will all be her appointees
anyway, no matter what they
( voters ) did," he said.
The Senate committee drew a
battle line on the issue, choosing
tit _dispense with related bills
that called for electing seven of
the state board's members.
Those bills were to appease opponents whose case was summed up by Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-

Covington.
"We're giving all power to the
governor and none to the people
and I'm against that," said
Sheehan, who chairs the Senate
committee rind cast the lone
dissenting vote.
Betty Weraitt, president of the
Kentucky PTA, and Marlene
Helfrich, the PTA's legislative
/chairman and lobbyist, said
their organization would work to
defeat the amendment If the bill
passes.
"Who will control the schools?
Will it be the people; will it be
the governor?" Helfrich said.
Prather. D-Vine Grove, said

he appreciated the difficulty of
coming to grips with the
elimination of a statewide
elected office.
But, Prather added: "When
we say we're taking away from
the people, we're ignoring the
fact that they do not have to accept what we do in November."
Election of state board
members would enable interest
groups "to band together to
dominate the process," Prather
said. "If we go electing by
districts, you ain't seen nothing
yet when you talk about
politics" in education.

1986
Kentucky
General_
Assembly

During session

State Constitution prevents arrest of lawmakers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky legislators may have
to spend the next several weeks
of the 1986 General Assembly
session worrying about the state
budget and what position they'll
take on proposed bills.
But the 138 members won't
have to worry about one thing getting arrested.
The state Constitution, last
revised in 1891, prohibits the arrest of legislators during a session of the General Assembly.

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responds to area fires: Cathey
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to a
pair of fires Wednesday, according to David Cathey, a member
of the squad.
A house trailer, owned by
Harvey Puckett, located in the
Dexter community was
destroyed by fire about 4:45
p.m. Wednesday. The cause of
the fire is unknown.
A total of three trucks and
nine men responded to the fire.
A second fire was reported
about 10:15 p.m. Wednesday at
the Richard D. Lamb residence

liability of the bill, Hayes said
Collins already has that power.

in the Coldwater community.
The fire was restricted to a flue
in the house and caused no
damage, according to Cathey.
A total of two trucks and eight
men responded to the fire.
No injuries were reported in
either of the two fires, according
to Cathey.
It was also pointed out by
Cathey that Greg Cherry was
named Firefighter of the Year
and Captain Max Parrish was
named Officer of the Year by the
fire-rescue squad.

sealed computer disk and on a
certain day were to break the
seal. A phone number was provided to call and repieve a
password that would allow them
to enter the disk and take the
test. After the students completed the test which had questions on a variety of subjects,
they called and recorded their
scores. Overnight the scores
were tallied, Edwards said, and
Murray Middle School was ranked by state, by nation and
overall.
Weatherly said out of 200 questions, the students correctly
answered 183. He added, "We
have a good time and I think
that's the bottom line."
Donna Keller is also a sponsor
of the team.
In other business, Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey submitted to the board copies of a profile of Kentucky Public Schools
for the fiscal year 1984-85.
Jeffrey stressed to those present that there were some inaccuracies built into the system
that determined the figures. The
report listed the item and then
how much it varied from the
state average.
Some items included were the
average annual salaries for
classroom teachers. Murray
schools average was $20,472.
This is 1.22 percent above the
state average. Murray has 96.17
percent attendance which it 1.85
percent above the state average.
The percent of Murray high
schol graduates entering college
Is 77 percent which is 126.02 percent above the state average.
In other business, the board
approved a payment of about
$13,000 to Calloway County
Schools for interest owed on
money.
Several personnel changes
and a weight program at the
middle school were approved.
The board gave Jeffrey permission to let bids for various
repairs and renovations, including the work to be done on
Ty Holland Field, when the
specification were comple'te!
for each project.
The board also briefly discussed. the phone system, Jeffrey
said that Eli Alexander, assistant superintendent, had done
"extensive research" on purchasing their own system. Jeffrey stated that this would be
presented for the board's Consideration at the next board
meeting

"The members of the General
Assembly shall, in all cases except treason, felony, breach or
surety of the peace, be privileged from arrest during their attendance on the sessions of their
respective Houses, and in going
to and returning from the
same," Section 43 of the Constitution says.
Harry Caudill, a Whitesburg
attorney and a noted author and
historian, said the provision was
carried over from federal

statutes and laws created in
Great Britain.
It prevents rulers, such as
kings, presidents or governors,
from using their authority over
law enforcement agencies to try
to change the outcome of a
legislative vote by having
members detained.
"You can see how a strongwilled governor could arrest a
legislator" to alter a vote, said
Caudill, a former legislator.
"Those were pretty squally

times in Kentucky," said former
University of Kentucky history
professor Thomas Clark. "I can
see where they may have been
forces in Kentucky that would
have interfered with the'
legislature."
The provision has been in the
Constitution ever since Kentucky became a state in 1792.
There is no record of any debate
of the issue.
There is a similar federal law
that protects congressmen.

Former soldier found guilty of
homicide gets 10-year sentence
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- A former soldier has been
sentenced to 10 years in prison
after he was found guilty of
vehicular homicide in the death
of an 8-montikold fetus in a car
wreck.
Glenn Evans, 21, also was
sentenced to a five-year term for
aggravated assault in the March
1, 1984, crash on Interstate 24
near Clarksville.
Evans was discharged from
the Army after the wreck. He
had been stationed at Fort
Campbell, Ky., along the
Tennessee-Kentucky border.
"I was tired and had had a little to drink," Evans told the
five-woman, seven-man Montgomery County Criminal Court
jury during his trial in

County
school hoard...
(Cont'd from page 1)
well as one with a full tummy,''
Rose told the board.
Althought definite information
about the cost of the meals will
depend on the findings of
Adams' research, she estimated
that the breakfasts might cost
around 50-60 cents, with
reduced -price breakfasts
costing around 25-30 cents.
In personnel matters, the
board was instructed by Don

Council...
(Cont'd from page 1)
(Agriculture) to B-2 (Highway
Business). The tract of land is
owned by Thanos Karvounis and
Is the proposed site of the Quality Inn.
The council also gave
unanimous approval to a motion
which would grant the mayor
authority to enter into a Compliance Agreement with the Office of the Secretary of the
Treasury regarding mobility
impaired accessibility to city
hall. In explaining the matter to
the council, Mayor Ellis
distributed copies of a letter
received from the Director of
the Office of Revenue Sharing
which requested that the city
enter into a Compliance
Agreement.
In the letter, the city was informed that it did not fall into
compliance with federal mobility impaired accetsibility
guidelines. The Compliance
Agreement states: "Without an
admission of any violations, the
City of Murray, Kentucky
agrees to take the following actions: Within thirty (30) days of
the Execution of this agreement
the City of Murray, Kentucky
shall submit a plan to the Office
of Revenue Sharing for approval
which will provide for making
all revenue sharing funded programs and activities at the Murray City Hall available at a location which is handicapped accessible and also has a restroom
that is designed and equipped to
accommodate the handicapped.

December.
Jurors were asked by Judge
John Peay•to decide whether an
unborn, "viable" fetus is protected under Tennessee's
vehicular homicide law.
Evans was found guilty o
driving his car tyle wrong way
down the instate and ramm-.
ing head-on into a car driven by •
Larry Evans, who is not related
to the defendant. Larry Evans' pregnant wife, Becky Sue
Thompson Evans, was a
passenger in his auto.
The Murray, Ky., couple's unborn child died as a result of the
accident, the physician who
treated Mrs. Evans after the accident testified.
"We are generally happy with
the sentence, which is a year

less than the maximum," Assistant District Attorney General
Art Bieber said.
State law says a person who
unlawfully kills "another" by
operating a vehicle while under
the influence of alcohol or other
drugs is guilty of vehicular
horhicide.
But the law does'not define
"another" and Peay told the
jury to decide if the fetus. was
"viable,- or could have lis;ed
outside his mother's womb, in
determining whether Evans was
guilty.
The defendant's lawyer, Hugh
Poland. said after the verdict
was returned that he would appeal on grounds that the state's
vehicular homicide law does not
protect an unborn child.

Jones to abstain from discussing
the charges pending against Bob
Allen, an assistant principal at
Calloway County High School.
Allen was charged by
Paducah Police December 26 for
shoplifting and knowingly
receiving stolen property valued
at more than $100.
In a prepared statement given
to the board, Jones said "The
Board is under a legal obligation
to refrain from discussing any of
these matters pertaining to Mr.
Allen with any person, including
school personnel or members of
the public..."
Should there be a school boare

hearing in the matter, Jones
said the board members "would
be obligated to grant a fair and
impartial and unbiased hearing," so it is essential that the
board members not form outside opinions before the possible
hearing.

specifically, the mobility
Impaired."
Adams Construction Company
presented the council with a
$4,109 bid to remodel the
downstairs bathrooms to make
them handicapped accessible
and-to make the water fountains
handicapped accessible.
Several options were discussed as to how to comply with
federal handicapped accessibility guidelines,

In other personnel action, the
board moved George Karnavas
to a teaching position from the
school system's alternative
education facility to the
Mayfield Juvenile Correction
Center for Girls. Rose said Karnavas would be the first teacher
at the new institution.
The board also approved the
appointment of Ila Brown as the
new Coordinator of Instructional
Programs. Brown, a former 5thgrade teacher at North
Calloway Elementary School,
will be replaced at North
Elementary by Kathy Cleaver.
Th board also hired Dan
Thompson as an assistant boys
track coach and approved Jim
Harryman as a substitute
teacher.
The only travel request came
from Calloway rotinty High
School boys basketball coach
Jack Pack, who asked for a bus
to take his team to Cookeville,
Tenn., to see a Tennessee Tech
home basketball game. The
board approved Pack's request
for the one-day trip, set for
Saturday, Jan. 25.

Vic Hellard, executive director of the Legislative Research
Commission, said this week that
he could not recall the law being
used in recent years.
Caudill said the arrest provision does not mean lawmakers
can get off the hook. He said a
legislator would probably be required to return for a hearing
after the session was over.
The same section also prohibits lawsuits over anything
said during speeches on the floor
of the Senate or House.

Third quarter
Cost of Living
Index released
Among the 17 cities of more
than 500,000 population
represented in the third quarter
1985 Cost of Living Index
prepared by the American
Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association (ACCRA),living costs ranged from 36.3 percent above the national average
in New York City to 2.5 percent
below the average in New
Orleans. Fifteen of the 17 showed living costs above the U.S.
average, which was based on
price data collected for 242 cities
of all sizes throughout the country. The report includes data for
cities in 161 metropolitan areas.
New York, N.Y., 136.3; San
Francisco, Calif., 127.2; San
Diego, Calif., 116.8;
Philadelphia, Penn., 116.4; Los
Angeles, Calif., 114.1; San Jose,
Calif., 113.0; Dallas, Texas,
112.0; Denver, Colo., 107.6
Phoenix, Ariz., 106.3; Columbus, Ohio, 105.2; Baltimore,
Md., 105.0; Houston, Texas,
104.1; Jacksonville, Fla., 102.7;
Memphis, Tenn., 101.4; San Antonio, Texas, 100.2: Indianapolis, Ind., 99.3; New
Orleans; La., 97,5.
In comparison, the all-items
index for Murray was 90.2 or 9.8
percent below the national
yerage for the quarter.
'The ACCRA Cost of Living Index, which measures intercity
differences in the costs of consumer goods and services appropriate for a midmanagement
standard of living, is based on 59
items, for which prices are collected quarterly by.the chamber
of commerce or some similar
organization in each participating city. Taxes and nonconsumption expenditures are
not covered. Intercity differences of three or fewer index
points do not indicate statistically significant differences, aceording.to ACCRA.
- The all-Items index is based on

six components. Among the 17

largest cities in the third quarter
report, the grocery items index
ranged from 95.2 in Memphis to
(Cont'd from page 1)
110.5 in Dallas. The housing index displayed considerable
(production) time," he said
greater variation, with a high of
"We're interested in keeping
189.9 in San Francisco and a low
them as employees for as long
of 86.4 in Houston. Utilities
as they want to be like any other
showed the broadest range, runemployee and show up and do
ning from 57.7 in San Jose to
the work," he said. "If they
172.9 in New York City. For
want to be employed for their
transportation, the range was
entire stay at Murray State,"
bracketed by a high of 119.9 in
be
Fotsch added, "that
San Francisco and a low of 90.1
fine with us."
Just under 250 employee'!"
FR4NKFORT, "Ky. (AP) - In Jacksonville. Health care was
worked in the plant before the Prospects of an execution at the lowest among the large cities in
students were hired, Fotsch state penitentiary in Eddyville San Antonio, which posted an index reading of 91.S, and highest
said. By the end of January he poses an unusual problem for
expects employment to be about state officials: how to protect In New York City, where the index was 164.3. Miscellaneous
400
the executioner's anonymity
goods and services cost least
Fotsch said the company's when, by law, he must be hired
among the major cities in San
goal is to get to the point where on a personal service contract.
the workforce is building 5,000
Rep. Bob Jones, D-Crestwood, Antonio, with a 94 2 index
reading and most in Los
engines daily.
said Thursday he planned to file
Angeles, where-the figure was •
He expects a third shift; 1h-exempting the execu-"115.9.
plant's
the
of
four
eluding two
tioner's contract from the liqeproduction departments, which mal channels of public review "RMurray, the six component
is in limited operation to be fully and from the Kentucky Open
indexes were 101.9 for grocery
operational by the end of next Records Law
items, 71.4 for housing. 105.7 for
month "Once that shift levels
Jones is chairman of the
utilities, 86.6 for transportation,
out, we'll be at about 80 percent General Assembly's Personal
83.8 for health care, and 94.8 for
of where we wanted to get in pro- Service Contract .Review
miscellaneous goods and
duction," Fotsch said
Subcommittee.
services-.

Briggs & Stratton...

-

State executions
present problem
for penitentiary
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royko says

'The Quiet Giant'
By Peter Helfrich,
Executive Director
Henderson Convention and
Visitors Bureau
Editors Note:(This is the third
M a series of four articles by the
Kentucky Tourism Federation.
These stories highlight various
aspects of tourism, Kentucky's
second-largest industry.)
Whether they are a family
from Dayton vacationing at the
Cumberland Gap or a group of
in
meeting
physicians
Owensboro, visitors have a profound effect on the Bluegrass
State. Because they and 15
million other people chose to
travel Kentucky in 1984, almost
43.2 billion was left behtizd. But
what does all that money really
mean?
It means that a woman who
works as a desk clerk at a
Henderson motel will still be able
to provide for her family in spite
of her husband's layoff from the
mines. For thousands of young
people across the Bluegrass
State, it means tuition for the
next semester and thousands of
entry level job positions.
Tourism provides for segments
of the population that need it
most. More than 80 percent of the
tourism jobs nationwide give opportunities to minoritieg, youth,
the under-educated and women.
And not all of the jobs are entrylevel ; many are positions that offer exciting and lucrative
careers.
One of the most attractive
aspects of tourism is the fact that
most related businesses are
capital conservative and labor intensive. In other words, it doesn't
take a lot of money to start or
operate a business that serves the
traveling public and employs a

relatively large number of people. Take, for example, the new
$10 million Union Carbide Plant
under construction in Henderson.
In spite of its investment, the
company will employ only 30 people, while a new 60-room motel
and free-standing restaurant was
built for a tenth of the cost and
employs some 40 people.
Another attractive feature of
tourism is that it does not deplete
local resources. The shops and
businesses that brought visitors
to Kentucky and entertained
them while they were here remain—to—entertain and accommodate more guests. Tourism
doesn't stress local governmental
services. Tourists do not require
new schools, sewers, or hospital
wings, nor do they apply pressure
on police and fire departments.
But the taxes paid by the
businesses that serve the traveler
lower the individual resident's
tax bite substantially. Any
negative factors surrounding the
tourism industry can easily be
handled with proper zoning and
planning by local community
agencies.
Tourism should be considered
in any community development
plan, especially since each county in Kentucky enjoys its benefits.
It is an industry comprised of
many small businesses, not requiring vast amounts of capital
but employing many Kentuckians. It is an industry that
cap respond quickly to market
changes, and even more quickly
provide a tangible return on a
investments.
community's
Tourism makes sense for
Kentucky.

looking back
Ten years ago
The Fort Campbell helicopter
transport service was utilized by
Murray-Calloway Hospital administrator Stuart Poston to
transfer a patient at the hospital
to Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn., today.
Staff Sgt. Stephen G. Nanny,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny of Murray, is a basic training
instructor with 3704 Basic
Military Training Squadron,
Lackland AF Base, San Antonio,
Texas.
Mark Bucy, Gary Crass, Gene
Starks and Jerry Starks are pictured with ducks taken while
hunting in Hickman Bottom.
Twenty years ago
Pfc. Jesse Arnold, son of Mr.
and Mrs. ..John H. Arnold Sr. of
Murray, is serving with 1st
Cavalry Division in Vietnam.
Officers installed by Kiwanis
Club were Bill Doss, Maurice
Humphreys, Charles Coleman
and Maurice Christopher.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Benton 56 to 51 in a
basketball game. High team
scores were Keith Donelson for
Calloway High -and Mike Peck
for Benton.
Murray High School Tigers

beat Henderson 69 to 62 and
South Marshall 70 to 67 in
basketball games played on Jan.
7 and 8. High team scorers were
Wilkins for Murray and Hatchett for Henderson, Fitts for
Murray and Gold for South
Marshall.
Dr. Ethel Miller's Children's
Literature Class at Murray
State College will tell stories at
the Story Hour on Jan. 12 at
Calloway Public Library.
Thirty years ago
Murray City Judge Bob McCuiston and Murray Police Chief
011is Warren today_,,m14ased a
report of the past year's activities which included 397 arrests, fines of $6,000 and 46,000
miles patrolled.
Williarn,C. Nall of Murray has
been appointed superintendent
of Kentucky Lake State Park,
Cherokee State Park, Kentucky
Dam Village State Park and
Pennyrile Forest-State Park.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Cain Turner.
Airman Third Class Billy Joe
Starks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Courtney Starks of Murray, is
serving at Turners AF Base,
Albany, Ga.

letter to the editor
To the Editor:
Thank you Murray Ledger &
Times, WSJP, WNBS, MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, civic organizations,
alumni and friends of Murray
State University.
The outstanding support this
community gave the higher
education rally in Paducah,
Monday, January 6, was truly
gratifying. I was pleased and
- proud to see approximately
twice as many people from Murray as from Paducah! That
didn't surprise me — this community has always gone the extra mile for education Thgse
who were unable to attend te
rally will have the opportunity to
see a video tape of the rally on
Murray Cablevision, channel 34

on Monday, January 20 at 5:30
p.m.
The next date we need to note
is February 5. A rally with all
legislators will be held in the
Frankfort Convention Center
that Wednesday at 5 p.m. We
will again have the opportunity
to go the extra mile. This is a
critical opportunity to interact
with the legislators from across
the state. Call the Alumni Office
at 762-3737 or 3738 or the
Chamber of Commerce at
753-5171 if you would be interested in attending. We are
hoping to work out transportation arrangemeits.
With sincere appreciation,
Donna R. Herndon
Director of Alumni Affairs
Murray State University
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New technology is a low blow
The fine old tradition of
gangsters getting blown up when
they start their cars may be coming to an end in Chicago.
Scientific advisers to the crime
syndicate have apparently come
up with a preventive measure for
such incidents.
A recent FBI law enforcement
bulletin contains the following
depressing information:
"Some racketeers in the
Midwest, fearing for their lives,
have been using a remote control
switch similar to those used to
operate television sets to start
their cars.
'"I'he cars can beita:rted from
a relatively safe distance with the
press of a remote control switch
carried from the pocket.
"In the event a car is wired
with dynamite or other explosives, the men are far enough
away to escape serious injury
from the resulting explosions.
"Recurring auto bombing incidents, apparently by rival
gangs, are believed to be responsible for these precautionary
measures." '

It is sad, in a way, that the exploding auto is going the way of
the old red streetcar, the horsedrawn milk wagon, the ice truck,
'and other traditional and practical forms of transportation.
A shotgun blast from a clump
of bushes is nice in its own way,
but for drama there is nothing
like the instant depreciation of a
car with a gangster at the wheel.
A whole new breed of explosion
buffs, who have taken to just
standing around outside the
Criminal Courts Building or in
some of the better suburbs where
hoodlums live, may never see a
car blow up.
"By gosh," said one, who had
been waiting patiently for weeks,
"I wish those scientists would
keep their noses out of this and
concentrate on things that would
help mankind."
Auto salesmen can look forward to a cut in their income. "I
could always count on* two or
three sales a year from explosions," mourned one salesman as
he stuffed oatmeal in a leaky
radiator.
But the hoodlums can't be

blamed for wanting to protect
themselves, I guess. The old
systems they used for thwarting
explosions weren't very reliable.
For instance, one gangster liked to send his wife out every morning to start his car, while he hid
in the basement. But this resulted
in four new cars and four marriages in one year.
A sentimentalist, he complained: "You know, I canalways get
a newscar. But sometimes it takes
a week to find a good wife."
Another Syndicate member
thought too much of his wife to let
her start the car. He sent his
children instead.
They say that another
hoodlum, who didn't have a wife
or children, was even considering
how to teach his aged mother how
to drive.
But he decided against it, explaining: "Ma already is too
valuable to me. She tastes my
food to make sure it ain't poisoned."
Another considered using his
father for the ca/starting chores.
But he dec er'against it.

Without teen-agers, however,
the hoodlum's detection system
didn't work, and he was finally
blown up. His grateful neighbors
put a plaque in his memory in the
doorway of one of their empty
schools.

by michael putzel

the white house
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Reagan says again and
again he won't stand for a tax increase, but that doesn't keep
people from asking.
The president told his news
conference Tuesday night he
wouldn't even consider a tax increase for another five years —
at which point he will have been
out of office for two. But on
Wednesday, reporters were at it
again, asking his spokesman
whether the president meant
just income taxes, perhaps, or
whether he might consider a
value-added tax or maybe an oil
import fee that wouldn't be called a tax.
"He used a fotir-letter word
when he talks about tax increases." spokesman Larry
Speakes replied. "It's 'No. No."."....
Nonetheless, within a few
hours he was asked again in a
somewhat different way.
"We've played this crack-inthe-door game for five years
now," the spokesman complained. "If I've ever seen the president adamant and absolutely
solid on an issue, that is that tax
increases will do harm to the
economy. Period. He doesn't
want 'em. is not gonna' stand for
'em."
Not five minutes later, the
subject came up again.
"It's way too early, "Speakes
objected. "We cannot do this
from now till November."
But they probably will —
unless Reagan changes his mind
before the 1986 congressional
elections.
The president. after all, takes
very strong stands on many important issues. But that doesn't
mean he won't change his position, even without warning.
During his 1980 presidential
campaign. Reagan said his
overriding goal was "that the
benefits of those now receiving
— or looking forward to receiving — Social Security must be
protected and that payments
keep pace with the'rost of
living."
Three times in the next year
he sought, unsuccessfully, to
reduce 8ocial Security benefits
or cost-of-Living increases in one
way or another.
And in his last election campaign, ReagaWs pledge never to
cut Social Security benefits was
about as firm as a politician's
word can be. Almost as solid as
his 'promise to allow a-tax-increase only "over my dead
body."
"A president should never say
never," he told a national television audience, "but I'm going to
violate that rule and say never. I
will never stand for a reduction
of the Social Security benefits to
the people that are now getting
them."
When his Democratic opponent challenged him to go further and promise not to cut
benefits for future recipients
either, Reagan did so, through
his spokesman, Speakes.
Saying he had just come 4rom
the president, Speakes told
reporters, "Let me put it as
simply as I can: No change irli
Social Security, now or in the
future, period. No change in
'Social security now or in the
future, period."We can go round
and round here. but...that's A."
After the election, however,
Reagan' endorsed a Senate
Republican budget plan that
would have cost retirees 2 percent of the cost-of-living in-

"Me and Pa look a lot alike,"
he explained. "So I need him to
answer the door whenever the
bell rings in case it is somebody
with a gun."
One of the gangsters tried letting his brother-in-law start his
Car_each morning. Bu,f this didn't
work out. The car wasn't rigged
with a bomb, and the brother-inlaw stole it.
One hoodlum, in a better
suburb, cleverly left the keys in
his car tempting neighboring
teen-agers. Several were tempted and blown up. Other residents
In the area liked this so much that
they planted dynamite in their
own cars and left the keys in the
ignition. The suburb was finally
rid of all teen-agers, causing a
sharp drop in the school tax rate.
which in turn increased property
values.

creases they would otherwise
receive. When the House and
Senate later deadlocked over
that provision, Reagan abandoned his support for it, infuriating
his own supporters in the
Senate.
In February 1984, with U.S.
Marines in Beirut having taken
heavy losses in a suicide truck
bombing and their situation
looking increasingly grlive;
Reagan told an interviewer to
withdraw them would be
disastrous for American interests worldwide.
Told that House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. was calling for pulling the Marines back
to their ships offshore, Reagan
snapped, "He may be ready to

surrender, but I'm not."
"As long as there's a chance
for victory, for peace, I don't
know of any of the multinational
forces that are in there ... that
are desirous of leaving," the
president said.
Just four days later, the president ordered the Marines to pull
out of Beirut.
More recently, Reagan was
holding firm last summer and
fall as pressure mounted for the
United States to impose sanctions against South Africa to
demonstrate its opposition to the
Pretoria government's policies
of strict racial segregation.
On a Friday, the president insisted his policy of trying to
work with the South African
government without punishing it

was "the only thing that's shown
any signs of improvement in
that whole situation." And he ,
said there had been "great_irriprovement over what,has ever
existed before."

4'

The following Monday, 'with
Congress about to vote to impose
sanctions of its own. Reagan
abandoned his position and
ordered implementation of most
of the anti-apartheid provisions
in the legislation before Congress without mentioning any of
the improvement he had cited
earlier and insisting more must
.
be done.
That's why the ---questions
about a tax increase just won't
go away — because one day, the
answer may change.

4
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business mirror
ALBANY, N.Y. AP ) — The
shrewd 13-utch merchants who
made Albany North America's
busiest fur-trading center in 1686
would be proud of the way the
city's modern-day burghers are
selling its upcoming tricentennial celebration.
The $1 million price tag for the
year-long string of evbnts is being largely footed by local
businesses, - who are kicking in
up to $30,b00 each for the right to
be officially associated with
Albany's-celebration of itself..
"Part of it is, we look at it as
the usual motherhood and apple
pie thing — putting 4something
back in the community we
serve," said Mike Cahill,
general manager of Niagara
Mohawk Power Corp.. one of the
prime tricentennial sponsors.
"The other part of it is,
something that helps the
economic outlook of the area
we're going to do. As the area
grows, our business grows."
'Capitalizing on .a public
celebration is a business concept
no doubt known even in antiquity. But the inspiration for the
Albany Tricentennial Commission's corporate sponsorship
campaign is of more recent vintage — the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympic Games.
The Los Angeles Olympic
,prgatilzing Committee procWed a surplus, unheard of in recent Olympic organizing efforts,
of some $150 million by selling
businesses the right to call
themselves, "official" Olympic

44-4*

sponsors and to display tneir
logos and the Summer Games'
logo side-by -side on their
products.
The idea is about the same in
Albany. A queue of corporate
sponsors has formed to chip in
$30,000 a head. They include
Niagara Mohawk, a bank, a baking company, New York
Telephone and perennial softdrink competitors Pepsico and
Coca-Cola.
The corporate "angels" will
get the right to-have their names.
in front of the pageants, street
festivals, parades and other
events that will commemorate
the tricentennial.
Other businesses have contributed smaller amounts. Some
have donated their services or
products to the commission.
In all, the commission says it
will raise $600,000 from corporate sources for tricentennial
events. City taxpayers will add
$100,000, whilethe state is kicking in $250,000 and also throwing
the weight of state Commerce
Department advertising behind
the tricentennial.
"I think we've reached a new
age of fund-raising involving
large corporate sponsors," said
David Zdunczyk. executive
director of the tricentennial
commission.
It seems only natural that a
I ine _ ..n f - mitmerabiila itemsdisplaying the celebration's logo
Is being readied to place before
civic-minded Albanians at local
stores and to hawk during the
tricentennial events. The logo

shows Henry Hudson's ship, the
Half. Mo6n. silhouetted against
an outline of the Empire State
Plaza, Albany's ultramodernistic state office and museum
complex.
The chairman of the tricentennial commission,hopes that the
celebration of Albany's past will
mean more fuel for its
revitalizatiOn. Lew* Swyer
thinks the tricentennial could bring $100 million to local,
businesses, with even more
lucrative long.term benefits
possible.
or,
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Local couple feted on anniversary Sykes and Vaughn vows are said
Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Robinson were honored
on the occasion of their
47th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 24,
in the Community Room
of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank. The couple was married on Nov. 24, 1938, by
the late Luther Pogue,
Church of Christ
minister, at his home at
Penny.
Their attendants were
Cottlen Futrell and the
late Loretta Bourland
who were married at the
same time.
Mrs. Robinson, the
former Josephine Wtillams, is the-daughter of the late Will
Williams and Nellis
Theobald Williams.
Mr. Robinson is the
son of the late Charlie
Robinson and Mary Bell
Anderson Robinson.
Present for the
special 47th anniversary
event were the
following:
Donna Swift and Steve
Ashworth, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hancock and
children, Christa. and
Heather, Union City,
Tenn.; Ms. Jimmy
Robinson and daughter,
Marinda, Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Swift, Ms. Trina Ross
• and daughter, Amy,
Johnny Hewitt, Cindy
Robinson and daughter,
Lori,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul

--

Mr. and'Mrs. J.D. Robinson
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Brandon and
daughter. Holly, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred
Williams,

Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Williams, Tina
Williams, Jeff Ammons,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve

Williams and daughter.
Dee Dee, Mr. and Mrs.
Bus,11 Tutt and Mrs.
Estelle McDougal, all of
Murray.

Mrs. Donald Robert Vaughn

Pride of Baltimore
cancels coming tour
-Shit-WeBALTIMORE(AP) — coniern,""
•
'
The Pride of Baltimore,
The directors voted
the city's replica of a
19th century clipper unanimously this week
ship, will cut short a to cancel the second leg
planned 18-month Euro- of the journey, which
pean goodwill tour would have included
because of increased stops in Malta, Greece,
tension and terrorism in Italy, France, England,
the Netherlands and
the Mediterranean.
Gail Shawe, executive Belgium.
The Pride is-underg6director of the Pride of
Baltimore Inc.. said ing routine maintenance
there have not been any on the southern coast of
threats against-the-ship Spain. The work should
or its 12 crewmembers. be completed in March,
"Nothing has happen- and the Pride is exed, but being in the pected to return home in
Mediterranean causes June.

China, Soviet Union
to publish old novel

Feted on birthday
MAQUEL SHANEE Dunnaway celebrated her
first birthday on Dec. 2. She Is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Edd Dunnaway, Rt. 3, Murray, and the sister of Matthew Shawn Dunnaway
and Michael Shane Dunnaway. Her aunt, Nikita
Major, made her birthday cake in the form of a
doll which was served with ice cream to 22 persons present for her birthday party. Her grandparents are Leonard Dunnaway and Mrs. Mary
Majors and the late William Majors. She is the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. MeWe Sills who
also was present for the party.

•

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

The wedding of Miss
Kimberly Michelle
Sykes and Donald
Robert Vaughn was
solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 4, at Munsey
Memorial United
Methodist Church,
Johnson City, Tenn.
Dr. Looney officiated
at the double ring
ceremony said at noon.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Jane LaPella,
organist, and Miss
Rebecca Keefauver.
soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Ted Sykes of 1602
Seward Dr., Johnson City, Tenn.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A.L. Riley of Danville, Va., and of Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Sykes of
Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Vaughn of 3500 Mewers
Lane, Waco, Texas.
The bride was give in
marriage by her fa
She wore a floor
length gown designed
with a bodice of embroidered lace on taffeta featuring a high
neckline with an illusion
- yoke, Queen Ann
sleeves with embroidered illusions and
ruffles, full skirt with an
inverted pleat with embroidered lace and seed
pearls and sequins. Her
flbbr length veil was attached to a headpiece.
Mrs. Leslie Johnson
was the matron of honor
and Miss Tammy
length gowns of frost
,s4
.mold"
Seehorn ws
rose. taffeta designed
honor.
The bridesmaids were With fitted basque Vonn Bailey, Cindy bodices, square
necklines, pleated off Miller and
Ii -shoulder short pour
•
Beamer.
The, bride's atten- sleeves and softly
dants wore formal floor gathered skirts.

(BARGAIN MATINEES)
SAT. & SUN.•All. SEATS 112

PEKING (API —
China and the Soviet
Union will publish jointly an old transcript of
the classic Chinese
novel "A Dream of Red
Mansions," the official
Xinhua News Agency
said today.
Xinhua said the
transcript, kept in the
Leningrad branch of the

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

Institute of Orientology
--ot the Soviet Union's
Academy of Sciences,
was taken from China
by a Russian in 1832.
A microfilm of the
transcript was shipped
to China from the Soviet
Union last November,
Xinhua said.
The 3,500 -page,
35-volume transcript is
the 12th China has found
of the 16th century novel
about Chinese nobility.
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SPIES LIKE US

. "•

CHEVY CHASE
DAN AYKROYD

—

(1:30, 3:30) 7:10, 9:20

CHERI

The Aggociated Press

VIDEOCASSETTE SALES
Beverly Hills Cop"
(Paramount
2 'Pinocchio" Disney
3 Jane Fonda's New WorkoutKarl-Lorimar I
4 • White Christmas
I Paramount
5 "The Best of John Belushi'
(Warner(
6 The Wizard of Oz" MGM.CA
Ghostbusters ' (Reit
7
Columbia,
8 "Jane Fonda s Workout" KarlLorimar
9 ''Gone With the Wind" i MGM.
UA
10 "Mary Popping' I Disney I
lilDEOCASSETTE RENTALS
1 "fleverly +11-Ils Cop
i Paramount)
2 Gremlins" ( Warner,
3 -Ghostbusters" i RCA
1 "Pale Rider' Warner,
The Emerald Forest
5
Embassy
6 A View To A Kill' (CBS•Fox
7 "Code of Silence" (Thorn.E M I ,
S "Fletch" i MCA
9 "Brewster's Millions I MCA,
Thorn•E MI
In Amadeus

— DISCOUNT

1=-1-

SX70 (Twin Pack)
or
Polaroid 600
(Twin Pack)

3:50) 7:09, 9:25

JEFF GOLDBLUM
JOSEPH BOLOGNA

$14.98...

TRANSYLVANIA
6-5000 Pt;
01EIR THEATRE LORRY
..•••••••••

•

-

NEW ARRIVALS
FEPTORERS•D.A.R
JUST ONE OF THE OUTS
PLETCH•PALE RIDER
MOW THOU SAT. 11 ,A.M.-10 P.M.
SUN. & 1401.S. 1 P.M.-10 P.M.

We Ship:

UPS

(1:30, 3:15) 7:10, 9:00

ROCKY IV
SYLVESTER
STALLONE

(1:30, 3:25) 7:15, 9:10

your prescription
from any store...
Polaroid

Pt: 131

-
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Women's
Issues
Group
Eileen McPhillips Portner. M S and Mary Valentine. Ed D. announce the
formation of their third
Women's Issues Group

3 We can easily transfer

tams

Mingri74;

ROY BOGARD,left is pictured with four other generations in his family. On
the right is hisoon, Troy Bogard. Standing next to Troy is his granddaughter, Lisa tettrkeen, who is the great-granddaughter of Roy. David
Bogard, second left, grandson of Roy, son of Troy, and father of Liss, bolds
his grandson, Joshua Manuel Burkeen, who is a great-great-grandson of
Roy, great-grandson of Troy and son of Lisa.

=-7- PHARMACY

Two men...

WHITE

(1 :30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:10

JEFF'S

Five generations

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

BARYSHNIKOV
HINES

- .- =".a=

Airborne Express

E
Jeff's
7...* Discount Pharmacy. We care 1=f---_
about your health.
M
Try Uncle

753-7658
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The following are the
most popular
videocassettes as they
appear in Jan. 13th issue
of Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1986
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.

4:41111111ii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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UNCLE
L-7:74
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Country Club.
Following a short
wedding trip, the new
Mr., and Mrs. Vaughn
fire residing in Tenn. They bathwill attend the University of Tennessee.

Videocassettes
listed for week'

MURRAY THEATRES
Cheri • Cine • 24 HR. TEL. 753-3314

,J.W. Vaughn, father
of the groom, served as
best man.
Ushers were Roby
Sykes, Dennis Beamer
And Kevin Peters.
A reception followed
at the Johnson City

L-_-_759-4703 Home -
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Look for the
yellow dot:
it identifies a
reduced price.
Save 20 to 50% On All
Items Marked with a Yellow Dot

Pier I imports
Hours:
M -F 9-6
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

Bel-Air

Center
Murray, KY

EiE

■sr.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND
-The Group is for nor
mal, well-adpusted women
who have an interest in
contemporary women's
issues such as super-mom,
anger, aggression, asserbon burnout stress, elderly parents, children. Lob
pressures, single life,
single parenthood, divorce
and lifestage crises
The Group is an
enriching experience promoting harmony, growth
and development Group
members will have an active role in the group's
direction arid development
Confidentiality is strictly
maintained The Group will
meet for 1' hours on 10
consecutive Fridays as of
Jan 17th A nominal lee
will be charged for Torther"
information please call
Eileen
Portner
at
7530375 or Mary Valen
tine at 753,4986
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do
to
me
amination of doctor's business told
orders showed that the what I wanted to do.
shot was meant for And what I'll do next,
Nell Jones, sunshine chairman; Juliet Wallis,
Buford Hurt's mother, it's between this and
Lassiter, Barletta Wrather, Elizabeth JefMary
two doors from my nothing."
Hughes and Janie Young, comImogene
frey.
A New Members Dinner, sponsored by The
Joe is a fellow one
room. Cause of the erOther members include
members.
mittee
Poplar
and
is
of
Seventh
He
deacons
and
meet.
elders
ror? Poor handwriting likes to
Evelyn Allbritten, Mildred Dunn, MeIlie Hortin,
had made the names, friendly, has a sense of Church of Christ for all (and their families) who
Marjorie Major, Clarice Sparkman and
Hart and Hurt, look humor and is good com- have placed membership_or been baptized since
Charlotte Stubblefield.
alike. I have always pany. Besides his 36 the last dinner will be Sunday, Jan. 12, after the 6
thought a second opi- years of marketing, he p.m. service at the church. The dinner will be in
has a good background the multi-purpose room.
nion was worth while.
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
I don't blame my — a graduate of Murray
in
major
of the American Revolution is
a
Daughters
with
my
State
for
Sunday
guide
I remember once beAfter being guided
met Saturday, Jan. 11, at 1:30 p.m.
to
has
icheduled
and
science
inthe
social
feelings about
The Youth Birthday Breakfast of Memorial
through the new heart ing in the hospital and tricate tools to be used served with Uncle Sam
Wilcox home with Fransuelle Cole as
the
at
at
12,
Jan.
Baptist Church will be held Sunday,
treatment suite of the having a nurse coming In heart treatments. She
hostess. Sallie Guy will present the program on
To my question about
All youth with
Murray-Calloway Coun- to my bed for "It's time was Mrs. Jeannie going where his children 8:30 a.rn t Jerry's Restaurant.
"Spinning in the Pioneer Era, with demonstra--4aluary are invited to attend.
ty Hospital Sunday and for your shot" from a Mathis RN, very plea- are, he said that he had birth
tion." Dorothy Byrn, regent, urges all members
go directshown the delicate sweet little nurse. When sant and informed. She no idea of doing that. Following the breakfast the group will
to attend.
to
according
wires, tubes and so on, I I questioned her, I was pointed out many of the Daughter Mary Ann is ly to Sunday School at the church,
of
youth
and
of
shot
music
a
was
of
it
minister
that
Milton Gresham,
had a feeling of fear and told
new features of the in California and son
had thoughts of my insulin. When she learn- room, too, like the three- Andy is traveling out of the church.
The 1985-86 traveling exhibition of the Society
wires and tubes being ed I was not a diabetic, a way glass doors to each Nashville. "I'll just conof Illustrators will be exhibited on the main level
crossed and wrong con- trip to the nurses' room, the TV, the tinue to live on the lake
quarter and an ex of Eagle Gallery, fourth floor, Doyle Fine Arts
nections made.
A 2% hour‘field trip to see and learn about the
monitors, the lighLand and help Joe Tom hunt
Murray State University, starting SaturCenter,
and fish. He seems to be national bird, Eagle, will start Saturday, Jan. 11,
airy rooms.
10, and continuing through Sunday,
Jan.
day,
BetLand
Center,
Nature
his
in
Woodlands
at 9 a.m. at
Refreshments, not making good
is free. The gallery is open
26.
Admission
Jan.
afternoon
or
ween the Lakes. Additional morning
just tea and cookies retirement. Maybe I can
from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friare
trips
scheduled
as
added
be
may
trips
Joe
the
field
is
usually offered at such too." Joe Tom
day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, and 1 to 4 p.m.
and
occasions, but real Tom Erwin, former filled. Dress should be for field conditions
on Sunday.
Reserchildren.
for
$1
and
adults
for
$2
is
on
fee
the
hand-made tiny sand- sports informati
vations are required and may be made by calling
wiches and cookies, director ofAturray State
extension 238.
makis
who
1-924-5602,
relish tray and hot cider University
A Horse Show, sponsored by American
ing a vocation of
were served.
Horse Association, will be held Saturday
Quarter
Near the entrance to retirement.
Jan. 11 and 12, at West Kentucky
Sunday,
and
•
• •
the new quarters was a
Early prenatal classes are scheduled for
Exposition Center. The show will
and
Livestock
coneerned
are
Some
five-foot-tall red heart
Saturdays, Jan. 11 and 18, from 9 to 11 a.m. in
each day. Admission is free on
a.m.
7
at
start
standing and greeting. I about three businesses
third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway Coundays.
both
Lit—
closing
just had to ask the pret- uptown
ty Hospital. Nancy Orr R.N. said the class is for
ty face peeping out the tleton's. Lerman's and
parents-to-be in the first trimester of pregnancy.
heart's center, "Who Settle-Workman. I'm
are nutrition, exercise, fetal developTopics
A 30-minute made-for-TV video, featuring
d're you?- And she wondering if other consigns of pregnancy and common
dancer
ment,
and Senior high school students of UniverJunior
here.
locate
will
Lee
cerns
'I'm
answered,
discomforts of pregnancy. To register call
sity Church of Christ, will be shown in the church
Holcomb." Her eyes Joe Littleton thought 753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821.
annex following the 6 p.m. service on Sunday,
looking mighty like that maybe the
Jan. 12. The film, "The Drug Question," was prothose of her grand- buildings could be conliving
by Greg Delancey. Willard Ails, pharinto
duced
verted
Mrs.
Trix,
mother,
is the lecturer. Parents of the church
macist,
quarters and fill a need
Frank Holcomb.
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday,
• • •
espcially invited and others also are
are
teens
for condominiums. The
Jan. 14, at 4:30p.m. in the private dining room of
welcome to attend.
Talked with Joe two buildings he ocMurray-Calloway County Hospital. Sid Easley,
Baker Littleton today to cupies are well built and
attorney, will discuss the legal issues for
local
find the particulars of will continue to be
patients and their families. This is a
Alzheimer
Littleton's going out of useable, he said.
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will
group for any person who is interested in
support
•
•
•
business. His is promeet Monday, Jan. 13, at 3 p.m. at National
disease.
the
Alzheimer
A bird nest is a pretty
bably, and he thinks, the
Beauty Supply House, Uncle Jeff's Shopping
oldest continuous ornament to an otherCenter. Mark Heinhardt of Thorobred Computer
business in the county. wise bare ornamental
& Software Systems will be the guest speaker.
It staited in Hazel in tree on south side of the
Midne Belle Hayes Circle of First United
All hairdressers are urged to * attend, a
1924 with a .$200 loan by Bank of Murray South Methodist Church Women will meet Monday,
spokesman said.
his father. In 1940 his Branch.
Jan. 13, at 9:30 a.m. at the church. Hostesses will
• • •
father, Earl Littleton,
be Willie Ward and Georgia Adams. Modest JefReports show that 194 frey will present the program. Officers of the cirmoved his business to
Board of directors of Murray-Calloway County
Murray. Come baskets were delivered cle are Louise Shoemaker, chairman; Donnie
Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry,
February, Litleton'; to families at Christmas Foust, vice chairman; Naomi Schwalm,
BRADLEY JOE THORNTON of 2112 Coldwater
will meet Monday, Jan. 13, at noon at
Inc.,
will have been in by the local Need Line secretary; Mary Lou Lassiter, treasurer; Sadie
Rd., Murray, celebrated his first birthday on
Euple Ward, executive director, will
Pagliai's.
office.
business 62 years.
Wednesday, Jan. 1. His birthday party was held
her report for the past month. Sid Easley,
give
The store includes two
at the Thornton home on Coldwater Road on Jan.
president, urges all board membes to be present
buildings — the E.S.
1. He is the son of LaJeanna Thornton and the
this important meeting.
for
WOLFF
BOBBY
Diuguid and the Nat
grandson of Joe and Marilyn Thornton. He is the
Littleton's
Ryan ones.
great-grandson of Mrs. Louise Carroll of Murray
has been renting them.
and of James and Glenda Brame of Kirksey.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club
They continue being
Also present for the party were his aunt, Jill
meet Monday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m.
will
Diuguid
know
to
the
skill
by
of
1-10-A
owned
piece
NORTH
great
a
is
"It
Thornton, and other close friends.
ism" will be the theme of the pro"Volunteer
heirs.
Ryan
5
8
John
while
and
•Q J 10
how to guide your luck even
gram. Hostesses will be Jennifer Hewlett, DebA 86
When I asked him why
waiting for it."
ber Keller, Kathy Kopperud, Renee Wynn and
•7 5
he was quitting, he
— Baltasar Gracian.
Alice Rouse.
+962
replied, "I've been in
this store 38 yeenskand
EAST
WEST
I'm tired of it. Mother,
+2
It doesn't take too much luck to +43
who owns half of the
Burkccii, cditor
V 10 5 4 3
win one of two finesses; one should V Q 9 2
•J 4 3 2
expect success 75 percent of the •A Q 8 6
•K 5 4 3
time. Even better is a plan that de- •Q J 10 8
SOUTH
pends upon no finesses. Your luck
•A K 9 7 6
can be bad even with the odds in
8 Oz. New York Strip
KJ7
your favor.
Choice of potato, tossed salad and french bread.
•K 109
South took his club ace, drew
•A 7
trumps and tried a heart finesse.
$425
West won and continued clubs, Vulnerable: Both. Dealer South
•r
South ruffing the third round. The The bidding:
(Fri. 8. Sat. Evening
in
diamonds,
was
left
11th)
8.
chance
10th
only
Jon.
Only,
East
North
West
South
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
and when that finesse lost also, the
Pass
2+
Pass
forecast given for your birth sign.
1•
All You Can Eat Fish Special
defenders collected one down (two 4+
Pass
Pass
Pass
FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 11, 1986
one
heart).
and
club
one
diamonds,
Every Friday & Saturday Night
SCORPIO
ARIES
his game if he forces
makes
South
21)
Nov.
to
23
queen
(Oct.
Club
lead:
Opening
19)
Apr.
to
21
(Mar.
the defense to help. He ducks the
A heavy-handed approach won't
It's what you already know that
first club and wins the continuation.
BID WITH THE ACES
sees you through today's small diffi- get others to cooperate with you.
759-1664
The ace and queen of trumps are
1906 Coldwater Rd.
culties. Stick to your convictions. Attention is needed regarding house1-10-B
hold repairs and necessities.
cashed, and dummy's last club is South holds
Don't let others sway you.
SAGITTARIUS
ruffed. A heart is led to dummy's
+43
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
V Q92
ace, and a diamond is led to South's
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
81119•1111181111•111111
Se
You may exchange an item. Serious
•A Q 8 6
Conservative tactics are best in
nine and West's queen.
neighbor
A
favored.
is
work
mental
•Q J 10 8
business. Somebody may approach
Consider West's plight. If he leads
you with an illegal proposition. makes a request. Don't let someone's
a club, South enjoys a ruff and dis- North South
ill-considered remark bother you.
2•
Partners are hard to convince now.
card, and one of his losers disap- 1+
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
If West leads diamonds, 2 111
pears.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
South's king becomes a winner,
A touchy situation could arise with
ANSWER: Two no-trump. An inviGet more than one opinion about a
eliminating the need for a heart fifinancial matter. Partners enjoy rou- a friend over money. It's best to keep
bid. Do not raise partner's
tational
nesse. And finally, if West leads
tine activities together. Good advice plans to yourself now as jealous types
second suit with only three trumps.
and
finesse
free
a
gets
South
hearts.
could spoil your fun.
eliminates confusion.
-his vulnerable game to go with it.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.O Box
AQUARIUS
CANCER
with self-addressed,
Texas
75225,
12313,
Dallas,
not
are
Odds of 3-1 in your favor
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
stamped envelope for reolv
now.
for
better.
even
are
aside
things
Sure
intetests
bad.
career
Put
Job interests are favored over
a visit
matters of pleasure today. You gain You owe a friend a favor or
a
about
facts
real
the
get
You'll
satisfaction through the completion
)••=104)410111
rumor.
of a project. Partners are helpful.
PISCES
LEO
sow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(July 23 to Aug.22)
whose
one
with
arguing
sense
No
makes
A nagging home problem
Stay clear of
you opt for a familiar haunt as a way mind is already made up.
workContinue
conflicts.
ideological
Feelings
today.
of enjoying yourself
ing-on a career project.
ttecome stronger in romance
YOU BORN TODAY are an inspiraVIRGO
thinker. Whatever your field,
tional
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
write about it
No doubt you'll continue with a there's a chance you'll
best when
work
You
(ley.
some
if
But
time.
work project on your own
See It In Your..Home
not to let
the work becomes tiresome, give inspired But remember
your sense
yourself a break and take some time idealism cause you to lose
$C00
of humor. At times you lose sight of
off.
For Only
selling
have
You
equation.
human
the
LIBRA
ability that is an asset to you both in
S
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Opt for pleasures that aren't too business and creative pursuits. BirthMES:
SHOWTI
costly today. The familiar suits you day of: Alexander Hamilton, AmeriWed. Jan 15 at 7-00 DMpatriot: William James,
best now. A misunderstanding with a can
actor.
Taylor,
Rod
and
philosopher,
Thurs.
Jan. 16 at 8:00 p.m.
relative is cleared up

DATEBOOK

Supper planned Sunday

observations
by lochie hart

Sallie Guy will speak

Youth breakfast_Sunday

•

Exhibit opens Saturday

Field trip Saturday

Horse show at center

Prenatal class planned

Video will be shown

•

Stipi5ort event Ttiescffr

Hairdressers will meet

--. Circle plans meeting

Need Line will meet

Fis4,5t Birthday

THE ACES®

Sigmas plan meeting

MURRAY
TODAY

Homeplace
Family Reitaurant

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

pit

1

$425

SEE EDDIE MURPHY
AT HIS BEST

A

osA

SALE

Murray Cablevision
Presents:

—All Fall and
Winter Sportswear

sit

Beverly Hills Cop

to 75% Off

S

13
/
—Winter Coats, Dresses
and Lingerie

IA Off

;Ife.

7147/.1144

VIC/tot7Przt,csaseve-wit--usevte-weihea.4-7/4

cvtt‘e
oow

SALE
Winter Merchandise
Sho
Children's Special
Paducah
2122 Broad..a) -

Mon.-Sat.

9:30-5:00-442-4441

Just Call 753-5005
And Say I Want To See
Beverly Hills Cop, And We
Will Authorize Your T.V.

Starting As Low As

'20"

Motif,gtvidag Skop -

CAIBLE-VISION
E viSION •ftibrm

Pods Rood
109-Wriikr.:71e.WhetyfitW_uww.46CVe.ifesfiate-ztet

Fn. Jan 17 at 9 00 p.m.

—Selected Group
of Wedding, Bridesmaid,
and Prom Dresses ,

May41•Id

247-2552

4=111•0411.1e0aMe0411•100,4=11O-oamomeosmescwam•owmes sems-o•INIOs04=10004MOIMPO
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School menus are listed for corning week
turkey club, lasagne;
Thursday - grilled
cheese/soup, crispy
fish; Friday - pizzaburger, stuffed potato
shells. Pizza, salad bar,
fresh fruits, vegetables,
deserts and drinks are
available daily.
East. North
and Southwest
Monday - burritoes/chili, corn dog:
Tuesday - fried salmon
pattie/ gravy and
biscuit„ cheeseburger;
Wednesday - pizza,
fish sandwich; Thursday - lasagne, bacon
and cheese sandwich;
Friday - pizza, tuna
sandwich. Fresh fruits,

Menus for various lun- and gravy, pizzaburger;
chrooms in county and Tuesday - fried
city schools for the week chicken, grilled
of Jan. 13 to 17 have cheese/chicken noodle
been released by Joan- soup; Wednesday na Adams, food service spaghetti/meat sauce,
director for Calloway corn dog; Thursday County Schools, and burritoes/chili, tacos;
Judy Hina, food service Friday - sausage, egg
coordinator for Murray and biscuit, fish sandwich. Hamburgers,
City Schools.
The menus are sub- Cheeseburgers, pizza,
ject to occasional salad bar, fruits,
change because of the vegetables, desserts
availability of food and and drinks are available
other opecial occasions. daily.
Calloway Middle
Menus are as follows:
Monday - footlong
---chili dog, taco salad:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Tuesday ---cheeseburger, chicken
Calloway High
Monday - roast pork pot pie; Wednesday -

Ai

vegetables, desserts
and drinks are available
daily.
- -- MURRAY CITY
- --Murray High
Monday - fish and
cheese sandwich,
ravioli w/meat sauce;
Tuesday - tuna on
croissent, chili
w/peanut butter sandwich; Wednesday hamburger, beefaroni
w /French bread;
Thursday - sloppy joe,
ham and cheese sandwich, Friday cheeseburger, barbecue
sandwich. Fruits,
(Cont'd on page 9)

--Corning community events announced
Sunday,Jan. 12
Monday, Jan. 13
Church of Christ will
Board of Need Line
have a New Members will meet at noon at
Dinner after the 6 p.m. Pagliai's.
service at church.
---Baptist Women of
Junior High and Northside Baptist
Senior High UMYF of Church will meet at 7
--- First United Methodist p.m. at church.
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Church will meet at 5:30
---Free and Accepted
p.m.
Murray Hairdressers
Masons will meet at 7:30
---will meet at 3 p.m. at
p.m. at lodge hall.
Made-for-TV video National Beauty Supply
---will be shown following House.
Paducah Chapter of
6 p.m. service at
---Parents Without PartUniversity Church of
Special daycare
Betin
Land
Events
ners will meet at 8 p.m.
seminar will be from 7
the Lakes will in- Christ.
in Irvin Cobb Ballroom, ween
--to 9 p.m. at Wilson Hall,
hour
Eagle
24
clude
Sixth and Broadway
Monday,Jan. 13
First Baptist Church,
a.m.
at
9
at
trip
field
Streets, Paducah For
Mattie Belle Hayes Mayfield. For informaNature
Woodlands
information call
Center. For reserva- Circle of First United tion call 1-247-5765.
1-554-3657.
---tions call 1-924-5602, ex- Methodist Church
---Women will meet at 9:30
Sigma Department of
238.
tention
will
AA and Al-Anon
a.m. at church.
Murray Woman's Club
---be at 8 p.m. at J.U.
---will meet at 7 p.m. at
Class
Prenatal
Early
Kevil Center, South 10th
Murray State Univer- club house.
in
third
a.m.
9
at
will
be
Street Extended.
---floor classroom of sity Class Registration
Mayfield.
Parenting Class will
Coun- will be from 8 a.m. to
Murray-Calloway
---p.m. in Curris meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in
ty Hospital.
Open horse show,
Center.
third floor classroom,
sponsored by New Pro---Murray-Calloway CounSunday,Jan. 12
vidence Riding Club,
Suburban ty Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Homemakers Club will
will start at 4 p.m. at
- --West Kentucky Maynard will be meet at 7 p.m. at home
Murray Women of
Livestock and Exposi- honored on 40th wedding of Sue Dunn.
Moose will have aerobic
tion Center. Admission anniversary with a
---exercise at 7 p.m.
reception from 2 to 4
is $2.
Community Theatre
---p.m. in University will have auditions for
---Murray Neighbor Girl
Games are scheduled Branch of Bank of "Jacques Brel Is Alive Scout Core will meet at
at 8 p.m. at Murray Murray.
and Well and Living in 9:30 a.m. Cookie train---Moose Lodge.
Paris" at 7 p.m. in ing for all chairmen will
Household shower for Playhouse in Murray---be at 10:30 a.m. and 6
Jerry, Janice and Tim- Calloway County Park. p.m. All events will be
The 1985-86 traveling
my Barrett who _lost For information call at Girl Scout Cabin.
exhibition of Society of their home by fir: will 759-1752.
---Illustrators willon
be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
---Parents Anonymous
display through Jan. 26
Coldwater United
AA and Al-Anon will Chapter will meet at 6
on main level of Eagle
Methodist Church.
closed meetings at p.m. For informatior)
have
fourth
Gallery,
floor,
-- - 8 p.m. at First Christian call 762-16862 or 762-6851.
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
AA will have a closed Church, Benton. For in- Murray State Universimeeting at 4 p.m. at formation call 753-0061,
ty. Admission is free.
American Legion 762-3399, 753-7764 or Stars will appear
---Building, South Sixth 753-7663.
PURCHASE, N.Y.
Varsity &Iris and
and Maple Streets. For
---Boys Basketball Teams
(AP) - Don Johnson,
call
n
informatio
Murray High School who stars in the hit
of Murray High School
753-0061, 763-3399 or will present musical,
will play Fulton County
television series
753-7764,e,
"Barnum," at 7:30 p.m. "Miami Vice," and
at Murray High. gym.
---at Murray Middle singer Glenn Frey will
Pep Band will play.
Community Theatre School auditorium,
---make a music videowill have auditions for Main and Eighth
Saturday, Jan. 11
style commercial for
Alive
Is
Brel
"Jacques
Streets.
Captain Wendell Oury
Pepsi-Cola USA.
---Chapter of Daughters of and Well and Living in
Actor Michael J. Fox
Jackson Purchase and comedian Billy
American Revolution Paris" at 7 p.m. at
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray- Audubon Society will Crystal also will appear
Wilcox home with Fran- Calloway County Park. meet at 7 p.m. at in separate ads for the
suelle Cole as hostess.-- For information call Paducah Area Vocation company's 1986 adver759-1752.
Center, 2400 Adams, tising campaign, Pepsi.
----Writers' Potpourri
Paducah. For local in- Cola announced. Terms
American Quarter formation call 753-9385. of the contracts were
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
---Calloway Public Horse Association. will
not disclosed.
have a horse show at 7
Library.
a.m. at West Kentucky
---AA and Al-Anon will Livestock and Exposimeet at 8 p.m. at tion Center. Admission
A newborn admission ty Hospital for ThursAmerican Legion is free.
and dismissals at day, Jan. 9, have been
Sixth
South
Building,
Seventh and Poplar Murray-Calloway Coun- released as follows:
and Maple Streets.
Newborn admission
Boden baby boy,
parents, Mark and Corinne, 1136 Chicakasaw,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lily Mohundro,
Rt. 5, Box 1318, Murray;
Mrs. Lesley Elkins and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 59,
Dexter;
Mrs. Belinda Perry
and baby birl, Rt. 3, Box
First from the start
365, Murray; Mrs.
Christine Mohon and
baby girl, Box 1104,
Paris, Tenn.;
Max Manning, Box
1041, Murray; Daniel
Wright, Rt. 3, Box 116,
Benton; Mrs. Judy
Latimer, 1621 Keenland,
Murray;
Miss Nina Reid, Rt. 1,
Save big on this
Box 436, Symsonia;
powerful, pro-quality
Harold Grogan, 2308
Coldwater Rd., Murray;
ECHO 181 bar, 44cc
Mrs. Mary Rowland,
tC.
Chain Saw!
2000 Gate sboro,
r•••
Murray;
CS 440EVL
Arzell Morrison, 725
McCampbell, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Dorothy
Suggs, Rt. 1, Box 140,
to
ready
you're
When
Farmington; Mrs. Nova
tackle tough jobs the easy way.
Cohoon, Rt. 6, Box 74,
Murray;
• Exclusive Pro Fire- electronic ignItion
Mrs. Ruby Speed, 308
fcx easy starts
North Eighth St., Mur• Quiet, yet powerful 2 stroke engine
ray; Mrs. Edine
• Lightweight, well balanced
• Automatic chain oiling
Chrisman, 814 North
• Anti-vibration system
20th St., Murray; Mts.
Ethel Chilcutt, Rt. 1,
Box 134, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Estelle Delaney,
K-1 Southsidde Manor,
Murray; Elmer
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Box 562,
Hardin; Mrs. Nell
Anderson, 606 Brroad
Ext., Murray:
Mrs. Ruby Johnson,
3004 Bypass 1099,
Hickman; Mrs. Frances
Wilson (expired), Rt. 1,
to
ready
When you're
Box 261A, Puryear,
tackle tough jobs the easy way. CS 510EVL 2a BAR
Tenn.
• Exclusive Pro Fire electronic ignition
90 Days Same As
for easy starts
A PR
Cash, Financing
Chief yet powerful 2 stroke engine
• lightweight well balanced
Available With
W11.14. th(-5 lost
• Automatic chain oiling
Approved Credit
Chvvtolf•t Nova Ct•Ii•brity
• Anti vibration system

Friday,Jan. 10
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.

Saturday, Jan. 11

American Quarter
Horse Association will
have a horse show starting at 7 a.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission is free.
---Dance featuring
music by Sundown is
scheduled from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.

1

0%0

• On site registration
(at the first class meeting).
You may begin these
classes without being
admitted to the university,
but you will need to
complete the admission
process during the
semester

WEEKEND CLASSES
(Saturday only and Friday and Saturday)
Saturday clams will begin January 17, 1986
AGRICULTURE
AGR.532 30 - Farm- and -tanct-Appraisat

The Center for
Continuing Education

LEGAL STUDIES
Business Law I
3.0
LST 240
READING
30 Enrichment in Reading
REA 523
*Meets 5 WKNDS only/1st MTG 1/10/86

F
5:00-800
8:30-330 -- S

SPEECH AND THEATRE
30 Intro to Interpersonal Communication'
SAT 181
(1st MTG 1/17 meets 5 *kends)
SAT 581

30

Seminar in Interpersonal Communication
(1st MTG 1/24) (Meets 4 wkends)

30

Seminar in Organizational Communicattoi
(1st MTG 1/31) (Meets 4 WItends)

500-90C)
900-5 00

•

- -d
Patients are name

ECIllfthePowerfo/ProllaalityNternatised

Let's "hear it"
for the
•

•

•

Tourists.
In the past 12 1,1sitin
months, more
than 15 million
strong, they've
comprised "the visiting team" that
contributed over
$3.7 billion to
Kentucky's
economy.
"The visiting
team" members come for
a variety of
reasons-vacations, business
trips, camping
trips, conventions, or

team!

simply
"just driving
through:' They
stay an average of 3.4 days,
and each party
spends an average
of $267.30 while
they're here.
Your Kentucky
Tourism Industry thanks
you for remembering that a
thriving tourism industry is
an investment
in Kentucky's
economic
future.

•

4E-0

SO°

7.9%
4

ECHO

4

"Let's take the time to
make 'members' of this
wry special visiting team
welcome-state-wide r
Sportscaster
Ralph Hacker

TOURISM
FEDERATION
A pubh•
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ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. Mb
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753 7617
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Barry Bingham Sr.: Louisville holdings on the market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The following was released
Thursday by Barry Bingham
Sr., chairman of the boards that
control his family's three
Louisville communication
companies.
"It is my unwelcome duty to
announce that the three companies long controlled by the
Bingham family are being placed on the market for sale. They
are The Courier-Journal and
Louisville Times Co., WHAS
Inc., and Standard Gravure,
Corp., along with their
subsidiaries.
"These companies have been
fully owned by my family
through three generations. My
father acquired the newpapers

in 1918, and the other companies
in the early 20s. They have been
an intimate part of our lives
over the years.
"Times change, however.
Costs of materials and equipment mount inexorably: The
future requirements of journalism, both print and electronic, are difficult to predict.
Meanwhile, tax policies make it
increasingly hard for familyheld operations to maintain control from one generation to
another.
"My family group has expanded beyond my three surviving
children to include nine grandchildren who range in age from
24 years to 3 months. Divergent

Fewer than half the victims
of Gander crash identified ,•
mass burial is considered
OTTAWA (API — The bogies
of most of the 256 Americans
killed in the crash of an Armychartered plane last rripnth still
have not been identified, and investigators plan to return to the
site to seek more clues, a Canadian official said.
Peter Boag, chief Investigator
for the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board, said just 119 bodies have
been identified and 111 of them
have been returned to their
families.
The plane, a DC-8 owned by
the Miami-based Arrow Air
charter company, crashed Dec.
1,2 minutes after taking off from
a refueling stop at Gander, Newfoundland. Eight crew members
and 248 U.S. soldiers returning
from peacekeeping duty in
Egypt's Sinai peninsula were
killed.
U.S. officials in Washington
said previously that identification was being hindered because
the soldiers' medical and dental
records were carried on the
plane, contrary to Pentagon
regulations.
The New York Times reported

Diary

today that the Pentagon is considering a mass burial of bodies
that cannot be identified.
Boag, speaking at a news conferen.ce, said investigators also
were far from determining the
cause of the crash, in part
because the cockpit microphone
failed to record the conversation
among the flight crew before the
crash.
He said no one knew why the
microphone had not worked, adding, "No one lead seems more
promising than any other."
Investigators are still examining closely the plane's heavily
damaged flight data recorder,
but Boag added,"We're not sure
we will get much from it."

interests are ,hound to develop
among so many individuals, as
they have done in our children's
generation. As the senior
member of the family, I must
try to foresee as clearly as I can
the future needs and desires of
all.
"My father spoke of the
newspapers he owned as 'public
trust.' My son Barry has conducted them since my retirement 14 years ago in that same
spirit of dedication to high standards.. He has placed his own"
mark on the product with force,
yet with a sensitive understanding of the obligations attending
monopoly ownership.
"His ethical practices have
served as examples to the communications industry. He has
significantly increased the proportion of women and minorities
in all the corporations. He has
strengthened the corporate
boards by recruiting experienced and effective outside directors. He has been supported in
these endeavors, as I was in my
days of stewardship, by an able,
dedicated staff, associates from
whom we part with feelings of
gratitude and keen regret.
"Our family roots in the community and the state are too
deep to sever. We are determined to pass along the papers and
the other properties to owners
who can be counted on to
operate them at high levels of
journalistic and civic responsibility. We trust that they will
want to continue such policies as
our long-standing practice of
dedicating 5 percent of our pretax corporate earnings to civic
and charitable enterprises.
"New owners will no doubt br-

Despite' the problems, Boag
said he is "confident that we will
find the cause of the crash."
Officials from the U.S. National Transportation Safety
Board, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, Arrow Air,
and the mi.'nufacturers of the
aircraft and its engines have
joined in the investigation.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Mom With a Memory Says
Child's Room Is his Castle
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of
a 13-year-old son. I believe if a child
wants his bedroom to be messy,
with clothes and other belongings
strewn all over the place—on chairs,
doorknobs, the floor—so be it.
The bedroom is supposed to be a
private, comfortable place a child
can call his own. How can that be
when parents holler, scream, yell
and threaten at whatever trips their
trigger?
My son will be brought up to know
that his bedroom is his—not mine.
I don't know how many others
would agree with me, but I was
raised by a mother who screamed,
yelled and threatened me if my roam
wasn't in perfect order, and all I
have is bad memories of my childhood.
MODERN MOM
IN ENID, OKLA.
DEAR MOM: Kids (especially
messy ones)will love your letter.
Mothers will hate it. Me? I say,
keep the doors to the kids'rooms
closed, and go in once a week to
rake them.
I would, however, insist on
one rule: Ifthere is any snacking
in the bedroom, all dishes and
leftovers should be taken to the
kitchen before bedtime.
* *•

•

DEAR ABBY: Please help me. I
am 28 and the mother of two darling
children. I've been happily married
for five years and I really love my
husband. He's good to me and the
kids, but here's the problem: I am
very much attracted to my husband's
brother, and he's attracted to me.
We kid around and flirt a lot, but
haven't done anything about it
except maybe a quick kiss in the
kitchen. Abby, it's getting harder
and harder to fight these feelings.
Maybe if I have a fast fling with
this guy and get it over with, L will
finally get him out of my system.
What do you think?
ALL IN THE FAMILY

•••

DEAR ABBY: Will you please
settle an argument between my
daughter and my husband? It's
about the J.C. Penney Co.
My daughter claims that the
"J.C." in the J.C. Penney Co.stands
for John Cash.
My husband insists that the "J.C."
stands for Jesus Christ.
Who is correct?
EDIE FROM
DAYTONA BEACH
DEAR EDIE:Neither,but your
daughter comes closer. Although
the founder of the J.C. Penney
Co. was the son of a Baptist
minister and a very religious
man, the "J.C." in his name
stands for James Cash,not Jesus
Christ.

ing new resources and new inspiration to the task. We trust
that they will strive in their own
way to strengthen a tradition we
cherish.

fidence in his skill and dedica"My son Barry:s tender of
tion, I am asking him to continue
resignation of his executive position is deeply distressing to me, -in these positions until new
ownership of the companies has
hut I have no alternative but to
been agreed upon."
accept his wish. In my con•
ad.

COME TO THE

••••••••••
linillESIKENCO SPECIAL.
••••••

;

Movie Club Membership
10% Off This Weekend

No Limit Special
Rent All The Movies
You Want. With
Every 3 Rentals
Get One FREE
Pickup Fri. Bring
Back Mon.

•27 Free Movies A Year
•Discounts On Other Specials
•Reservation Privileges

5" Black & White T.V.
ACIDC With AMIFM Radio
Only

V.C.R. Rentals
9.95 For The Weekend
12.50 For The Week

$89.95

CELI.1:2010

Your Professional Movie Store
has the best selection with
the best prices. Now
cover 1800 titles to choose

RENTAMALES

CENTER

T53-8201
-Open Fri. TM 8

200 E. Main

753:8201

Sat. Til 6
4

Open Daily 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Sale Starts Sun., Jan. 12;
Sale Ends Tues., Jan. 14

SUN.
MuN.
TUES. 5.44
ONLY!

1.77

Our 2.18 Ea. Uncloralb nylon panty hose
in reinforced toe or sandol-foot styles
Misses sizes A-B, C-D or queer-

Our 6.47 Pkg. Disposable diapers.
Medium size in pkg. of 36 fits 12-24 lbs.;
ip 5ihrge size in pkg. of 24 fits over 24 lbs.

3-DAY DOORBUSTER SALE
3.97
Savo 31%. Our 5.77.6pr. pkg. boys'or girls'
cotton/acrylic tub*
socks with co4ortul
stripes. Sizes 7-81/2, 9-11

(0,

a'•••".
W4
P‘V''i
"APS
.74'. 46
4
:
filAWAA7414
k11 42:1
iitEV

4H 6*P‘ferlitIF IPrfl
.,.J,
rytorpn,a

$
2For1

Sala Price. Furnace Sitars in
most popular sizes. Help save
On energy costs

$
2For1

Salo Price. Reynolds Wrap
aluminum foil for baking.
storage. 25 sq. it,

1.57

Save 32%. Our 2.34. 30
Hefty tail kitchen bogs fit up
to 13-gal cans. 1.25 mu.

* ••

DEAR ABBY: Many people down
here in the deep South who have
arranged their lives around shift
work owe you a debt of gratitude for
helping to eliminate the old concept
'that unirofited guests should be
welcomed with open arms at all
times.
Now we need your help in another
area: Recently I attended services in
a small Protestant church where a
very sincere layperson delivered an
impassioned address, closing with,
"Would those who would like to
rededicate their lives, please come
forward and kneel at the altar?"
As I looked around the church, I
saw that about three-fourths of the
congregation was over 55 years of
age.
As anyone involved in the health
care field can tell you, their reason
for not wanting to kneel could range
from A to V—arthritis to vertigo.
Please inform the clergy to consider the age of most church congregations and use the phrase,
"Come forward and gather at the
altar"' stead of kneel. I'm sure the
reaper& will be greater.
ARTHRITIC WITH VERTIGO

•

Price
After
Rebate
22-fl.-oz. Formula 409
alt-purpose cleaner with
handy trigger sprayer Is 4
great for all types of
cleaning iobs.
to rnfr

Otpulorion

mleCe
2,., 2•50 ICSOle

1.77

Ss h
— 1.50

1 Lb. Bog M&M's. Plain or

vc 4.4 case
2r.. 1.00 "

peanut chocolate candies.

1.17

1.17

Salo Price Pkg. 2 Burman
alkaline battories. Choice or
size "M" or AAA

Sale Price Pkg. Twin-pock
disposable douche in formula choice 4 5 fl oz

Solo

Limit 2

comwo OaPt

Choice c41 quart HD30,
10W30 or 5W30 nscitor
oil to help your car run
smoott* Meet new car
and SAE requirements
sow kuso cope
Savo 39%. Our 1.27. Deluxe
vinyl pour spout for auto
workshop or goroge

99c

• VenIsh bowl
cleaner
• Disinfects. 45 oZ• •

.crystal d•odoric..
•••• •••

1.37

1.97 Pkg.
Choice of Panasonic battonics. 1, 9-V or 2-pock "C""0"

Sal°. 30%. Our

•• •

DEAR ALL: I think you should
try harder to fight these feelings.
et, no
.
No flirting, no eye conta
kidding around, and no quick
kisses in the kitchen or anywhere else.
Forget the fast fling. It could
fling your marriage right into
the divorce court.

(Getting married? Svnd for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
to Haves Lovely Wedding." Send your
name and address clearly printed with
•check or money order for $2.50 and a
long, stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Boa 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)

, .r
.
Weer•Ante7.4.

•

•

h•

•
•
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Sunday

Area churches list services, music for upcoming'
Various churches in
the city and county have
released information
concerning services on
Sunday, Jan. 12, as
follows:

First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, minister, will
speak about "Suffering
and the Christian Faith
— A Look at Unaccep-

WATERBEDS
eADLicAN LOCATION CALL
PAIXTCAH
66
141

kluaRav LOCATION CALL
Olt siNui HILLS SHOPPING CENTE

444-9003 759-4522
0401C-raftet,je
sHowRooms
• BEDROOM SUITES
• LAY AWAY A SINANCiNG
• LARGE
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE OEM
• WE MOVE BEOS

USA (NC.
c->a T.E BEST c• ,
' ova LtFE

a.m. worship service at
First United Methodist
Church.
"Trust In The Lord"
will be the anthem to be
sung by the Chancel
Choir with Paul Shahan
as director and Bea Farrell as organist.
Church School will be

at 5:30 p.m. and Genesis
Ringers at 6 p.m.
————

INDEPENDENT

NAZARENE

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENT
NORTHSIDE
McKinney Road. Dexter
10 00 a in
Sunday School
1100am
Worship
BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsonia Hwy Smilax'
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Morning Worship
11 Ram
7 Ori p m
Wni Evening

!FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Reedy Mix Concrete
Reildieg Blocks
753-3540
Best Mein Street

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME -1
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

table Solutions" with at .9:45 a.m., Melody
scripture from Luke Makers at 5 p.m., Junior
13:1-5 and 10-17 at 10:50 and Senior High UMYF

Immanuel Lutheran
Immanuel Lutheran
Church will being a new
time schedule. Sunday
School and Bible
Classes will begin at
9:30 a.m. and worship

service at 10:30 a.m.
The Rev. Clarence
Helmich, pastor, will
speak on the theme, "I
Will Keep You" with
scripture from Isaiah
42:1-7.

First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about"A Cardinal Conviction" with
scripture from Revelations 19:6 at 10:45 a.m.
service at First
Presbyterian Church.
"A Song of Praise"
will be the anthem to be
sung by the Church
Choir with Daniel Craig
JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

Holy Communion will
continue to be
celebrated on the first
and third Sundays of
each month.
CATHOLIC

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 00 ism
Sunday School
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
'9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 ern
Morning Worship
6.00 a.m.
Evening Worship .
6 93 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
10 Ma m
Watchtower
Blbk Lecture

5 00 p m
9 03 a m

Saturday
Sunday

ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CH1JRCH
6 00pm Sal
Sunday Masses
8 00 a m Sunday
11 Rim Sunda

ADVENTISTS

t

Try Our Personal Poo Pizzo For Lunch

12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

753-2706

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Foleyday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus, Pharmacist
.
Glendale At Whitnell, Illehind Big John'el.753-4175

JCPenpey
pp

Open AN Year

PRESBYTERIAN

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10- 45 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10.03 am.
Sunday School
11'00 a.m.
• Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
ALMO
FIRST CHRISTIAN
11 OD am
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
9 30 a m
Sunday School
B1ble Study
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
11 Ram
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
orning Worship
"
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
6 00 p m
venthg Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
9 45 a.m.
Sunday School
ATER
COLDW
FELLOWSHIP
11 00 am,
Worship Service
10 50 a m
10 30•in
Morning Worship
Worship
OAK GROVE
600pm
0 30 a m
Evening Worship
Sable School
1500 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER
6 011 p m
Evening Service
Worship Service II 50 a m Al 00 p.m
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
LYN* GRO
Rain
10
School
m.
•
46
Sunday
Worship Service
11_00am
10'45 apt.
Morning Worship
Church School
BETHEL UNITED
GREEN PLAIN
MARTINI CHAPEL UNITED
5313• m
Morning Worship
10:00 a m
9 300,00.
Bible Study
Worship Service
10 30 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Service
ash.
10'30
Morning
Sunday School
6 00 p m
2nd & 4Lh Sun Night
6 Op in
Evening Worship
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
7 50 p m
10.00 a m
Wed Worship
Worship
10 El• m
Sunday School
CHURCH
a.m
HAZEL
00
11
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
OF CHRIST
MT CARMEL
7 00 p m
1st k 3rd Sun Night
10 OD a m
Bible Study
Worship Service 10-00 a m 2nd Sunday.
COLDWATER UNTIED
10 50 a in
Of
10
Worship
Morning
11 00a m 4th Sunday. Sunday School
Worship Service 11 00145 & 2nd Sunday.
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
am lst. ard.481T Sunday: 11 am Sitc
IS Rain 3rd k rth. Sunday School 1000
700 p m
Mid-Week Worship
am ist & 2nd Sunday, 11 00a m 3rd k 4th
MT. HEBRON
Sunday
GROVE
HICKORY
Sunday
Worship Service 10 03 a m In
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
CHURCH OF CHRIST .
630 II 00 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 1100
Werihip Service
10:M a in
Sunday School
1st Sunday — 10 00 a.m 2rid. 3rd
a.m
45
0
Sunday School
1700 a m
Morning Worship
4th Sunday
DEXTER -HA ROD(UNITED
Rpm.6:
Evening Worship
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a in
Sunday School
IURKSEY CHURCH
10'00 a in
Sunday School
11 00• m 600 p m
Worship
CHRIST
OF
114Ma.m
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
1000 a m
Sunday School
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
6 45 & 10•50am
Worship
10:50 a in
Morning Worship
9 45• m
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
7 p in
Evening Worship
11'00 a In
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship Service
;
Wednesdays
k
Sunday
i
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
10 00 a m
Sunday School
9 Ski m
MT OLIVE
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:45 a m
...HURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
10-00 a.m.
Church School
p
mow 6
Rain10.
Sunday School
Evening
11'00am
Worship Service
11 Rain
UNITED
Morning Worship
STOREY'S CHAPEL
6 30 p.m
Evening Ser Woe
pm
600
m
a
00
10
Worship
Evening
School
Sunday
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11 00 a m
NEW CONCORD
Monung Worship
10:00 Lin
Sunday School
in.
a
10:50
Morning Service ,
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
11:00 a m
Worship
900 p in
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
Morning WOrship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
11 -00 a m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 Ram
Morning Worship
6:00 pm.
.
CHURCH
Worship
Evening
AME
KIRKSEY UNTIED
10:00 a.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Sunday School
10,45 a in
WS
Morning Wor0Up
Morning Service
1110a m
Morning Worship
4706 p m
Pratt .
Evening Worship
Pastor William
7 00 o m
Evening Wilirship

CHURCH OF CHRIST

'Hillbilly'Barn

Vegetabigis

L

CHES&L'T STREET
GENERAL
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 Ram
Morning Worslup ,.
COLDWATER
1100am
Morning Worship
100pm
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 45 a in
Sunday School
II 00 a in
Morning Services
6 00 p m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p iv
Wednesday Serv
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship Service
00 o m
Sunday Night
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 Rain
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:45 p.m
Evenbrtg Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11 Rain
Morning Worship
6 30 p in
Evening Worship
FPAITFI BAPTIST
110am
Morning Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30 a m
School
Sunday
10 45 a m k 7 03 p.m
.
Worship
6 OD p m
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
11 Os m
Morning Worship
6:45 in
Comm Worshi

-C
SOP

TIME SAWING PL

753-8971

BLOOD RIVER
11 000 in
Morning Worship
6 OD p m
Worship
Evening
CHERRY CORNER
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a m
Worship
6p m
Church Training
7p m
Worship
7p m
Wednesday

Fresh Fruits

AIPIIIMsra

South 12th Street
Southside Center

BAPTIST

I/

snack ,

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
Pogue
, 752-140901105
A.r(mte
Modts lost
UNIROYAL
144 )
of South 12th

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

EVERYDAY tOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENDREE — PHARMACIST
753-2380'
OLYMPIC PLAZA

753 2540

CENTRAL CENTER

LYNN GROVE ROAD

HOLLAND Downtown
DRUGS
Murray
Eastsido Court Square —
15% Cosh Discount On ProggrIp41.0.•

753-1462
Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices-

SUGAR CREEK
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 45 p in
Evening Worship
VICTORY BAPTIST
10:00 a m
Sunday School
II:00am
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
7:00 p m.
Wednesday Evening

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00• m
Sunday School
1050• m
Morning Worship
6'03 p in
Evening Worship
7'00 p in
Wed Evening Ser

COMPLIMENTS OF

WELLS Murray
IC
ELECTR
733-41145

402 IL 12th
49

WEST MAIN
N
CHEVRO
Service
"Your Only Full
Chevron Station"

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL en_ tPEL
10•00a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a in
Worshipteroce
7•00 p in
'Evening Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10 00 a.m
Sunday Schoo:
11 00i m.
Morning Worship
6 30 pm
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Wed Service
JESUS
OF
THE CHURCH
CHRIST • Almo Height&
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 1150 a.m. lk 7:00 p.m:
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2)06 Coldwater Rd.
10.11 a.m..7140 p.m.
Sun Ser
700 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
1010 a.m.
Sunday School
1110 am,
Morning Worship
7:0D p.m.
Sunday Evening

Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
753-25931
1417 Main

SOcUoTiliBIASTVTES
CALIFltigog,lii,ISE 753 43182
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

7:00 p.m.
Wed. Night
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7.00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10.30• m.
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
18th at Calloway
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m
Worship
- 7 p.m.
Wednesday
Trinity Mission
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1100a,m
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

Farmer Ave k 17th St Murray
Sunday
11:011 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.rre.
2nd Wed
730 p.m
RR 2nd Wed.
12.004-0 •.m.

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
"We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

f--

753-45'3

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-Midnight

Try Our New Potato Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
759-9555
12th Street

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
120S 1611,01
1100am
Sunday School
II Sc a in
Meet
Sacrsment

Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Storey's
Food
Giant
Air Shopping Center
Bit

Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
19 S. 12th
753-382

Buck's Body Shop

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

AUto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
°LYNAM PLAZA •MURRAY• 733-7733

900 Sytemere

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sollin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials

701 MAIN,,

Bel Air Shopping Center

753-5273

Dodge

604 S. 12th St.
733-7114
_J.

1102 Chostnut

Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Gifts, _Children's Books, etc.

Hwy 94 East
753 1834

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

RANDY THORNTON
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

753-0440

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE

Plymouth

753-5142

snow siroauwe

PARKER
FORD, INC.

4
"

HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING•SHEET METAL

Broakfest,Stsrvosi
6 o.nt.-10

GOLDEN
CORRAL

Jack Marshall—Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fr•sh ButtormINt Biscuiti
Sycamore at 126
Coil in Orders 7534101

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

N. 12th St.
Attond Church
Rogulorly

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

ST JOHN'S EPISOOPht.
800 a m
Holy Eucharist
9.15 a m
Christian Education
Holy Eucharist
10:30 a m

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

Kettlielui Trisi Chasm

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753 5012

.

512,5. 121k

God Is Love

Joblsors of Shell OH Products
Serving Calloway. Graves and Carlisle Cotentin'

753-4141

•

—FOGG*,

7536779

408 N.
4th

EPISCOPAL

..1•11

•

Murray
Theatres

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

759-9995

Belcher Oil.Co.
-t

753-5742

9 45 a m
11 Ram

11:00 a in
COO p.m
7.00 p rn

UNIVERSITY
8:50 a.m.
First Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Second Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6.60 p.m
Evening Worship
'
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
10 00 a in
Bible Study
11 Rain
Morning Worship
700pm
Wed. Eve. Bible Study

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

ST JOHN

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
"Vednesday Evening

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
753-6168
501 N. 4th
Let Us Entertain You

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m
6:00 p.m

SPRING CREEK
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
645 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union

Morning Worship
Sunday School

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a m,
11007:30 p.m.
Worship Serv
730 pirr
Wed. Service

SCOTT'S GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worst*,
SINKING SPRING
11 COO m
Morning Worship
730 p.m.
Everung Worslup

cesesplimeents Of

435-4415

TAYLOR SEED CO.

SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 15 p in
Evening Worship

401 Olive. 753-5312

SECOND STREET
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
SEVENTH I, POPLAR
8 30 a in.
Worship Service
9.45 Ain
Bible Study
10 400 in.
Worship Service
6'00 p m.
Worship
Evening
'T 50 p m,
Wed Bible Study
Winter
7 50 pm Summer
UNION GROVE
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
11:40 pin.
Evening Worship

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Con Eat Fish Dinners
437-4871
Hardin, Ky.

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
COMPLIMENTS OF

POPLAR SPRING
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:30 p m
Evening Worship

Murray Electric System

hINIANLIEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School k
S 45 a m
Bible Class
l
10 00 a m
Worship

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

DEALERS ONLY •THURSDAY 4:30 P.M.
753.8300

CO.

KIRICSEY BAPTIST
11 Ram
Morning Worship
7 30 p.m
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10.00 a m
Sunday School
& "ppm
11:00
Preaching
7 00 p in
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11 410 a.m.
Morning Worship
7.00 pm
Evening Worship
LANE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p m
ist Sehday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a.m
Morning Worship
6 CO p.m
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a.m,
Sunday School
11•0am
Worship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11 00• m
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
11 Rain
Morning Worship
7.00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10'00 a.ni
Sunday School
1100am
Preaching Serv
0 Rpm
Nightly Servir•

OWENS CHAPEL
11:011 air
Morning Worship
6;30 p.m
Worship
Evening

WALIMART

Rt I Murroy

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

Lynn Grove

HAZEL BAPTIST
8 45 a in
Sunday Schad
11 00 a m
Morning Viorslup
5 00 p m
Church Training
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7'00 p in
Evening
Wednesday
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11:09 a.m.
Worship Service
S•Spin
Evening Service

ti a m
and 6 30 p m

Worship

CAISLE
VIS111IN

Compliments of

Teocher
Mar-Lane Ceramics Certified
•Custorn Orders
•Supplies *"."
Sr Gift Shop
Hours: Tess.& Then.9:30 e.m.to 4 p.m.
&6:30p.Is 10 p.m.
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.iim.te 4 p.m.

OAK GROVE
GRACE BAPTIST.
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 o m
Singing Eve Worship

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY
753-5005
‘•

I
.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabba th School
Sat 9 II a m
V.orship
Sat it 00 a m

METHODIST

PIZZA HUT

as director and Susan Baptist Church.
Dan Hargrave will
Chamberlain as
direct the music with
accompanist.
Church School Louise Short as organist
Assembly will meet at and Tonya Wells as
pianist. The Ladies
9:30 a.m.
Choir will sing "Jesus
————
Loves Even Me."
Poplar Spring
At the 6:30 p.m. serP.
Chester
The Rev.
Culver, pastor, will vice the pastor will
speak about "Divine resume the series on
Degrees" at the 11 a.m.—"The Second Coming"
service at Poplar Spring
(Cont'd on page 8)

;-;
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urches list.•• (('oned from page 9),

director, Tommy evening service will be
Nick A. Horton.
Sills, Walter Mehr, Joel youth/education, and
Gaines as organist and "Brethren We Have Met
Bible classes will Fisher, James Thur- Bill Adams Jr., deacon
Joan Cooper a,s pianist. To Worship" by the' start at 9:45 a.m.
mond, Frank Hargis, of the week.
The Rev. Layne choir and a solo by Lisa
— —— —
Wayne Halley,
John Mark Potts,
Shanklin, guest Reed.
Seventh and Poplar
Johnny Bohannon, Lon- minister of music, will
speaker, will speak
Sunday School will be
C'hurch of Christ
nie Furr, Lenith Rogers, direct the Adult Choir as
about "Ready To at 10 a.m.
John Dale, minister, Glen B. Gibbs, Jack members sing
Preach" at 5:30 p.m.
—— — —
will speak about "Do Ward, Edward P. "Redeemed" at the
service. Carolyn Parks
Hazel Baptist
You Know Him?" with Thomas, Tommy Car- morning hour and
will be pianist.
_ The Rev. James T. scripture from I John raway, Bobby Fike Jr., "Dwelling in Beulah
Also assisting will be Garland, pastor, will 2:3-5 at 8:30 and 10:40
Charles .Haley and Land" at the evening
Chris Liddle, Beau 'Speak at 11 a.m. and a.m. services and about
hour. Joan Bowker and
Larry Weatherford.
Jones, Ronnie Jackson, 6:30 p.m. services at "Because You've AskBible classes will Allene Knight are
Donna Jackson, Hazel aptist Church.
acocEnpanists.
ed" with scripture from Start at 9:50 a.m.
Richard Nesbitt, Bobby
Miller will I Peter 3:15 at 6 p.m.
Gene
(Also assisting will be
————
Hill, Hazel Lee Boyd direct the m sic with service at Seventh and
Guy Billington, Larry
First Baptist
and Michael Parks.
Gwyn Key an Oneida Poplar Church of Christ.
Dr. Greg Earwood, Ragsdale, Dallas
Sunday School will be White as acco panists.
Directing the song pastor, will speak at Willoughby, Chip
at 9:45 a.m.
oir will service will be Jerry 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.. Adams, Benjamin
The Church
—— — —
sing "This Wo d Is Not Boll with an- services at First Baptist Wright and Rick Miller.
My Home."
Sunday School will be
nouncements by Jamie Church.
Memorial Baptist
Sunday School with Potts, Lorin Watson and
9:30 a.m. and Church
at
by
assisted
He will be
The Rev. Stephen V. Brad white as director Bill Nix.
the Rev. G.T. Moody, Training, GAs, RAs, AcSeaford, pastor, will will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Also assisting will be associate pastor, R.P. teens and Pioneer RAs
speak at 10:50 a.m. ser- Church Training with Kevin Garner, Ronnie Hodge, minister of at 6 p.m. „
vice at Memorial Bap- Gary Raspberry as
tist Church. Ralph director will be at 5:30.
Bogard will serve as p.m.
deacon of the week.
————
Milton Gresham,
University
minister of music, will
Church of Christ
direct the Sanctuary
Robin Wadley.
Choir as members sing minister, will speak
"Stand By Me" with about "Do You Want To
Brenda Hart and Get Well?" with scripMargaret Wilkins as ture from John 5:1-15 at
accompanists.
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. serA Deacon Ordination vices and about
Service for Fred Stalls "Brotherhood" with
will be at 7 p.m. with Dr. scripture from EpheJerrell White and the sians 2:14-22 at 6 p.m.
Rev. Seaford as ordina- service at University
tion sermon speakers. Church of Christ.
Rudell Parks will give
Directing the song
the ordination prayer; service will be Ernie
Roy Gresham will give Bailey with Robert Henthe welcome and— don making the
introduction.
announcements.
Special music will be
Also assisting will be
a trio composed of Judy Greg Delancey, Kennie
Gallenstein, Brenda Colson, Willard Ails,
Hart and Linda Stalls Lloyd Hasty, Barry
who will sing "Amazing Grogan; Mack Harris,
Grace"; and Milton Dwain Taylor, Pete DR, GREG EARWOOD, center, pastor -of First Baptist Church, Murray,
Gresham who will sing Waldrop, Keith Hays, delivered a holiday message with scripture from Luke 2:8 at Clear Creek
Turkey Day celebration held on the
"The Lord's Prayer."
Jack Wilson, Vernon Baptist School, Pineville, at a special
COLUMBIA, S.C. three words to say: I the death penalty was
Sunday School will be Gantt, Gary Taylor, campus. Also pictured are Leon Simpson, left, president of the college, and
(AP ) — James Terry love you. May God bless reinstituted in 1976.
at 9:40 a.m. and Church Nick Horton, Billy Prit- the Rev. G.T. Moody, associate pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray. Dan
Roach's attorneys Training at 6 p.m.
of Murray, also attended
Roach, who murdered each and every one of
chard, LA, Rowland, and Mary Shipley and Ken and Shirley Winters, all
argued that his life
turkey from
two teen-agers when he you."
——— —
Darnell, Jim the annual celebration when each campus family receives a
Gary
With two dissenting should be spared
was only 17, was exalumni.
Creek
Clear
and
Feltner, Cecil Like
Coldwater Baptist
ecuted today after the votes, the Supreme because he suffered
's
Huntington
from
The Rev. George
Supreme Court rejected Court late Thursday
his appeal and the refused to grant a stay, chorea, a mentally Culp, pastor, will speak
gov_ernor refused clearing the way for debilitating condition, about "Who Is the Holy
0
clemency requests from Roach's early morning and • because interna- Spirit" with scripture
'Art
rxpiress
prohibit
accords
from Zechariah 4:6 at 11
the United Nations, execution—in -South tional
4410
now carries a Tasty Line
Mother Teresa, Jimmy Carolina's electric chair the execution of those a.m. service and about
daily.
Carter and human at the Central Correc- younger than 18 at the "The Dangers of Super- (Cont'd from page 6)
of Catfish Fillets!
time of their offense.
Carter and
tional Institution.
ficial Religion" with vegetables, pizza,
rights groups.
guilty
pleaded
Roach
Robertson
scripture from James potato bar, milk and
Roach, 25, war- pro-Pond Raised
Kentucky Lake
U.N. Secretary - to the 1977 murders of
Monday — ham1:26 at 6 p.m. service at fruit drinks ar.e
nounced dead at 5:18
General Javier Perez de Carlotta Hartness, 14,
Tuesdog.hot
burger,
Catfish
Catfish
Coldwater Baptist available daily.
am.,said Doug Catoe, a
Cuellar, the secretary- and Tommy Taylor, 17. Church.
day — pizza, grilled
Middle
Murray
deputy corrections
general of the Organiza- The Columbia teenLb. I.
Lb.
Bobby Manning will
department
Monday — taco, ham- cheese; Wednesday —
tion of American States; agers were attacked as direct the music with
rolls,
and
chicken
fried
Tuesday
r.
deluxe;
burger
commissione
Nobel Peace Prize win- they sat in a car at a Marge West and Jen— chalupa, hot hair' and creamed potatoes,
"I leave you comfor804 Coldwater Rd.
ner Mother Teresa. park near their high nifer Culp as
been
I've
that
cheese; Wednesday — green beans, fruit
table
ss/1.100?
former President school. Taylor was shot accompanists.
chicken and rolls, ham- salad; Thursday —
forgiven in my sins, just
EXPREVS
Carter and international in the face and Miss
with
School
11-6 Tues.—Sat.
Sunday
those
forgiven
burger; Thursday — hamburger, hot ham
as I hake
•
human rights groups all Hartness was taken to Jackie Hamilton as
—
Friday
-\
cheese;
and
crispy steak and rolls,
who have done this to
made appeals on nearby woods, raped, director will be at 10
hot ham and cheese; vegetable soup
me," Roach said in a
Quality Fresh Seafood, Shrimp,
Roach's behalf.
shot in the back of the a.m.
Friday — soup w/sand- w/pimento cheese sandfinal statement addressVarieties of Ocean Fish &
Oysters,
But Gov. Dick Riley head and mutilated.
wich, hamburger. Piz- wich, turkey sandwich.
ed to his family and
More.
•
Roach, a native of
za, fruits, french fries, Fruits, vegetables, milk
fellow death-row in- refused to grant clemen•—•10are
Baptist
juice
Westside
fruit
and
shooting
denied
refused
and
Seneca,
also
milk
had
He
cy.
vegetables,
mates inmates.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, fruit juice are available available daily.
"I'm going to a much clemency for co- the couple, blaming it on
pastor, will speak at
better place without a defendant Joseph Carl Shaw.
He said in his final 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
heavy burden upon me. Shaw, who was 22 when
services at Westside
I pray that my fate will the slayings occurred statement, ''To the
Baptist Church.
some day save another and was executed Jan. families of the victims,
Tommy Scott will
with
still
is
heart
my
11,
1985.
kid that ends up on the
Roach was the second you in your sorrow. May direct the music with
wrong side of the tracks.person put to death in you forgive me, just as I Patsy Neale as organist
and Susan Scott as
"To my family and South Carolina and the know that my Lord has
pianist.
since
nation
done."
the
in
51st
friends, there is only
At the morning service the Church Choir.
will sing "Satisfied"
and solos will be sung by
Phyllis Archer and
Teresa Gilson.
a
total
raising
reported
candidate.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Special music at the
of $304,707.99 in a report
the
Even
canwithout
with
Even
—
(AP)
the
registry
filed
with
Wilkinloans,
didate's
$500,000 of his own
son's committee raised
money in the kitty, Lex- earlies this week.
The John Y. Brown more than $277,000 from
ington businessman
Com- October to December.
A.P.R.
Wallace Wilkinson is far Jr. for Governor
mittee,
in
existence
The report included a
and away the most sucWhile they lost
since October, was a lengthy list of individual
cessful fund-raiser in
Chevrolet Nova. Celebr it,
with
third
distant
ns,
fund
contributio
the scramble for the
4 cyl. El Carnino.
$17,124.44 in a report raising receptions and
1987 Democratic guberTon
Cavalier C 6 K
filed
also
Thursday.
on
bank
interest
natorial nomination.
4
of
the
unanAnother
Pickups and selected
deposits.
According to reports
likely
but
nounced,
Pickups
now
lieute10
S
Beshear,
filed Thursday with the
candidates, nant governor, reported DWAIN TAYLOR
Kentucky Registry of Democratic
Grady Stumbo, has not a balance of $243,208.70
Election Finance, the
CHEVROLET
yet formed a campaign and debts of less than
Wilkinson for Governor
% 17th St./Aorta*
committee.
finance
$1,000.
Committee has raised a
- 53 2617
•
election
The
primary
of
Dave
The
Friends
total of $895,312.99, inwill not be held until Armstrong committee
cluding two $250,000
May 1987.
reported raising $4,110
loans from the
report and a cash balance of
Wilkinson's
candidate.
a cash balance $3,553.84 earlier this
Wilkinson's commit- showed
but debts week. Armstrong has
of
$612,721.64,
tee reported $527,686.50
including said he has not ruled out
of
$509,034.57,
of that total came in
from the a run for governor.
loans
the
two
during the three-month

Sinking Spring
Grace Baptist
with part 6 of 7 on the
Rev. Eddie
The
Burpoe,
R.J.
Rev.
The
subject, "At the Great
Young, pastor, will
pastor, will speak at
White Throne."
and 7
Sunday School with 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. speak at 11 a.m.
Sinking
at
p.m.
services
Marty Futrell as direc- services at Grace BapSpring Baptist Church.
tor will be at 10 a.m. tist Church.
His morning topic will
Children's Church will
Leland Peeler will
be at 11 a.m. and Church direct the music with be "The TransfiguraTraining at 5:30 p.m. Dwane Jones as tion" with scripture
9:28-36 and
with Troy Garland as organist and Anita from Luke
will be
topic
his
evening
director.
Smith as pianist.
to Overcome"
"How
will
Choir
Church
The
from I
Goshen Methodist
sing "Till The Storm with scripture
Goshen United Passes By" at the morn- John 2:14-17.
Sonny Lockhart will
Methodist Church will ing service. Janice and
hear the pastor, the Ricky Smith will sing a serve as deacon of the
week.
Rev. Don Faulkner, duet.
Max McGinnis will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Sunday School with
He will be assisted by James Rose as direct the music and
"Child
Dan Woods.
superintendent, Regina sing a solo,
Charles Proffitt will Peeler as organist and Child" at the morning
Laura Paschall
direct the music with
Susan Jones as pianist hour.
Furches will
Sharon
and
Carolyn Venable and
a.m.
will start at 9:45
be accompanists.
Tracy Beach as
——— —
Sunday School will be
accompanist.
Russell Chapel
Larry Cherry
Sunday School will
Russell Chapel United at 10 a.m.
for the
teacher
be
will
begin at 10 a.m. and Biwill
Church
Methodist
on
Study
Bible
January
p.m.
6:30
at
Study
ble
have worship services
at,
Hebrews
of
Book
————
the
with
a.m.
at 9:45
Lake Land
pastor, the Rev. Marvin
——— —
Apostolic
L. Napier, as speaker.
South Pleasant
The Rev. James H. Holy Communion will be
Grove Methodist
Cain, pastor, will pre- served.
Rev. Bob Dotson,
The
sent the first in a series
Church School will
will speak'about
pastor,
of lessons on the quesa.m.
10:45
at
follow
"Meeting God on the
tions, Are you master
Mountain" with scripof the Circumstances?
Palestine
ture
from Exodus 24:12,
or, Do the CirThe Rev. Marvin L.
and Matthew
cumstances master
Napier, pastor, will con- 15-18
10:45 a.m. serat
17:1-9
you? at 10 a.m. service
duct Holy Communion
Pleasant
at Lake-Land Apostolic
service at 11 a.m. at vice at South
Methodist
United
Grove
Church.
Palestine United
Church,
In the 6 p.m. Bible
Methodist Church.
"He Looked Beyond
studies, Dan Walker will
with
Church School
Faults" will be the
teach the fourth lesson
Eugene Rudolph as My
from the Gospel of John. superintendent will selection to be sung by
the Church Choir with
Evangelistic service
start at 10 a.m.
Truman Whitfield as
will start at 7 p.m.
—
———

Earwood speaks at Clear Creek

Roach executed;*peals rejected

•

•

Sigioot menus...

•

—

0

$3.85

$2.99

753-6149

•

Businessman most successful fund-raiser

7.9%

Bedroom Suite Sale!

All Groups Specially Priced
Choose From:

••,

period that ended Dec.
31.
By contrast, the
Friends of Steve
Beshear Committee

/----ss--.._----_ - - -_ .-.
. -yy.--.
,
-.-_- --.._-----,:
s --..-• ,
(
; Opening Friday
( Jan. 10th at 6 p.m.
V.I.P. Party-Friday, 4-5:30 p.m.
/
\ Join us for punch end food samples.
./i

GRAVEL
vvg. Haul

\

Pit Grow&
435-4343

*Friday

Night Seafood Buffet

All You Can Eat $13.50
*Sunday Brunet 9 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

$4.95

\

t *Sunday Buffet 2-7 p.m. $6.95
(
/

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
1011 II 111 1 11,

to 74

Ito loow

•111111/11, 1111

th.. cif .,e1.(1

Art 4141 oo 4)S 411V
1No• Now Haul Pot Coos..

-- TO BENTON

in your home or our office
swims ON ALL MAKES
• o• nowt m.o..,
P•SO,4S
• Sawn,. ow mo.otto
• Full C0000,81,
,vev, Porto,
00 *00
• EnomoilNotorootSwooNK
"Nowt Swot* P.m,

•

• F,14 41001”4 0,lel

)

435-4319

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST

STEAK & ALL /
12th & Olive
/.
1.--- --.............._-_,,-.../../
4
/

247-8654
_Rellefee•
HEARING AID

SERVICE

3113 S. 8th St
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4.30
Jerry D. Wheeler,
Authorized Belton@
Dealer

•

•

FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!
1111111
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imitation and what
others are having success with.
Depsite the fact that
we now know more
about the sensory
abilities of fish than
ever before, there are
still some unanswered
questions. My favorite
puzzler is this: why do
fish strike a lure that
bears no resemblance to
any natural kind of
food?
Why, for instance,
would a chartreuse spinnerbait draw bass when
nothing else will, even
though it is unlike
aything a bass would
eat?
We don't know, but it
happens all the time!
Another overlooked
and underexplored
mystery is where the
most prominent colors
should be located on a
plug. Most predator and
prey fish are dark on the
top and light on the
bottom.
My experience is that
gamefish primarily
strike their prey
(including lures) from
below. If they are coming from below and we
intend to imitate nature
and have a light color on
the bottom of our lure,
what difference does it
make what the top color
is anyway?
I don't know if there
are .any rules where
gamefish are concerned, but 'there are a few

I have long been a certain seasons and
firm believer that fish with some types of
can determine color and baits. However, water
that many times it clarity can change all of
makes the difference in this in just a few feet of
whether you catch a fish shoreline.
You cannot discuss
•• or go home empty
color without discussing
handed.
Since the develop- light, since color is the
ment and production of result of reflecting light
the new ColorCelector of different
several changes have wavelengths.
Colors are perceived
been made in the
finishes and colors of differently above water
new lures and its dif- than in it and the..
ficult to make up your visibility of any color ismind on what you greater if it fluoresces.
Fishermen's theories
should be using!
I ran across an arti- of what fish can and
cle, by Ken Schultz, on can't see have been basthe subject and decided ed more on opinion than
he has done a lot of actual research.
It was once thought
research and found a
few answers which may that fish were colorblind, perceiving colhelp some of us.
Not many people ask ors only in gradients of
what kind of rod and gray even though
reel was used, or what researchers reported
type of line; they don't over sixty years ago
even ask how deep the that some fish could
fish were or what condi- definitely determine
tions were apparent colors.
Now it is conceded
when they see a successful fisherman with that most fish do see colors and far better than
good fish.
Nothing other than we thought, even in
discovering where the muddy water.
Out on the lake an
hotspots are seems to
fascinate anglers the angler, poking around in
way the subject of lures_ his tackle box, is likely
and lure colors does. -- to be guided by his own
I've written before notions of what looks
that lures are made to good, completely
catch fishermen and the disregard the possible
best lure is only as good color perception of a
fish and choose a lure
a's the person using it.
Things such as size, strictly by shape or acaction, vibration and tion. bthers go by the
color are critical during rule of natural forage

facts about light and color underwater that you
should know if you are
going to make ,color
work for you.
The principal points to
be aware of are the
depth that you are to
fish, the relative clarity
of the water and the intensity of the light.
When light passes
through water its intensity is reduced vertically as well as horizonally,
and is further influenced as the water changes
from clear to stained or
muddy conditions.
Red and violet are the
first to lose their distinctive color, followed by
brown; ultimately these
become black. Blue and
green retain their
visibility much longer.
Their flourescent
counterparts remain
highly visible at greater
depths and distances,
with flourescent chartreuse being the most
visible of all.
In 1974 the navy tested
various colors in
saltwater and found that
flourescent colors are
much more effective
than regular paints of
the same color under
almost all conditions of
underwater viewing!
I don't plan on selling
all of my lures at the
first yardsale but I will
try a few things and probably make some
changes, how about
you?

driver reaction time and
darkness. Here are
points to
remember:
—Speeds greater than
50 mph at night may be
overreaching the
headlights,
—Check for grass
along the highway
shoulders and median
strip. Where there's
grass, there will be
animals grazing, even
on freeways.
—Autumn brings
special risks because
the pavement retains
warmth and livestock
frequently lie down on
the roadway in cold
weather. Black cattle
are particularly
dangerous because cars

are upon them before
the driver can detect
movement.
—In open range Country, including most of
the Western states,
beware of cattle or
sheep being driven
down from summer
ranges in autumn. They
surge across the
highway without
warning.

—Motorcyclists face
extra risks driving after
dark because even an
inert carcass on the
road can deflect a front
wheel enough to send
the rider off the road.
— Motorcyclists
should wear a good
helmet, ride only in
daylight hours and hold
itagglati speed down in wildlife
pl.V5 k-k54-kiA-V&S
country.
oGaS
2
•
—Good headlamps,
sie(Neel 5
*14 ,
possibly the new
halogen variety, will
help drivers pick out
animals on the highway.
—Don't honk the horn.
Honking often frightens
wildlife back into the
111.,, .
path of the car.
0$
—Some animals, particularly deer, tend to
cross the highway in
small herds, so if you
spot a deer on the road,
be on the lookout behind
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TERN* WALKER Of Rt. 3, Murray, got this 4
point „deer while hunting by bow in Calloway
County on Dec. 23.

New residents can make natives restless

BOULDER, Colo.
(AP) — People move
near Colorado's mountains to gaze at the
scenery and to enjoy the
forests and abundant
wildlife.
But sometimes the
natives begin to feel
crowded and restless
when the newcomers
press too close.
• -Then mountain lions
stalk household pets in
Perry Park, and they
curl up on porches at
houses near Vail. Elk
mow down backyard
flower gardens in Estes
Park, and deer roam the
streets and alleys of
Boulder and Fort
Collins.
Some people regard
the wildlife as part of
the attraction and they
make allowances, but to
others the wildlife
come.
to
more
it for
the problem.
There is a natural becomes
"There is no way to
revulsion against drivdevelop foothills and
ing into any animal on
mountains without havthe road, dead or alive,
ing an impact on
and drivers have swervwildlife," says Jim Heked away from wildlife as
kers, of Colorado's Divismall as a kangaroo rat, sion of Wildlife. "Is
opposum, raccoon or mountain living worth
brush rabbit, only to the disruption you
meet disaster.
cause? More people feel
Many accidents could it is than feel it isn't.
be avoided if drivers What we try to do is find
would decide in advance ways to lessen the
what they will do if they impact."
see an animal on the
The situation, he says,
road. Consider coolly Is found up and down
whether it is worth risk- Colorado's Front Range
ing your life to swerve to foothills and in its
avoid a small or mountains.
medium-sized animal.
One example is the reBig animals such as cent com lai
from
elk, wandering horses residents o the posh
or very large deer pre- Perry Park s div ion
sent a more formidable near Castle Fto k.
ey
obstacle on the road, but said a mountain lion
if trees or sheer cliffs was traipsing across
flank the highway, the their yards by day,
driver has little choice feasting on household
but to brake and take pets. They were worried
whatever small evasive a child could be next.
action is possible.
The Wildlife Division
Impacts of this kind treed and shot one
usually sideswipe and mountain lion, later excause extensive sheet plaining that a former
metal damage. Head- resident of the subdivions with animals will sion had left meat
crunch the grille, shove scraps for the predator.
the radiator into the fan
But even without that
and sometimes hurl the aggravating circarcass up onto the cumstance, Hekkers
windshield.
says, the subdivision "is

Highway accidents with animals can-be dangerous
By SPORTS AFIELD
A Hearst Magazine.
Highway accidents involving animals can
cause pain, property
damage, even death —
and they often can be
avoided.
Too many motorists
make emotional decisions when confronted
with an animal on the
highway, according to
an article in the
November issue of
Sports Afield, instead of
planning ahead for such
an incident and remaining cool when it
happens.
Many accidents could
be prevented by taking
into account such factors as animal habits.

BRAD HOUSTON, son. of /Robert and Joyce
Houston, got this button buck deer while hunting
by bow in Calloway County on Dec. 22.

Recent reports of
built in the best moun- next step, she says, will
tain lion habitat in the be to encourage the mountain lions eating
state." It's perfect for animals to continue pet dogs in Coal Creek
lions, he says, with some of their habits and Canyon, from which the
lights of downtown
rocks and canyons, to discourage others.
In
Springs,
Denver are ,,visible, ilColorado
trees, cover and nearby,
a large population of when the 10,000-acre lustrate the problem.
Briargate development Solutions do not appear
deer.
4
"When we Wade is finished it will have to be easy.
inhas
areas,
planning
"Past
residential
wildlife habitafr he'
says, "we move in and dustry, commercial gone on without paying
change it. The wildlife space and about 1,000 much attention to
either moves or hangs acres of undeveloped wildlife," Hekkers said,
around. If it hangs land that will provide,, "(and) even the bestaround it gets into both parks for people planned subdivision in
and habitat for wildlife, the mountains or
trouble."
In Boulder, deer are said spokeswoman foothills is going to
create conflicts."
often seen in residential Melody Meyer.
Phil Arkow of the ColThe sharpest conflict
areas. In Estes Park,
Springs Humane
orado
and
man
between
nearby
the
elk from
Rocky Mountain Na- wildlife remains in the Society says his advice
tional Park graze on foothill canyons is to leave wild animals
themselves, where the alone and keep all food
gardens and shrubs.
out of their reach.
Fort Collins officials nighttime roamings
"We forget that they
are now mapping routes mountain lions are now
used by deer in the city. interrupted by yard were here first," he
said.
Mountain lions have lights and driveways. been seen in subdivisions outside of Vail.
Colorado Springs'
subdivisions have their
own share of wildlife act iv it y — smaller
wildlife, like gophers
and coyotes, abound.
In Estes Park, animal
control officer Cindy
Hales says people live
there "because of the
wildlife," and there are
few conflicts. However,
last year a bear was
reported visiting campsites just outside of
town, and townspeople
became concerned. The
bear was trapped and
relocated, she said.
A Boulder ordinance
forbids people to leave
food for wild animals,
because officials fear
the animals will become
dependent on handouts.
People who feed
wildlife, Hekkers said,
are dooming the
animals by making
them lose their fear of
people as well as their
ability to fend for
themselves.
Fort Collins has set up
a Department of
Natural Resources. AnCharlie Peeler is pictured above with a deer he
dra Lapointe of that
got December 29 at 7 a.m. in Henry County,
agency and developers
are trying to find out Tenn.
where wild animals like
to forage in the city. The
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Where "Service Is 04illoiness"
On beautztui Kentucky Lake
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
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*Bass Hawk Boots
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service
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GRAYSON NIcCtURE
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1 2 Miles From Murray On 94E.),
Your U-Haul Headquarters
o
753-9131 : Telephone 502-753-6116 )
Hwy,. 641 South
64
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Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment
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;

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
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We install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
101

512 S. 12th

saklxixfas,vs.s.
Kenlake Marina

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

753-4563
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Pittman
Wheel
Alignment.

441
641
SI
641

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

Boyer s
Tree Service
753-0338
Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg 0
11
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Seasoned Firewood.

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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Racer Illustrate
1985-86 Murray State Basketball Racers

Murray State Racers
(8-5, 0-0 OVC)
4
vs.
Tennessee State
• Middle
Blue Raiders
(8-5, 1-0 OVC)
Saturday, Jan. 11, 1986
.. .J
7:30 p.m. itet/vILL.75
Murphy Center
Murfreesboro, Tennessee
THUS FAR: The Racers have completed non-conference action with an 8-5 record. The last outing for MSU was an 80-58
loss to Western Kentucky on the road Monday night. The last
win for the Racers was a 74-66 home victory over Kentucky
State a week ago.
The Blue Raiders already have a win in league action, a 79-77
overtime victory at Tennessee Tech Monday night.
THE COACHES: Steve Newton is 8-5 in his first season as
head coach of the Racers. He is in his eighth season on the Murray State staff, having spent seven seasons as associate coach
to Ron Greene. A 1963 Indiana State graduate, Ne4.1on also has
assistant coaching experience at Mississippi State and New
Orleans.
Bruce Stewart is 25-19 in his second season as head coach
of the Blue Raiders. He has an overall record of 89-28 in his
fourth, year as a collegiate head coach. In spite of a 13-13
regular season in his first year at MTSU,Stewart directed his
team to the Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship
at the end of the year, earning the league's NCAA tournament
automatic bid.
THE SERIES: Although the series began with a 39-29 MTSU
- victory in Murfreesboro on January 24, 1930, the Racers have
dominated the rivalry, holding an overwhelming 77-22 advantage. After edging out a 3-2 advantage in the first rive meetings.
MSU won the next 27 meetings and 33 of the 34 between 1933
and 1957. MTSU won four of the following 11 encounters, then
the.Racers rolled off 22 more wins. In the last 27 meetings,
MTSU holds a 15-12 advantage.
--RACERS IN MURFREESBORO: The Racers have enjoyed
success in Murfreesboro, holding a 35-12 advantage in games
played at MTSU. However, MSU has struggled in the visitor's
role as of late, going4-9 kithejast 13 games played in Murphy
Center.
HIGH SCORING EARLY: Early in the rivalry, large
margins of victory were the norm for the Racers. Until 1971,
the Racers were 33-1 in games decided by 15 or more points
with a 10-1 road record in those games. Since the start of the
1971-72 season, though, the games have been much more competitive, with only six games decided by 10 or more points. Conversely, there have been a total of 26 games decided by four
points or less ( with MSU going 14-12), with 12 of those in the
last 15 years(MSU is 5-7 in those games). The _Racers are an
even 5-5 in road games deciaed by tour points or less.

SALES & SERVICE
Factory Trained kleckenics • We deliver
• Office Supplies • Furniture • Calculators
• Capp Machines & Supplies • Typist/Titan
:04v)0••
COPIERS
04:•ace,- c•.

COPIERS &
CASH
REGISTERS

OPEN:
Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 6 a.m.-1 p.m.

COPIERS. CASH REGISTERS

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

753-0123

Sammon's Bakery

TOLL FREE-DIAL '1'
& THEN 800 592-3499
512 MAIN MURRAY

lye years experience in the Murray Calloway
Co. real estate market-Million Dollar Producer

Excellence and Ethics-Keys to her
OPEN 24 HOURS
,/Cigarettes
Groceries
v Snacks
12th & Chestnut

753-5434

Chestnut St.

Murray State University Graduate, magna
cum lauds
See Frankie McNutt For All Your Real Estate Needs

0 PER D
REALTY

753-1222

753:1580

Friendly Service

$3
*We deliver to businesses

Great Selections
and Low Prices
EverydayThat's the Wal-Mart Way!

(Reg. $1995 Good thru Jan. 3130

10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

753-8488

$1.50 DAY

Lubie and Reba's
Super Burger
Chestnut St

Thornton Marble

For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

Central
Shopping
Center

We Give Free Estimates
See Our Display

Snap Shot
Photo

Open 8:00 to 4:30 Mon.-Fri.
612 S. 9thI753-5719

Hwy. 641 North

753-7670

I Catch
I
The
.5""986 Per II Action,
7//f(Limit One Coupon
/-/6 i Customer And One
Let Us
Coupon Per Roll).
I
Develop
,L.
The Fun!

•Hot Tubs
•Ceramic Tile
•Shower Doors & Mirrors

WAI:MART

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

COUPON
Receive Two Prints Fori
The Price of One

Cultured Marble Mfg.

1 HOUR PHOTO
DEVELOPING

Olympic Plaza
Murray
759-9347 •
M-Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

We Love The
Racers.

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive

GO

753-5312

RACERS!

After the game...
Off
Ii 3.00
Get $3.00 off any large
. Deluxe, Price Destroyer
or Vegi!
One coupon per order. Expires 2123/86.1

I

1.

DELUXE-5 Items for the Pnce of 4 Pepperon, Sausage. Mushrooms Ornons
& Green Peppers
n01-5 'lams for the Prce of 4 Onpns, Green Peppers, Mushrooms. Green
Okkes & E.tra Cheese
PRICE DESTROYERTISA specs oNno of 9 items fck the Pnce of 5 PePperork•
Ham Beef Sausage Green 04..es Black (Ayes. Green Peppers. Goons
mushrooms

Domino's Pizza
Delivers Free! Now we're open for
Cali us
lunch at 11 00
.810 Chestnut S'
753-9844

For Books,
Magazines, Office Supplies,
Q Pencils, Pens and
Much More!

S.

•

THE UNIVERSITY
STORE__

Home of the Racer Meetings

Located in the Universitit Conte,.

Tuesday at 12 Noon

711 So. 12tit

•

MEET
FRANKIE E.
McNUTT
OF THE
HOME TEAM

Serving Plate Lunches
All Day- 7 Days A Week

Call

•

-1

professionalism.

Your only Authorized XEROX
SeNs Agent tn thts area

TYPEwRITERS

head coach Steve Newton.

THUS FAR: The Racers closed their non-conference action
with an 8-5 record prior to Saturday's game at Middle Tennessee. The game in Murfreesboro was MSU's first Ohio Valley
Conference action this season.
The Golden Eagles, defending regular-season champions of
the Ohio Valley Conference, suffered a 79-77 overtime defeat
at home against pre-season favorite Middle Tennessee a week
ago. T'TU faced Austin Peay in the second game of the 1986
league season two nights ago.
THE CC/ACHES: Steve Newton was 8-5 as he entered his first
Ohio Valley Conference season as head coach of the Racers
Saturday evening in Murfreesboro. He is in his eighth season
on the MStrstaff, having spent seven seasons as an associate
coach to Ron Greene. A 1963 Indiana State graduate, Newton
also has assistant coaching experience at Mississippi State and
New Orleans.
Entering weekend action against Austin Peay,Tom Deaton
had a 78-71 record in his sixth season as head coach at Tennessee Tech, his first position as a head coach. A 1970 graduate
of Tusctilum, Deaton was an assistant coach on Don DeVoe's
staff at the University of Tennesee before coming to 'NU.
THE SERIES: The two schools first met on the hardwood
on March 4, 1930, in the Mississippi Valley Conference tournament in Memphis. The Racers took a 61-21 win for their third
victory in twtidays. then advanced that evening to down Memphis State for the tourney crown. The Racers won the first four
meetings between the two before Tech recorded its first win,
36-35 in Cookeville on February 10, 1933. The Racers hold a
commanding 82-31 lead in the series, including an amazing 47-6
record when playing TTU in Murray. The Racers are 29-23 in
games played in Cookeville and 8-2 in neutral site games
against the Eagles.
LATELY: The series has been a bit more even since the
beginning of the 1971-72 season, with the Racers holding a 16-12
advantage in 28 games played. In the last ten, MSU is 7-3.
CLOSE AND NOT-SO-CLOSE: There have been a total of
40 games with a victory margin of four points or less. MSU
holds a 28-12 advantage in the close shaves, including a 14-10
record in the ones played in Cookeville and 11-2 in Murray. On
the other hand, there have been 21 games decided by 15 points
or more, with MSU owning a 4-3 road record in those contests,
13-0 home record, and 1-0 on a neutral floor. In the last 28
games, 17 have been decided by four or less, with MSU holding
an 11-6 edge.

Before
_ _ the game,
stop by and get
one of the best
sandi(iches
in West Kentucky!

CWitt.,Cakes
Office Products Inc.
'
I
, sp.
10110X

Front row from left: student manager Brian Simmons, Glen Sanders, Toney Ford,Ron Jeffery, George
Kimbrough, Zedric Macklin, Greg McQueary, Don Mann, Wendell Quarles, Greg Wright, student
manager Vince Dawson. Back row: associate head coach Mike Dill, assistant coach Mark Bernsen,
academic coordinator Charles Eldridge, Derrick flowers, Quick Glass. Ed Zausch, Darryl Pace, Curtis
Davis, Owen Bronston, Jeff Martin. trainer Paul Downing, graduate assistant coach Richard Glasper,

Murray State Racers
vs.
Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles
Monday, Jan. 13, 1986 ,
7:30 p.m.
Hooper Eblen Center
_Cookeville, Tennessee

Paris.'Tennessee
901-642-3889

Murray, Ky.
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Wintry Ledger & Times

OVC office suspends
MTSU, Tech players *

Reidland out-guns
host Murray, 59-38
in prep girls action
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The bolt-action offense of the host Murray
High varsity girls
basketball squad was no
match for the machine
gun Reidland attack
Thursday night.
Murray, limited to
single shots on almost
every trip down court,
couldn't contend with
the hot-handed Lady
Greyhounds, nor the rebounding differential
and dropped a 59-38
decision at home.
The Lady Tigers led
6-4 in the early goings,
but Reidland reeled off
an 18-8 scoring spree
and eventually owned a
commanding advantage
at halftime, 28-12.
Reidland received a
24-point scoring night
from sophomore forward Michelle Martin,
who had 14 at intermission. Senior guard Sam
Powers chipped in 15 as
the only other scorer in
double digits.
Murray slowed the
game to a half-court
battle in the first half
with a '3-1-1 fullcourt
defense,-bat the Lady

Tigers were forced to
come out running in the
second half.
The strategy paid off
for most of the third
period as Murray cut
the margin to only six at
one juncture. Outside
shooting by point guard
Denise Randolph, who
ended the game with
nine points, and offguard Julie Bazzell, who
got both of her baskets
in the second half,
helped MHS close to
Within 38-32 with 1:30 to
play in the third
quarter.
Reidland then produced a 6-1 flurry to close
out the third quarter
and the Lady Tigers
managed only five
points in the final
period.
Reidland improved to
5-3 while Murray, which
hosts Fulton County
tonight, dropped to 4-4.
MURRAY HIGH(M)- Bazzell 2 0-6
4. Randolph 4 1.3 9. Wolfe 2 1-3 5,
Long 4 0-0 8, Ridley 3 3-4 9, Hamilton
0 1-2 1 , Greenfield 1 0-0 2, Totals - 16
8-1238
REIDLAND (59) - S. Powers 6 3-9
15: Hendricks 2 0-1 4: Jackson 1 1-3
3; Martin 10 4-7 24; Troutman 3 2-6 8,
B. Powers 0 2.2 2, Wray 0 1-2 1, Howe
0 0-1 0. 'Totals - 23 13-30 59.
Total fouls - MRS 26, RHS 14
Fouled out - Wolfe, Ridley

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Two
Middle Tennessee State basketball
players and a Tennessee Tech
player received reprimands and
suspensions from the Ohio Valley
Conference commissioner over a
bench-clearing altercation during a
game earlier this week.
Commissioner Jim Delany said in
a written statement Thursday that
he doled out the punishment after
reviewing videotape of the Monday
game and conducting interviews
with players, game officials and the
head
coaches from both teams.
t-•
"The fights which occurred during
the most recent Middle TennesseeTennessee Tech basketball game
were quite serious," he said. "I do
not believe that the suspensions and
censures levied as a result of this inquiry will remedy the unfortinate
and tense state of relations that exist
between the coaches and players of
these two basketball teams."

POINTS OF INTEREST - Murray High used two point guards in an unsuccessful attempt to defeat visiting Reidland Thursday night. (Above,
No.11) Denise Randolph ran the Lady Tiger show in the second half while
(below, No.22) Julie Mizzen started the game in control of the Murray offense. Reidland's Sam Powers (40) defends in both photos.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

CCHS frosh remain undefeated
Calloway County's
freshman girls basketball team remained
undefeated, 4-0, by
drubbing their North
Marshall visitors, 57-39,
Thursday.
The game was close,
23-22, at halftime in
favor of Calloway but

the Lady Lakers blew
the door down by outscoring North Marshall,
22-8, in the final quarter.
April Woods led all
scorers with 23 for
Calloway while Erica
Muskgrow and Lisa
Sanders added 16 apiece
to the win.

ft

•

Clark Co 64. Estill Co 63
Conner 42, Campbell ro 35
Coy. Scott 56. Newport Cath 52
Cumberland 62. Cawood 47
Dayton 80. Beechwood 39
Dixie Hts 57. Notre Dame 52
Fleming•Neon 56. ,
Wheelwright
`
'29
F'ranklin•Simpion 61,
Muhlenberg Cent. 40
Gallatin Co 56, Emmen:4 38
Grant Co 46. Owen Co
Grayson Co. al. Hancock Co 60
20T
Greenville 62. Drakesboro 4$
Henderson Co.56. Webster Co. 46
Hickman Co 57. CarlisleCo 40
Laurel Co, 61, Whitely Co 47
Leslie Co. 99, Bockhorn 49
Lax Henry Clay 55, Lafayette 42
Livingston Central 99 St Mary
23 ,
Ludlow 51, Bishop Brossart 46
MC Napier 66, Corbin 57
Mad- Central 49. Lea. Tales
Creek 42
Marion Co. 47. Nelson Co, 45
Mason Co. 69. Rowan Co. 46
Mayfield 67. Lone Oak 47
Meade Co. 45. E Hardin 13
Menifee Co 52, Powell Co. 30
MerCer Cif 45, Burgin 36
Middlesboro 51, Everts 20
Morgan Co. 42, Russell 31,
Ohio Co 50. Breckinridge Co 39
Owensboro Cath 43, Owensboro
34
Paris 66. Nicholas Co 32
Prestonsburg 62, Millard 44
Reidland 59, Murray 38
Scott co 59. Western Hills 56 •
Taylor Co 36. Elizabethtown 33
Trigg Co 54. Fort Campbell 43
„ Virgie 62. Mullins 59
Hardin 40, Campbellsville 22
'Warren Cent 66. Todd Cent 60

4.

ME_MPHIS, Tenn:ATh - Memphis State
basketball Coach Dana
Kirk says his sixthranked Tigers - now
14-0 overall and 2-0 in
Metro Conference play
- know how to stay cool
under pressure.
"Our guys never quit,
which is why we a,re doing so well," Kirk said
Thursday night after ;he
Tigers defeated Metro
rival Louisville 73-71.

to 8-4 overall and 0-1 in
the conference.
The Tigers hit better
than 85 percent from the
free throw line and both
Kirk and Louisville
coach Denny Crum said
that shooting made a big
difference.
"We were hitting
some pressure free
throws down the
stretch," Kirk said.
The Cardinals hit only
52.9 percent from the
line, 25 percent in the
first half.
"We probably gave
the game away at the
free-throw line," Crum
said. "I thought the difference in the game was
that they 'made their

Prep Basketball
Kentucky Prep Basketball
THURSDAY'S GAMES
BOYS
Ashland 65, Russell 60
Henderson Co. 84. Webiter Co. 78
Muhlenberg Cent, 119, HughesKirk 50
Owensboro 81, OwensboadCath.
49
Pikeville Invitational
- Hazard AO, Dorton 4t
Famous RecipetClassic
Newport Catholic 68, Somerset
50
Campbell Co 60, )400dford Co
49
Cov. Catholic 65. Clay Co. 59
Ft Thos. Highlands 75, W
Carter 03
Walton-Verona 80. Metcalfe Co.
68`
Erlanger Lloyd 92. Bath Co. 82
Simon Kenton 60, Middlesboro 55
Betsy Layne 53, Coy Holmes 51
Laurel Co. McDonald's Classic
Madison Cent. 42, MC Napier 40
Bryan Station 66, Owsley Co. 51
Henry Co. Invitational
Anderson Co. 65, Trimble Co 53
Scott Co. 83, Carroll Co 64
GIRLS
Ashland 59. Lawrence Co 38
61. Paducah
Ballard Mem
Tilghman 48
Bath Co. 74, W. Carter 61
Belfry 67, Johnson Central be
Berea 52. W. Anderson 21
Bethlehem 50. Fern Creek 40
Boone Co, 50. Erl. St. Henry 46
Beitirbon Co. 53, Deming 31
Bowling Green 57. Warren East
54
Boyle Co. 59. Lincoln Co. 56
Bremen 59. Providence 34
Rollin Cent, 61, Bardstown 56
Caldwell Co. 66, Lyon Co. 46

Memphis State remains cool
under presure of Louisville;
triumphs 73-71 in Metro clash

The loss dropped the
17th-ranked Cardinals

•

Tennessee Tech's Jon Miller
received a formal reprimand and
was suspended from play for the
next three games because of his
"flagrant and unsportsmanlike conduct," Delany said.
Middle Tennessee's Kerry Hammonds was reprimanded and
suspended from the next two games
and his teammate, Kim Cooksey,
was reprimanded and suspended for
one game.
The players from both teams who
left their benches during the course
of the "Cooksey-Miller fight" were
censured and reprimanded. Middle
Tennessee won the game 79-77 in
overtime,
The MTSU suspensions will affect
games against Murray State
(Jan.11) and Austin Peay State
(Jan.13) while Tech will be penalized against Austin Peay (Jan.11),
Murray State (Jan.13) and Eastern
Kentucky (Jan.18).

their biggest lead of the
second period, 68-63, on
a 15-footer by Turner
with 4:35 left to play.
Memphis State led by
four points, 73-69, with
1:07 left. Kimbro swished a 14-footer to close
within two points with 55
seconds remaining.
-Louisville's Billy
Thompson grabbed a rebound and called
timeout with five
seconds left. .
Senior guard Jeff Hall
got off a hurried
21-footer but it was short
and hit the corner of the
backbrace at the
buzzer.
Thompson, the CarThe losers also got 12 dinals' leading scorer
points from senior with a 15.8 average, was
guard Milt Wagner and held to a season-low five
11 from freshman points by Holmes and a
-center Pervis Ellison. -2-3 zone.
'Crum said his CarLOUISVILLE (71) - Crook 7-11 0-2
dinals made a good 14 Thompson 2.7 1.35. Ellison 4-6 3.4
showing despite the I 1. Hall 3-6 22$. Wagner 5-10 2-4 12.
Kimbro 6.9 1-2 IS. Payne 4-7 0-0 6,
defeat.
AM am 0-2 0-0 0 Totals 31-56 9-1771
"That was a very
MEMPHIS STATE (73)- Askew 2-5"
.111,111 14. Holmes 4.11 6.6 14, Bedford
good basketball game, 9-16 2-4 20. Boyd 1-7 3.4 5. Turner 7-11
the kind of game that t-1 Wilfong I•1 0-02. MbodY 0-20-0
could have gone either O. Bailey 0.00•1111. Alviander 1-2 1.23.
Totals 25.57 23-57 73.
way," he said. "That
Louisville 37, Mem•
Halftime
pills
St 313.'Fouled out - Bedford,
was as well as we have
Crook. Rebounds - Louisville 31
played on the road."
'Thompson 5. Memphis St. 35 "
Louisville held a 37-36 Holmes 12.. Assists - Louisville 15
agner 5i. Memphis' 16 i TUrner.
advantage at intermis- %.41:ww
_
i wwiw. ilk
Tnt1.1 t.,,,1
stUri, and the Tigers took 21. Nlemplils St. 16. A - 11.200.
free throws and we
didn't."
Memphis State was
led by junior center
William Bedford who
scored 20 points and
senior guard Andre
Turner who added 15.
The Tigers also got 14
points and 11 rebounds
from senior forward
Baskerville Holmes and
14 points and 11 rebounds from sophomore
guard Vincent Askew.
Louisville was led by.
sophomore forward
Herbert Crook with 14
points and freshman
forward Tony Kimbro
with 13.

Sharpshooting, shot blocking too much for Utah to handle
The Associated Press
The sharpshooting of
Jeff Malone outside and
the shot-blocking of
Manute Bol inside were
too much for the Utah
Jazz to handle.
Malone scored 32
points and the 7-foot-634
Bol blocked seven shots
as the Washington
Bullets sent Utah to its

ninth loss in 10 games,
95-89 Thursday night.
Washington snapped a
four-game slide.
We tried ...to get
everyone involved in the
offense," said Malone,
"My shots were falling
tonight."
And so were Utah's to the floor after being
blocked by Bol.
"If I stay in control on
defense we can win,"
said Bol, Who had only
two points. "It's good to
win a game on the road.

...AND AT

Jazz Coach Frank blocked shots and was
Layden was impressed an intimidating force
with the ,Bullets' 1-2 every minute he was in
punch that .441 .in his the- game.
"Malone just killed us
team.
"Give them credit, from the outside
they are a good team," tonight. Bobby Hansen
said Layden. "They was in his face all night
isolated very well and and he still made some
really controlled the big shots."
Elsewhere in the
ball.
"Although he only NBA, it was Houston
scored two points, Bol 120, San Antonio 110;
played a great game. A Atlanta 110, Detroit 99,
lot of people came to see and Denver 94, Seattle
him tonight and I don't 90.
The Jazz was led by
think he disappointed
diem. He had seven Adrian Dantley with 32
points, but Dantley had
to leave the game with a
hip injury in the fourth
period.
.Utah guard John
PRICES YOU'LL LIKEI
Stockton said of Bol.

"Not only does he block
shots, but he makes you
adjust your shot so you
miss a lot of shots that
he doesn't block. When
we come down on a fast
break and I see him
standing there, I
hesitate, and this is
reflected in our shooting
percentage."
Rockets 120, Spurs 110
John Lucas scored 27
points as the Rockets
rallied from a 17-point
hole at halftime and won
their-19th straight home
game. Houton moved
within two points with a
pair of three-point
baskets by Lucas early
in the fourth quarter.
Akeem Olajuwon put
the Rockets ahead to

5 Ot. OH Change
1 Lubrication
1 Oil Filter

$11,99

Car of the Week

Electronic Tune-Up

8 cyl. with flush & fill
Includes spark plugs,
2 gallons anti-freeze,
labor
WINTERIZING $5999
Transmission

Tune-Up

Includes New Filter, transmission
fluid & gasket. Adjust bands if $3500
required

1981 Pontiac Gran Prix L.1

Lifetime Rotation & Computer
Balance

TN car, lady owned, 53,xxx miles, P.S., P.B., AM/FM
Stereo, P.W., 60/40 seats, tilt, cruise, factory two-tone
silver/burgondy.
Check Out These Other Cars

Includes rotation & computer balance
5,000 miles FREE for the life of the tread of
the tires
4 Tires

$220°

Rudolph Goodyear

'op r

So 12th St
Murray K y 12071
ACFOSS

from Biq John'
/53-01i95

81 culla"
$0 Corvette
82 280 IX
Certicit-1

84 Cutlass Supreme
53 Nissan Sentra
53 Celebrity GI.
iit

Owner

History

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned Cars

700 Alain
759-1839

stay with a jumper and
free throw 7:49 from the
final buzzer.
Ralph Sampson contributed 24 points for
Houston, while Steve
Johnson led San Antonio
with 31.

Lendl still
undefeated
in tourney
ATLANTA (AP)
Ivan Lendl remained
the only undefeated
player in the $500,000
AT&T Challenge Tennis
tournament, capturing
a 10-8 victory in a thirdea tiebreaker to defeat
Yannick Noah 6-3, 6-7,
7-6.
The victory marked
the second time in two
nights Lendl was extended to three sets. He
next faces John
McEnroe, who was
upset by Stefan Edberg,
6-3, 7-6 'Jimmy Connors
and Edberg will meet in
the other semifinal

Grid crowds
down in '85
MISSION, Kan. (AP)
- Attendance at college
football games across
the nation declined in
1985 for the first time in
28 years, the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association reported.
The decrease of
340,157 spectators
represented a drop of
less than one percent.

511
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NFC playoffs:

Flying, freezing feet on the minds of Bears, Rams

BEARLY CONTROLLED - Chicago Bears
coach Mike Mks dresses for the chilly kickoff
temperatures which are predicted to be in the
30-40 degree range although wind chill factors
could reduce that considerably. AP Laserphoto

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
Feet, both flying and freezing, are a major
concern as the Los Angeles Rams and Chicago
Bears prepare for Sunday's National Football
Conference championship game.
The Bears, concerned with the kickoff-return
antics of the Rams''Ron Brown, plan to use their
own world-class speedster, wide receiver Willie
Gault, on kickoff coverage. He'll be the last line
of defense against Brown, an Olympic sprier
who ran back three kicks for touchdowns.
While the Bears looked for ways to counter the
Rams' speed, Los Angeles kicker Mike Lansford
was trying to figure out how to protect his bare
foot from the mid-winter cold in Chicago's
Soldier Field.
"I really don't know yet what I'll do," said
Lansford, who will take a variety of footwear to
Chicago.
"If it gets real, real cold, I'll wear the scuba
boot. The ski boot's for me to wear on the
sidelines."
Although the gametime forecast is for
temperatures in the 30-40 degree range, the
Rams, who flew to Chicago Thursday night, have
been preparing for sub-freezing conditions.
Lansford and the rest of the team worked out this
week at sun-splashed Rams Park wearing
assorted cold-weather gear, including gloves and
various items of the rubber-like scuba wear.
Lansford, who connected on 22 of 29 field goals

this season and led the Rams in scoring with 104
points,,said that even if his foot gets extremely
cold, he won't feel any pain when he kicks.
"There's so much adrenalirt going out there,
you can really block out the weather, ignore the
cold," he said.
"You've got to realize, this is my job, to kick
the ball through the uprights regardless of the
conditions. And this game is to go to the Super
Bowl."
Lansford, a fourth-year pro out of the University of Washington, said the pressure of possibly
being the man to win or lose the game also goes
along with the job.
"Being a kicker, I'm subjected ,to pressure- every game," he explained. "This- is a bigger
game, obviously, but I'm going to approach it as
just another game.
"I've kicked under pressure before. I kicked a
442-yard ) field goal with two seconds left to beat
New Orleans and put us in the playoffs a couple
Of years ago."
'Chicago Coach Mike Ditka has said the only
good thing about kicking off to the Rams is the
idea that the Bears would have just scored. But
with Brown waiting for the kickoff, the Rams
have the NFL's best retaliation threat. That's
where Gault comes in.
"I'll be the safety man just in case," Gault
said. "It's no big deal. I've done it before. I did it
last year in the playoffs. We'can't play around.
This is for all the marbles."

Gault qualified for the 1980 U.S. Olympic team
as a sprinter, but didn't get a chance to compete
because of the American boycott of the Moscow
Games. Brown won a gold medal in the 1984
Olympics running a leg on the 400-meter relay
team.
• "We've run against each other twice," Gault
said. "I beat him once and he -beat me once.
"If the oppcirtunity presents itself, and I hope it
doesn't, I'll have to chase him," Gault said. "I
hope they' tackle him early. It's awful hard to
catch someone with equal speed from behind. If I
have an angle on him, it will be different."

nar

NFL Playoffs
By The Associated Press
Times EST
Conference Championships Sunday, Jan. 12
Los Angeles Rams at Chicago, 12:30 p.m.
New England at Miami, 4 p.m.
SUPER BOWL XX
Sunday, Jan. 26
At New Orleans
AFC champion vs. NFC champion, 5 p.m.

AFC playoffs: Dolphins determined to thwart Pats' rushing output
Dolphins have yielded over 150 rushing yards
By DAVE GOLDBERG
and three times allowed-over 200 - including 201
AP Football Writer
in a 17-13 loss to the Patriots at Foxboro, Mass.
MIAMI (AP; - Last Saturday, the Cleveland
The rematch, a 30-27 Miami win, was "our best
Browns cruised through the Miami defense for
game against the run," said Shula, whose team
251 rushing yards and almost blew the Dolphins
limited New England to'122 rushing yards.
out of the National Football League playoffs.
The Miami defense will be asked to do it again
- Guess what the New England Patriots have
on Sunday, because the Patriots will undoubtedplanned for the Dolphins in Sunday's American
Football Conference title game at the Orange = ly come out running. New England did that lash
Sunday, and gained 156 yards •againsta Los•
Bowl?
20
Angeles Raiders defense that had yielded just
"I'd hate to think we're going to give u '
Shula,.
100 a game. Craig James led the Pats with 104
yards again," said Miami Coach Don
yards, the only 100-yard effort by a back against
whose team had to rebound from a 21-3 third-,_
the Raiders this year.
quarter deficit to beat the 8-8 Browns 24-21.
"I think we can run the ball on anybody," said
Rushing defense - rather, the lack of it - has
James, whose 1,227 yards in the regular season
been the overwhelming problem this season for
ranked third in the AFC."We have a great offenthe Dolphins:Who-finished the regular season
the
arnong
line. It takes a great effort to stop our runnsive
statistically
• with the weakest defense
ing game and it only sets up our passing when
_10 teams 'that made it to the National Football
you concentrate on our running."
League playoffs. In seven of their 17 games, the

Six years ago he almost quit coac
9
now DeBerry honored as Coach of Year

Miami's problem is made more acute by the
fact that much of Cleveland's yardage came
against the right side of the Dolphins defense.
This week, that side will be facing New
England's left-side strength, perennial All-Pro
guard John Hannah and tackle Brian Holloway,
a three-time Pro Bowler and second-tears) AllPro. In addition, center Pete Brock, who missed
the first two Dolphin games with an injured
knee; will be back:
The Dolphins, who adjusted and shut down the
Browns after Earnest Byner's 66-yard
touchdown run gaye Cleveland an 18-point lead,
profess not to be worried.
"We played New England on that Monday
night down here as Well as we've played this
season," Shula said. "We have to play that way
again."
"We'll be more pripri1 for them than we
," said npse tackle_ _
were for the Cleveland g
Mike Charles, who manhandled Brock's stand- in, Guy Morriss, the last time the two teains met.
"I don't think the importance of last week's
game sank in because we were playing the
Browns. We didn't know them that well and we
probably underestimated them."
One problem in stopping James, Miami
defenders said, is not overunning him.
"James gets as much yardage when he cuts
back as he does_ from moviing straight ahead,"
defensive end Doug Betters said. "You have to
make sure you're there because he likes to cut
back just as he hits the line.
"Four yards a try. That's all we have to do.
Limit them to four yards a try, none of those 8s,
lOs and 12s," Betters said. "It's not that tough.
All we have to try to do is not to get knocked off •
the line."
Perhaps the best method of controlling New
England's running is for Miami to get ahead and
force Tony Eason to throw. In its victory over the
Patriots, Miami led 17-7 at halftime and 27-13 in
the fourth quarter.
Eason's receiving corps has been depleted by
an injury to Irving Fryar, who cut a tendon in the
little finger of his right hand in a household accident on Wednesday.

won
NEW ORLEANS 1983: DeBerry succeed= some things that you III championships,
can sense and feel that the award for an un(AP) - Six years ago, ed him. _ .
DeBerry received the are really, really, really precedented third year
Fisher DeBerry was
in a row, capturing a
thinking of leaving the same honor Thursday important."
write-in vote over five
coaches
other
The
coaching profession. A night, along with three
phone call changed his division winners, at the honored with DeBerry regional winners.
DeBerry- -won the
mind and now, after just AFCA's annual Kodak were Dick Sheridan of
I-A
two seasons as a head Coach of the Year Furman in University University Division
of
Paterno
Joe
over
vote
George
I-A,
Division
coach, DeBerFy is haricliTer"To be able to win it Landis of Bloomsburg in Penn State, Jimmy
major-college football's
that dose to another College Division I and Johnson of Miami, Fla.,
Coach of the Year.
of
"My family.is_ so im- person having won it at Bob Reade of BO Schembechler
McBill
and
Michigan
Colin
Ill.,
AUgusfana,
portant to me and I was the Air Force Academy
Colorado.
finding'My-WI- where---1--think is a drPat great_Jege Division II. Reade. Cartney of
and
count
vote
The
team
Augusiana
whose
the
to
compliment
the university (he was
offensive coordinator at academy." said the has won three con- order of finish were not
Appalachian State ) was 47-year-old DeBerry, secutive NCAA Division disclosed.
located, in North who led the Falcons to a
Carolina - that I was 12-1 record and a No. 8
spending so rrivch time national ranking in 1985.
"I think I'm a classic
behind the wheel and being gohe," DeBerry example to a lot of
said. "I felt like my young coactis that it's
family needed me at important to coach, at
.•
For health
that time and I was every level - at the
rs
nal
Arallh in urancr
in
thinking very seriously high school level
help
to
e Stele Far "Mpg
Insurance
and
Bennetesville
about getting out."
pay soaring
But then came the Florence, S.C.), at the
-- Like a good
phone call, from Ken small-college level
411) neighbor,
and
hospital
Hatfield. head coach at ( Wofford, his alma
........ State Farm is there
surgical bills, check
the Air Force Academy. mater), to the mid-size
1.••• Perm M.....1 Anrernolinle ,nserenr• Cern
university (Appony Name Offie• Vio...neron iiino.s with State Farm.
Divithe
to
palachian)
"Ken convinced me
that I wouldn't be gone sion I level.
,
''I'm a classic examas much." DeBerry
said. "I'm not sure he ple that if a guy's pawas right, but you can tient, works hard and
Fresno St 53. Cal-Irvine 48
drive two hours out of does what's, hopefully,
Ohio St 78. Wisconsin 61
College EiasketbaH Scores
Montana 09, Nev.-Reno 68
Perdue 88. Michigan St 83
Thursday's Games
Boone (N.C.) and never right, that every blind
N. Arizona 82. Montana St 77
SOUTHWEST
EAST
.
be anywhere. In Col- hog'11 find an acorrr
Nev
-Las Vegas 86. Pacific 80
83.
Centenary
Hardin-Simmons
Brown 71. Bryant 55
New Mexico 47. Wyoming 45
79
46
Rutgers
88.
then."
Tech
and
Georgia
now
every
orado Springs. you can
San Diego 96. U S. Intl 82
Lamar 81. SE Louisiana 60
Hofstra 73. Manhattan 81
Now DeBerry is in deat least be out in about
San Jose St 76. Cal-Santa BarTulsa 85, Creighton 59
Navy 85, James Madison 54
bars
put
schools
St
St
Texas
Indiana
W
61.
50
Three
63
68
Fordham
92.
Carolina
mand.
North
30 minutes by the time
Utah St 82. Fullerton St 76
FAR WEST
Northeastern 68, Colgate 58
you drive to the out feelers recently, but
Washington 90. UCLA 65
Arizona 77. Stanford 69
Rhode Island 66. Penn St 60
Washington St 65. Southern Cal
DeBerry says he feels
Arizona St eV. California 67
Robert Morris 74 Wagner 82
airport."
55
.
51
67
Force
Air
57.
St
Colorado
Duquesne
69.
Bonaventure
St
DeBerry arrived in "a really, really deep
Si Joseph's BO. Temple 71
1
Colorado Springs on commitment to what the
St Thomas Aquinas 73. Eastern
65
March 1, 1980. After one mission of the academy
Trinity, Cortn 53. Yale 52
•
year as quarterback is all about.
SOUTH
Alabama 83. Louisiana St 67
"Coaching at the Air
coach, he became offenAla -Birmingham 72. Va Comsive coordinator. t And Force Acaden* is a litmonwealth 70, OT
Chicago St 70, Jackson St 63
when Hatfield went to tle more than - just
WASHINGTON ( AP 1 - The Los Angeles
Davidson 82 Citadel 76
Arkansas after being coaching football. The
Raiders had the highest average salary in the
Florida St 113. California, Pa 71
named American Foot- longer you stay at the
Ga Southern 91, Georgia St 77
National Football League last season, while the
Memphis St rs. Louisville 71
ball Coaches Associa- academy, there's a cerWashington Redskins were among the lowest
S Alabama 78. Alabama St 69
tion Coach of the Year in - tain pride there, there's
Samford 74. Mercer 73. CYT
paid teams in the league, according to the NFL
South Florida 67. N.0 Charlotte
Players Association.
61
The Raiders were paid an average salary of
Stetson 61 Townson St 60
VMI 63. Appalachisn St 56
$237,090. The San Francisco 49ers. the 1985
West Virginia 83. George Mason
Super Bowl champions, had the highest base
67
MIDWEST
salary at $208,000.
Bradley 57. Wichita St 58
salary of
The Redskins' averag
DeSsul 70. Pepperdine 58
Drake 8$. S Illinois 76
ked 23rd
$150,000 per player last sea
71
Valparaiso
91.
III .Chicago
'average
among 28 league teams. The Red
Indiana 102. Northwestern 1113
Kansas St 91. Abilene Christi
salary of $164,300 ranked 26th.
Nemo
laille,'

,;.
PAT 0N THE BACK - New England Patriots
backup quarterback Steve Grogan may have to
go to the air against Miami if the Dolphins shut
down starter Tony Eason the New England rutin.
ing game on Sunday.
AP Laserphoto
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MSU to offer farm, land appraisal class

Tony Bogard

- Steve Fry

AUTO BODY ElIPHASIZED — The Murray-Calloway County Area Vocational Center has chosen
Auto Body Repair as its focal program for the month. High school students,can spend two years, three
hours per day, learning job entry level skills that include metal straightening, welding, filing, grinding
and sanding, repair of imperfections, replacement of body components, painting, trim work, and cost
estimating. Instruction consists of both classwork and actual experience in the shop. Dan Harrell, in.
structor, has chosen two outstanding students from his program to be Student of the Month. Tony
Bogard, son of Mrs. Jackie Spiceland of Route 5, Murray, is a senior at Calloway County High School
and a second year Auto Body student. He was selected as outstanding student in the morning session.
Bogard is a member of the Pep Club at Calloway, enjoys watching basketball, and loves working on
trucks, cars, and three-wheelers. He plans to farm after graduation. Steve Fry, outstanding afternoon
session student, is a junior at Calloway County High School and a first year Auto Body student. His
parents are Keith and Norma Fry of Alme. Fry enjoys hunting and working on automobiles, and he
plans to continue his work in this program as a senior.

Man's sentence_ should be overturned say attorneys
Assistant Attorney Bevins had been sexual- jury convicted him but
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — William Gene To 1 Paul Iy involved with for recommended a lesser
sentence.
-"Oakie" Bevins was.a.c- Richwalsky disagreed, several years.
After pleading guilty, i
"He had everything to
ting tinder' extreme saying Bevins knew ex-emotional _disturbance • actly what he was doing - Elevins!..atIorney argued .. _gain, that is, his life,-!!when he shot and killed .during the killings and against the death penal. Allison continued. "And
five men in October 1981 during his trial.
ty by asserting that he had nothing to lose."
Bevins, 74, walked in- Bevins was suffering
Richwalsky said
and his conviction and
death sentence should to the Mountain Auto from extreme emotional evidence at the trial
be overturned, his at- Parts store in Allen on disturbance at the time showed Bevins had
Oct._ 16, 1981, and shot of the shootings.
planned Click's murder
torneys said.
'Bevins- also was —and,killed five men_The_ __ Allison -said Bevins' for several weeks.
Bevins is one of 26 inunaware of the full im- -trial Was moved to guilty plea was not
mates on Death Row at
plications of his action Greenup Circuit Court "voluntarily and inthe • Kentucky State
when he pleaded guilty because of pre-trial telligently entered."_ _
Penitentiary at
to the crimes, attorneys publicity in Floyd , Bevins could have
Eddyville.
Marie Allison and County.
good trial and possibly
One of the men killed,' escaped the d,eath
Michael Wright told the
Thursday's hearing
was a mandator3
Kentucky Supreme Roger Click, was the penalty if he had been
husband of a woman, found innocent or if a
review.
Court on Thursday.

ANOTHER
D-MINLIS!

MAT'S WHAT I GOT
YESTERDAY THE PAY
BEFORE AND EVERY

L

ALL I EVER GET
ARE 2-MINUSES

A course in farm and
land appraisal will be
offered at Murray State
University on Saturday
mornings during the
spring semester to accommodate real estate
and agribusiness
professionals.
,Titled Agriculture 532,
Farm and Land Appraisal, the course carries three semester
hours of credit. Topics
will included unique and
legal aspects of farm
real estate and research
and investigation to
establish the market
value of farm property
by three methods — appraisal, report writing
and professional ethics.
Raphael D. Douglas,
an appraiser and
analyst of all types of
property with the Farm
Credit Banks of St.
Louis and a leader in the
American Society of Appraisers, will teach the
course.

Dr. Jim Long, chairman of the Department
of Agriculture at Murray State, said the
course was scheduled
from 9 a.m. to noon on
Saturdays to permit
non-traditional students
an opportunity to
upgrade their skills. He
added that he is extremely pleased to have
a person of Douglas'
qualifications and experience as instructor.
Long said interested
individuals from
throughout the area can
register from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. on Monday or
Tuesday, Jan. 13-14, or
from 5 to 7 p.m. on
Wednesday OP Thursday, Jan. 15-16. Enrollment will be limited in
the class, which begins
Jan. 1,8.
.
Eight spring s'emester
agriculture courses at
Murray State have also
been scheduled in the
evenings as a conve-

Accounting class-Lobe offered in evening
A section of Accounting 201, Principles of
Accounting II, will be offered on Monday evenings at Murray State
University during the
spring semester.
Dr. Tim Miller, chairman of the Department
of Accounting and
Finance, said the course
has been scheduled
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room
404 of the Business
Building as an accommodation to interested
persons who cannot at.
tend a daytime class.
The instructor for the
three-semester-hour
course, which begins
meeting Jan. 20, will be
Steve Elliott.
Accounting 201 deals
with fundamental ac-

counting procedures
and, practices applicable to corporations
— the use of cost data,
budgetary controls and
cost-volume-profit relationships and analysis
and interpretation of
financial reports for use
by creditors, investors
and management.
Anyone interested
the course'may register
from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Monday or Tuesday,
Jan 13-14, or from 5 to?
p.m. Wednesday or
Thursday, Jan. 15-16.
Additional information about the course or
registration may be obtained by calling the
Department of Accounting and Finance-- --at
(502) 762-4193.

nience for nontraditional students, according to Long. They
are:
Agriculture 401,
Equine Breeding and
Management;
Agriculture 546, Integrated Pest Management; Agriculture 555,
Advanced Soil Fertility;
Agriculture 565,
Residential Landscape
Design; Agriculture 635,
Research Methodology;

Agriculture 648, Weed
Science; Agriculture
670, Advanced Farm
Machinery; and
Agricultural Education
688 , Youth
Organizations.
Additional information about the Saturday
and evening agriculture
courses may be obtained by calling Dr. James
T. Long at
502
762-3327.

Bank donates $1000
to business program
For the second consecutive year, Liberty
Savings Bank of
Mayfield has contributed $1,000 to the
Corporate Associates
Program in the College
of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State
University.
The purpose of the
program is to provide
companies with the opportunity to invest in
higher education for
business.
"Our contribution will
serve to enhance the
work done on the campus, and we benefit in
return when a better
quality graduate
becomes available on
the job market," said
Howard L. Straw, president of Liberty Savings
Bank.
' Corporate gifts made
through the program
are intended to enable
MSU to continue to provide academic quality
in business and public
administration.
Donations to the Cor-

porate Associates Program are used to support faculty development by assisting faculty members to update
their knowledge of current business and
governmental practices
and to upgrade their
teaching skills and
techniques.
Contributions are also
used to purchase new
technology such as
microcomputers and
software, to support student scholarships and to
bring speakers to
campus.
Three levels of giving
have been designated
for businesses: Corporate Sponsors for annual gifts Of $1,000 to
$2,500; Corporate
Patrons for annual gifts
of $2,500 to $5,000; and
Corporate Benefactors
for annual gifts of at
least $5,000.
Anyone with questions
regarding the Corporate
Associates Program
may call (502) 762-4181.

Boys, girls bowling offered

I) 1986 un versal Press Synckcate

ITS LIKE LIVIN6
ON A FIXED-INCOME,SIR

RAY BEFORE THAT!

A five-week Saturday
bowling class for boys
and girls aged S through
13 will be offered at'
Murray State University beginning Jan. 18.
The Campus Recreation Office is sponsoring
the class, which will be
cnducted on the lanes in
the gameroom of the
Curris Center. Faculty,
staff and university
bowling team members
will setve as
instructors.
Participants aged 8
through 10 are schedul-

ed _to- meet from 10:30
a.m. to noon and 11
tholiigh 13 from noon to
1:50 p.m., Class
meetings for the first
four Saturdays will be
used for instruction,
with a league formate
competition as the final
class.
A registration fee of
$15 must be paid at the
first class on Jan 18.
Participants may
register by calling the
Curris Center
gameroom at 762-6900.

Seepage caused by check
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. collapsed an
(API— A well dug to underground drain line
check for radioactive that leads from the
contam-ination in- laboratory to the
advertently caused just underground tanks
sukh a seepage at the where radioactive
Oak Ridge National waste is stored," Steve
d.04146%,
Laboratory, Martin Wyatt, a Martin Mariet"For heaven's sake, Lee. That spoiled
ta spokesman, said
Marietta officials say.
rhino is going to either bellow or charge
"In drilling the well Thursday.
the door all night till we let him in."
The contamination
we either penetrated or
was discovered Wednesday in a 14-foot well
which had been drilled
in December near
underground waste
storage tanks at the
research laboratory7
Answer to Previous Puzzle
32 Economize
ACROSS
Wyatt said.
35 Roof of
Martin Marietta
HGART
SELLS
mouth
1 Dinner
operates the lab under a
38 Monk's cowl
Course
PLEATS
TARTAR
contract from the U.S.
39 Sched. abbr.
6 Pen
AB
WITHERS
PO
41 South11 Baker's
Department'of Energy.
PIT
RAISE
010T
western
product
It also operates the
Indians
RET
SWAB
LIDS
12 Harbinger
nearby Y-12 nuclear
42 Vast age
14 Note of scale
STOP
SER
OS
weapons facility and the
43 Proclaim
15 Church
TREE
DUMB
loudly
dignitary
K-25 gaseous diffusion
MEAD'
PLEASE
45 Bitter vetch
17 Cooled lava
plant.
46 Spanish
18 Federal
SLOT
BEES
TOP
. About 50 gallons of
article
agency: abbr.
AERIE
DIS
OLD
radioactive water
47 Alleviate
20 Goes by
PRESENT
TA
EL
49 Myself
water
saturated a small plot of
50 Disprove
21 Choose
STALER
RGIDEEM
ground surrounding the
52 Profited
22 Social
EMIRS
STOWS
well, which is situated
54 Capital of
gatherings
the research
inside
Morocco
24 River in
55 Cornered
laboratory's federal
Scotland
symbol
4 Ventilates
25 Part of
reservation, Wyatt said.
DOWN
church
10 Pass, as time
5 Fears
There were no in11 Choice part
26 Taro roots
6 Huge
juries nor any health
1 Frightened
13 Tropical fruits
mammals
28 Frolics
risk from the incident,
2 Indian
16 Falsehood
30 Sick
7 Soaks, as flax
mulberry
19 Flatiron
31 Hearing
'8 Anger
Wyatt said. Clean-tip
3 Circuit
organ
21 Manage
9 Tantalum
should
be completed by
23 Not hollow
Monday, he added.
1
2
1111 4
5
Stahl10
25 Babylonian
"There's no health
abode of
dead
11
12
13
risk and no one was ex.27 Shade tree
IN
posed. In the end, the
29 Edible seed
14
15
16
well did just what it was
32 Precipitous
supposed to — it told us
33 More
20
21
03
temperate
where there was
U19
Pill
radioactivity,." said
24
22
23
3
345 Father or
Wyatt.
illUUU
mother
26
2$
36 Called
37 Ancient
30
chariot
40 Siamese
While they last
native
32 II
Chevrolet
Nova, Celebrity
of a
ill
iliri"Iliad 43 Second
series
4 cyl., El Camino,
39
41
38
40•
44 Without end
Cavalier, C & K '3 Ton
47 Hindrance
44
42
Pickups and selected
48 Parisian
illUUU
45RU
summer
S 10 Pickups
46
51 Note of scale
DWAIN
TAYLOR
ill
Id
i
53 Tellurium
so
52
symbol
CHEVROLET
II
S 1 7th S
Momoy
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CLASSIFIEDS

Wirray Ledger & Times

32. Apts for Rent
6. Help Wanted
15. Articles for Sale
25. Business Services
BVSITTER 7MM rt A home stereo and ALL types commerical FURNISHED 1 Bdr
2'30p m. to 10p.m. 5 manual typewriter Call Construction. Pre-' 5165. 2 Bdr 5185 No
nights per week. Must 762-4798.
engineered metal: pets Near Univ 753
have own transporta- WRTITETML-777717
Call
masonary or wood 0430.
tion & references. Call refrigerator with tex- buildings. We furnish ONE bedroom Apartment
David
753-5226.
tuted .iteel door. only blueprints approved by near downtown Murray
Cathay
DOMINO'S Pizza is now $8.00 per week. Rudolph the Ky State Bandit% In- Call 753 4109 or 762 6650
For
1
accepting applications. Goodyear 753-0595.
spectors. Emerson Con- TAKING applications
Free
Must be 18 years or
struction Co Inc, General for Section 8. Rent
Estimate.
older & have small gas 16. Home Furnishings
Contractors. P.O. Box Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
435-4354
efficient car. Apply
130. Paris Tn. 38242. -Call BR. Apply Hilldale
4-PIECE
dining
trestle
After 6 P.M.
before 4p.m. No phone
day or night. 901-644-9840. Apts., Hardin, Ky
&
room
_buffet
suite.
calls.
E qual - Hotrri-n g
EASY ASSEMBLY hutch. 7-piece maple 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Opportunity.
room
dining
wood
suite,
•••••••••••••4 INORK! $600.00 per 100.
THREE bedroom, two
o r
2BB,
dinettes.
VILLAGER.
1977
couches
&
Guaranteed paymen4.
bedroom and one bed
4
Solid
air,
&
chairs.
cherry
heat
central
No experience/no
room Apts. Lease and
hide-asuite,
setbedroom
furnished,
mostly
sales. Details send self-,
deposit. Adults only, no
addressed stamped en- way bed, washer, dryer, up, ready to move into. pets. 753 9208 after a pm
dishwasher,
refrigera753-2243,
15500.
Firm
5.4 velope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. tor, chairs, recliner, 753-8267.
33. Rooms for Rent
vacuum cleaner, war- 1981. SUNSHINE (hforPierce. Fl. 33482,
ROOM for rent. 1 block
753or
753-1502
drobe.
them Built). 14x70. all from University. KitFULL time position
4860.
electric air/heat. 3 chen available. Cable
Calloway County ASCS
Office. Bel Air Shopping CONTEMPORARY 3. bedroom, 2 full baths. (Cinemax and HBO1
suite.
room
pieceliving
excellent condition,
Center, Murray. Ky.
utilities are furCall after 4p.m. dishwasher, partially an
42071. Phone- 753-1781.
inished. $125/month
759-9702..
furnished. Can leave on Available now for
GENERAL agents
wanted to write LIVING room suite lot. Call 437-4118 after spring semester. 759.
Prompt & Professional:guaranteed issue includes couch, 2 5p.m.
9645.
.medicare supplement chairs, end tables and WINCHESTER 2 - BR
coffee table, $250. Call mobile home, gas heat. 34. Houses for Rent
&
Residential
Field
policies.
life
and
.
4
12x60. good condition
.issued. Top dollar con- 759-4663.
4
LARGE 4 bedroom, 3
.
Commercial
4
WHIRLPOOL heavy Need to sell. Call days bath. 2 story house. $525
.tract. Call 1502)444-9434
4
.or Write P.O. Box 479, duty dryer with 3 temp 759-1436. nights 759-1776.
monthly. Call 753-6035.
4
Free Estimates
.Paducah, Ky. 42001 nd selections, only $4.00
4
'MODERN 3 BR brick
per week. Rudolph 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
4 Licensed & Bonded .
w ask for T.J. Alexander.
house in Kirksey, Ky
4
Goodyear. 753-0595.
10 MILES east of 5225 per month. Deposit
5. GRILL cook. Must be
WHITE GE refrigerator, Murray. 1130 a month & references required.
°••••••••••••v• able to' work quickly & Rust color sofa, love seat,
plus deposit. Call Linzy 489-2402 or 489-2467
correctly in a highvolume area with ver- 1 ottomans, rocker and Beane residence 436. NIL% 2 bedroom house
near University. Apbal grill orders. Apply glass coffee table. Excel- 2582
COSMETOLOGY by at Personnel Services, lent condition. Antique 12860. 2 BR. 2 full baths, pliances furnished. *200.
LaDora. Perms $25.Call Murray State Univers- cherry wood bed, oak private lot, water fur- Large 2 bedroom house
Call
753-0658 or 753-0611 ity. Murray. Ky. chest and dreSSer. 759
nished, 5 min. from near hospital. S225.
753-6429 after 4 pm
10a.m.-5p.m., closed EOE/MF.
9953 or 7594463;7:town. Call 492-8'722.Sat.
NEED0 job? 2 openings
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, 37. Livestock -Supplies
now. You,may qualify if: 24. Miscellaneous , AC/natural gas Shady
270 BALES of Fescue
Ii )you do not have GED BATTERIES for sale, Oaks 753-5209.
hay. $1.25 a bale Call
or your high school new & used. Call 437492-8659.
diploma. (2) you have 424-1.
30 Business Rentals
1-IAY for sale, round or
been out of school 9 CA-Ft batteries, 60
square bale. Call 753months-or more, (31 you month, guarantee.
VIEW
CREEK
8355 after 5p.m.
are between ages 16 & 21, Series 24. 24-F & 74Has
call J.T.P.A.' Out Of .529.99. Series 27 & 27-FREADY for slaughter,
SELF
School 753-9378 between $32.99. Wallin Hardgrain _fed steu. _Call
Heavy Duty
STORAGE
8:30-12:00 5 days a Week. ware, Paris, Tn.
489-2449.
MuHleors For
WANT to buy cews or
Hwy. 641 N.
NEW salon opening. CLEARANCE sale. Wood
heifers of good breeding
24 Hr. privqte entrance
Cosmetologist needed heater with thermostat.
stock that will be ready
753-6734
for full & part time deluxe cabinet, has Whop
to breed in the middle of
Installed
employment. Call 753- cook surface top. 25"
May. Must be reasona200 N. 4th St.
cast
box,
fire
lined
brick
8545.
32 Apts for Rent
bly priced. Call 474-8884
doors.
and
grates
iron
Murray, Ky.
NURSE wanted part
1 BEDROOSii furnished ask for Tfm
time for doctors office. supply limited. $199.99.
753-6001
Call 38. Pets-Supplies
apartmen.t.
Paris,Hardware,
Wallin
Typing skill required.
753-3139:
• ARC Ba_sset Hound
Hours: Mon.. Tues., Tn.
Thurs., TM 3a-.M.-12. COMMADORE-6-4----1---Hff-apt7;-earpeted, puppies. Call 489-2599.
Send resume to P.O. computer with data set 'stove & refrigerator ARC Great Dane pups.
furnished. 1 -1/2 block
Box 1040-F. Murray. unit. Call 753-8578.
5125/ 100. Boaz. Ky.
DRESSER with mirror. =fro.m University & Call 554-5325.
Ky.
Call
shopping_.,_c_e_nLer
_
bed,
'chest; 'full size
BIRD dog. female, 2
RESPONSIBLE person chain saw and stereo. 7534845 or 436-4161 after years old, trained &
Start At
6p.m.
for part-time -sales. Call 753-2938.
broke. Call 753-3496
Apply in person at FIREWOOD for sale. $25 1 BR apt., refrigerator.
training.
I -obedincTA
,Z
stove, water furnished.
1000
1
Payless Shoe Source.
rick delivered. Red oak
,14- month. Call 753- Hobby, career or just a
RESTAURANT MAN- and white oak. Call 753well mannered compan059p.
AGEMENT. Assistant 0659.
1 Bift at Cardinal apt. ion. Boarding and AKC
trainee. 1 GAS stove, good
management
IL
with furniture. -5170. 1 German Shepherds. 436Established company shape. $75. 1 gas dryer,
BR at 1608 College 2858.
ff_ Martin, TN
looking for mature, brand new, $350. See at
Farm Rd. with furni- PEA'S Dog. Parlor, all
energetic person who is 508.S. 12th St.
587-2301
breed dog grooming.
ture, $190. Call 753-3530.
willing to learn and
1 BR efficiency apt. For appointment 753
grow. No- experience
Partial utilities paid. No 2915 Peggy Gardner,
necessary. Send resume
"Hwy. 94 E. 2 miles from
pets. Call 753-9741.
Andy
303
to:
Jordan,
PAM'S CAKE HUT the
town.
HopkinDr.,
Sheila
apt.
furnished
BR
1
place to call for a delic- sville, Ky. 42240.
SIBERIAN Husky
&
University
adjoining
ious SCRATCH made
Chestiktit St. Re- puppies for sale. Call
cake, such as carrot, WANTED: live in sitter
We have in stock a
ferences. No pets. No 492-8454.
sitter.
overnight
or
coconut, applespice, Itaof
shipment
children. Call 753-3134.
largo
m
7:30a
to
10:30p,m
41 Public Sales
lian cream, Honey
1 BR furnished apt.
crossover, wheel
nut,and jam. We special- Call 759-1936.
Ezell
over
located
ize in character cakes
well, 'andel-bed &
Beauty School. N. 4th
like Cabbage Patch, 9. Situation Wanted
side mount tool
St. Sutjable for couple
rainbow bright, heman
all
boxes. For
GENERAL house
or two college boys. $175
hearts etig-as _.well as cleaning. Dependable
makes S. models of
month. $50 deposit. No
weddings and showers.
Everything
References supplied
pets. See apt. by going
trucks. We also
and we make our own
759-4604.
Call
SchoOl
Must Go!
Beauty
Ezell
by
cakes to be remembered
paint tool boxes to
or call 753-5263 -from
so call 759-4492 or stop by I will stay with sick or
Canterbury
1526
match your truck.
8a.m. to 5p.m.
410 Main. After hours call elderly by the hour, day
Times Only:
These
years
23
night.
qr
.apt.
furnished
BR
1
437-4455. •
Call
experience. Call 431'Singles $100. married
Fri., Jan. 10 4669, if no answer keep
Murray Livestock
$125. Water furnished.
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
Need An
trying'.
No pets. Phone 436-2456.
Sat., Jan. 11
Sales
& Trailer
ChrisRESPONSIBLE
1 FURNISHED 'bed -1
Extra Car For
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
tian woman will: babysit
502-753-5334
room apartment. See at
A Few Days?
Sun., Jan. 12 Excellent
home..
in my
St.
S.13th
100
4 Mlles
/
Hwy.94 East 13
references. Call
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
3 ROOMS with bath,
759-1051.
14 Per Day
$150 per month. Call
sale.
for
FIREWOOD
WILL babysit small
1-527-9641.
full size pick-up
14 Per Mile
children In thy home. $20 for a
pick- FEMALE student needs
small
for
$15
and
GARAGE SALE
evenings. Phone 75.3up. Sullivan Saw Mill someone to share her
Rent From Gene At 8824.
&
smoker
Non
apt.
1616 Kirkwood
522-6433 before 9a-m. or
WILL clean homes, after 6p.m.
cleanliness a must. Call
Dwain Taylor
Saturday
experienced, dependacheap, 753-4556 after 5p.m.
ble, references. Call FIREWOOD,
9 a.m.
delivered. After 6p.m. 753-0640 before 5p.m.
Chevrolet, Inc. 753-8642.
ask for Laura.
753-0467.
Refrigerator -ice
502-753-2617 10. Business Opportunity REROSENE heaters FURNISHED, extra
maker good for
nice. large 3 room apt .
12.300 BTU's $79.99.
garage or extra
Wallin Hardware, near University &
Hospital Couple or
storage. Dresser,
Paris, TN.
graduate student
desk with hutch top,
1A0VING• must sell
Heat and
preferred
Immediately: piano
double mattress &
water furnished. No
$350. desk $200, copy
box springs, clothes
pets or chidren. PrivmiChine $200. 'Call 759-- ate. Call 753-3415-Or
475
5x7 Only 5
& misc.
1625.
753-8756
8x10 Only
WE service all makes of
sewing machines and
Up To Poster Sims
vacuum cleaners at re20x211
asonable rates. For more
In Store
information call 354-6521
One Hour Service
ask for Martha Hopper.
And Complete
OAK & hickory
firewood $27.50 full rick
PROCESSING
delivered, $22 ',,.haul.
With Individual
Call 436-2778.
And Personal
PICK-4p truck bed
Attention
YOU can be your own rubber mats- Chevroletboss with a minimum Ford- Datsun- Nissan.
down and assume a loan El Camino- Ranger.
with low interest at a Mazda. See at Stokes
fixed rate. Business is Tractor 753-1319.
profitable. owner wants SEASONED firewood ONE HOUR PHOTO
to go back to school. oak, hickory, mixed
Inside
Call Mary Jane Rober- hardwocids $30/rick
CRASS
son at Century 21. delivered. MM. order 2
Loretta Jobs Realtors. ricks. Call John Boyer
FURNITURE
753-1492
103 S. 3rd
753-0338.
Downtown Murray
SEASMNIED oak &
Instruction
.
11
753-3621
hickory firewood deWANTED Guitar and livered. All tree 'trim.
Operated by Martha Lamb
Bass students. Call ming BE removing. Call
. Help Wanted
Monte Fisher 759-1081. 753-5476.
i5 PEOPLE needed to 10 yrs. teaching ex- SEASONED wood- oak.
fill position with grow- perience For beginner red oak & white oak
ing company. No ex- and advanced
Phone 489-2104
perience necessary
REASONED or un
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
" Must be neat in ap- 14 Want •to Buy
seasoned wood, you
pearance. Excellerrt WANT to lity raw furs haul. Call 436-5439.
Silver
Gold
earnings. Call 527-9008 M c etefta-n---/P-trrs-:
Closed
NNHIRI.P00 T.
Closed
January 13th
Stanley Owen M c - microwave oven with
5 95
Yesterday
Yesterday 333 00
ARTIST'S models, Clellan, Pulaski, Ill
700 watts cooking
temporary part-time. 618-112-6316.
Opened
Opened
power. Only $4.50 week
salary $5 00 per hour
6 14
WANT to buy used Rudoph Goodyear, 753.
Today
338 40
Today
Experience and artistic refrigerator. Call 7530595.
19
Up
540
preferred
Up
sensativity
2887 after 6 pm.
Work will be assigned
Compliments of
25. Business Services
according to need for 15. Articles for Sale
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR a SHOE REPAIR
JOYCE Noel Tax Serfor Spring
Individual, farm.
vice.
heavy
VlintLPOOL
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky 42071
semester, 1986 Contact
•
Rebusinesses.
small
4
with
washer
duty
753 7111
Art Department,
rates 'Call
We buy Gold. Sillier a Ufan,ond•
Murray State 'Univers- cycles. only $6.00 per asonable
week. Rudolph 4 s 9 - 2 4 4 0- f o r
Hours: 10 6 Doily. Clos4.d 'Sunday
!t y . 502-762-3784
appointment
Goodyear, 753-0595
Eon /14FO tice

ROOFING

-fr.

ou ye tries the rest w

3
4 now call the best. i
4
.
•
.
Let
.
.
.
.
.T & M Cleaning.
.
.
.
•
. tend to .
.
•
1 all your needs.•
.
.
.
3
4
.

4 Call 4924254

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

$29"

Face
Brick

I$

359er

Vowel! &
Son Inc.

re

TRUCK
TOOL
BOXES

MOVING
SALE

PHOTO
ENLARGING

'3"

641
CLUB

at
Puryear, TN
$100,000
Call (901)
642-3088

HIM BURGER
Opening
Mon., Jon: 13th
5 a.m.-9
Mon.-Sun.

Serving Plate Lunches
and
Bar-B-O Daily.

759-1648

53. Services Offered
,50. Used Trucks
J.L. McKnight & Sons
pick-up
DATSLN
3 RR, 1 & 1/2 story in 1970
city, good rental pro- with camper, rebuilt Sawmill on Poor Farm
perty. 520.000. Call 753- engine. 1972 VW Van. Rd. Buyer of standing
lots of new parts. 79.000 timber Call 753-7528.
1204 after 4p.m.
miles. Call 474-2325.
3
-bath
1
BR.
brick,
1. 5 Acres in city.
living room, den with 1970 SCOUT 4x4. locking
Paulen & Stihi
$5,000 down, balance
wood stove. 2 outside hubs. 4 cyl., 3 spd. New
financed at 10•..
Chainsaw Repair
storage buildings, quiet white letter radials.
2. 2 Acres near lake.
MURRAY HOME
street, in town. Low Very good corfdition.
well 8. septic
Has
$1950. Call 753-2708 after
40's. 753-0350 or 753-6831.& AUTO
tank.
3 BR brick ranch, all 4p.m.
Chestnut St.
3. 3 Lots in Sherwood
appliances, wood burn- 1975 CHEVY pickup. 350
733-2571
Forest Subdivision oning fireplace. farge automatic. ps. .p11, ;att.
yard & patio. only 3 1/2 See at University Gulf
ly $12,000.
mi. from town, $42.000. at 5-Points or call LICENSED Electrician
4. 2 bedroom Frame
'
Call, for an appointment 753.8124 after 5p.m.
for residential and
on 1 , Acre on Hwy.
1970 CHEVROLET van. commercial. Heating
753-9706.
444. Only $25,000.
3 BR home with added customized, grey. $3000. and air condition, gas
S. Duplex -3 bedroom
installation and ,repair.
of 2 BR rental Call 474.2796.
feature
2
side,
on one
082 CHEVY .45-10, red, Phone 753-7203.
house
same
on
probedroom on the
perty Call 436-2237 p.s., pb.. air condition- MOBILE HOME REPother. $53,500 on
ing. Pioneer sound AIR and preventative
after 5p.m.
Monroe.
BY owner,- 2 BR. living system, 24,000 miles. maintenance. Roofs.
6. A Bargain Howlfloors, plumbing. wiring.
room den. 2 fireplaces $5.000. Sftgl 753.6664.
An Advantage Later!
garage and utility shed 1984 TMirOTA pickup hurricane straps. No job
Commercial lot OR S.
on 2 acres with pond. with topper. 4-speed. too small. 759-4856.
air. AM-FM , cassette. NEED work on your
12th with two 2
Call 498-8749. '
sliding rear glass. 11.500
Topping.
bedroom dwellings.
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath miles. Day 753-1881. trees'.'
shaping. complete
7. Lot on 1607 Miller
brick, large family night 8r weekend 753removal and more. Call
72,5 130.
only
room with fireplace. 5289.
BOV'E-Ft''g TREE
fenced in yard. North
56,100.
'68 CHEVY pickup. SERVICE for Pro20th. Phone 753-7687.
8. 22 Acres Ideal for
fessional tree • care.
$300. Call 753-0403.
country home. Has old
'82 CHEVY 'Scottsdale 1 753-0338. 4 9 . Used Cars
house & barn.
ton crew cab. 4 door ODD job specialist. ceil1972 FORD LTD 9 dualy. ps, pb. air. low ing faps, electrical.
9. Duplex on Dodson.
passenger
station
waHas 3 bedroom on
plumbing. fencing. You
mileage. Call 753-5216.
gon. AC. AM/FM, good
each side.
name it. I do it. You buy. I
tires.
winterized.
$400. 5 1 . Campers
install. You break. I fix,
10. 4 Bedroom home
Call 753-1652,
with 2 baths. 2 Rental
1978 24 FT. travel Call 436-2868.
1 97 4 A
A
cabins on 2',acres on
trailer, completely selfMotors
b'assador, contained. excellent
280 near lake.
5600. Call 53-0521 be- condition. $3900. Call
Irricabon Residential
11. 4 bedroom brick
tween 7a. . 3:30p.m. .. 753-0403.
CAMPBELL WELL
with basement & lots
1977 THUNDERBIRD,
DRILLING
.of built-Ins. On 641 S.
good condition: $800. 52. Boats-MetorsMcKenzie Tn
12. 2 Bedroom lake
Call Coltect
Call 753-3697.
1984.164 POLAR 901 352 3671 or
front with boat dock1979 AMC, good condi- CRAFT with 1985 40
352 5704
901
ing. In Plne Bluff
tion, $1250. Call 753-5292.
Free Estimates
H.P. Johnson. trolling
Shores.
1979 BUICK Electra motor, depth finder. 2
on
Lots
13. 2
Limited, loaded, all batteries, trailer. Day
=
extras, good condition. 753-1881 -night or PAINTING Paper,
Lakeshore Drive in
hanging, commerical or
Call
474-2796.
Pine Bluff Shores.
weekend 75325289.
residential. ,Free es1979 MONT-E Carlo
14. 2 Bedroom frame
timates. References. 25
Offered
Services
.53.
Sports Coupe., ps. pb.
4 acre. Close to
3
on /
years experie.nce
5.4.000 .miles.. 1 APPLIANCE
Under
tow*. '
- 7564987 Trithon Farr
owner, excellent condi- SERVICE, Kenmore.
$10,000.00.
Plumbing.
ROOFING,
tion, $3100. Call 492-8494.
Westinghouse, Concrete work, Ad15. 10 Acres & 30
1979 TOYOTA Celica Whirlpool-. 23 years' ditions, Painting,
mobile home pads in
5-speed Liftback,_ experience. Parts and General Carpentry.
city.
loaded. Call 762-2550.
service. •Bobby Hopper. P.A. Molony Co
16. 5 Acres commie.1968 MUSTANG. 6 .cylin- Bob's Appliance Ser- 7 53 ;8 6 2--8-.-F-r-e-e
dal property In dty.-der. See at 13th & Payne. vice. 202 S. 5th St. Estimates.
17. 2 Plots near Ky.
Business .753-4872, • 436- SEWING Machine ReCalk 753-8309
5848 i home,.
Lake.
pair. All, makes and'
1972 Super
18. 10x50 Mobile
APPLIANCE REPAIR: models. lipme & InFactory authnrirod
home with 8x10 addidustrailr
Beetle Volkswagon.
Tappan. Kelvinator and
tion near Ky. Lake.
machines,_ Also
Saha package, exBrown.
on
Service
gas
19. Large den, central
scissor sharpning.40
cellent
condition.
electric
and
ranges.
yrs. experience. All
heat Lair, 3 bedroom
microwaves. dis- work guaranteed. KenPrivate party. Call
brick on 121 S.
h.w-a e
-fifth Banadfl ra3-2ert,
489-2482.
For Those & FmHA
frigerators. etc. Earl Stella. Ky.
Property Contact US At:
1981 TOYOTA Celtics Lovett. 354-6956 or 753GT. AM-FM radio. air. 2 5341.
door. Call 753-1602 be- PENCE sales at Sears Aluminum
' now. Call Sears 753-2310
tween 5p.m. & 8p.m.
Service Co.
free
for
for
estimate
'64 PONTIAC. good
• 302 N. 12th
Aluminum and vinyl
running shape., Call your needs.
Phone 753-3263
siding. Custom trim
753-3637.
ALL type -masonry
Home Phones:
work. References.
'75 MUSTANG Fast- work, block. bricy.
Joyce Iletsworth
Call Will Ed Bailey
back. 4 speed. 4 cylin- concrete, driveways.
436-2308
753-0689
der. low miles, .11300. siclewalks patias, house
Teresa Garland
Call 753-3648 after 6p.m. foulidations, new STUMP REMOVAL
753-SS23
Wayne Wilson
'76 BUICK Skylark. low chimneys or chimney, SERVICE.
753-50116
mileage, good mpgs. repair. 25 years ex- • Mechanically removid
periencie. Free es$850. Call 753-5566.
10 inches below the
'78 MALIBU. 4 door, 6 timates. ' Call Charles surface, no damage to
Barnett 753-5476
'80
automatic.
cylinder
surrounding lawn.
44 Lots for Sale
Chei.•ette. 4 door, 4Larry Wood 753-0211 or
1 ACRE lot with 30x40 speed. Call 753-6973.
John Lane Back Hoe
1,443-8682.
poured concrete -walls '79...CHEVROLET MalService installs and
TREES trimmed or
for basement. on Hwy.: ibu Station Wagon.
removed. Also. yakd
repairs septic tanks
1824. 7 miles N. of silver, ps. pb. air.
work-. Experienced.
Murray. $7250. 753-2243. 65.000x miles. Excellent
Also pump tanks.
Free estimates. Call
753-8267
condition. $2,200. After
436-2690.
Licensed by the
5p.m. 753-1500.
WET BASEMENT?
Health Dept. You've
45 Farms tor §ale,
make wet basements
called the rest, now
NEED A CAR?
dry. Work completely
'225 ACRE f r
guarahteed. Call or
call the best.
southeast of New ConNo Credit.
write Morgan Con753-8669
cord. Crop-land,
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
No Interest.
marketable timber.
GENERAL HOME 409A. Paducah, Ky.
fencing &• creek Call
Call Sammy
REPAIR. 15 "years ex- 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
753-7531.
perience. Carpentry, WILL haul white rock.
at 753-6448
'concrete. ,plumbing. sand, lime, rip rap and
46. Homes/for Sale
masonary sand, coal,
CARS 5152, Jeeps 564. roofing, siding. NO JOB ,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
LEAVING state. roomy Now available at local TO SMALL. Free es3 BR,' 2 bath brick. govt sales. Call timates. Days 753-6973. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
2 (refundable) ,1(619)565 nights 474-2276.
family room
fireplaces. appliances. 1511. for directory to GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutin city. Must see to purchase.
appreciate, 50's. 753- Can YOU buy Jeeps' ters installed for your
Call
4486.
Cars' 4x4's seized in specifications.
FOR sale by owner:, 'drug' raids for under Sears 753-2310 for free
assumable 7 3/4,; loan $100.00? Call for facts estimate.
on very nice 4 bedroom today! (615) 269-6701 INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA aphome, quiet neighbor- Ext 184.
Let Rex give you a
hood. large fenced yard. GOOD 1977 Chevy proved. Save on those
price on your seplow utilities. Call 733- Nova, power & air, $895. high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
0610.
Also, 14 ft. John boat 753-2310 for free
tic tank & backhoe
NEW 3 BR homes. 5 to and trailr. Call 489-2595.
estimate
work.
choose from. Starting in
JOINER'S complete
upper 40's. Trade on 50. Used Trucks
Real Estate or • other 1960 JEEP pickup. 4- tree service. 32 yrs.
tangibles. ,Call 753-3672 wheel drive, 6 cylinder experience. Also.
30 yrs. experience
stumps mechanically
after 5p.m.
engine, lock-out hubs, removed 10" below
$950. 753-6%81 or surface. Call 753-0366.
THREE bedroom 1
5 6 Free Column
bath, bride' house with 753-8124.
LEg'S CARPET
large back yard. base- 1966 GMC pickup. 283' CLEANING. For all FREE puppies. part .
ment, outdoor storage, V-8 automatic., short Your carpet & upholst- German Shepherd ts.._
assumable loan. $38,000. bed. 5650. 753-9181 or ery cleaning. For a free part Labradcir. Call
753-8124.
Call 759-1020 after 6 pm.
.estimate call 753-5827. 753-8590 or after 5p.m
759-4664
Satisfied references.
;€ •

43

Real Estate

46. Homes for Sale

Wilson
Realty

Wilson Real
Estate

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

HILL ELECTRIC
•Retidential *Commercial
'Industrial
•All Types Electrical
Maintenance

DAVID HILL
753-9562
24

Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
Check Our
City 8. Suburban
Homeowner's
Rohn

Dr. Tom

Hopkins

(502)753-6202

SOLID WOOD CABINETS •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • OM, • Walnut • Cherry
0UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHSN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM WILT FURNITURE &FURNITURE RIEFINISHING
COMPITtftV,INFICSS Owe,
See Oser Dlepley •

•

Hopkins Insurance Agency

115

•

• 1212 Main
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
se•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•0•
•
•
•

HOUR SERVICE

Call

ERI:nr.S
O
CLIS (1N1 KITCHEN CABINETS
14 ClIS 1 OM WOODWORKING

S.

13th

Murray, Ky.
42071

Amvets Post 45
Dance
January 10 & 11
Iland
Dixiebreeze
8:30 p.m.-? •

.3.•••••••-
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Stanley Turner

Myrtle Underhill
was married on April 3,
1929; four sons, William
Charles Underhill and
the Rev. Shelby Irvan
Underhill, Rt. 3, Murray, Shirley Wilburn
Underhill, Benton, La.,
and Tommy Wade
Underhill, Calumet City, Ill.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Eula
Jones, Canton, and Mrs.
Isie Mae Elkins, Murray: one brother, Roy
Irvan and wife, Grace,
Murray; 14 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Officiating will be the
Rev. William McKinney
and the Rev. Elijah
Balentine. Music will include duets by Doug
Holt and Teresa Gardner with Nancy Balentine as accompanist.

Myrtle Underhill
Mrs. Myrtle
Underhill, 80, of Rt. 3,
Murray, died Thursday
at 9:37 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital,
Benton.
She was a member of
Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church and
of Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star. She is
retired from Northern
Indiana Public Service.
Born Oct. 15, 1905, in
Pallbearers will be
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the Roger Hutson, Howard
late Finis Irvan and Jones, Jimmy Woods,
Nathan Underhill, DarFannie Burkley Irvan.
She was preceded in rell Snyder, Donnie
death by one daughter, Jones, Buel Snyder and
Mrs. Christine Woods, Donnie Snyder.
Burial will follow in
and one son, Lloyd Earl
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Underhill. "
Friends may call at
Survivors include her
husband, the Rev. Lloyd the funeral home after 3
Underhill, to whom she p.m. today (Friday).

4r.•

Final rites for Stanley
Turner were today at 11
aiM Iii the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. Gerald
Owen officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were
John Maness, Allen
Haley, Allen Coles,
Michael Vance, Mark
Crass and Russell
Turner, all nephews.
Burial was in Lone
Oak Cemetery in

Calloway County.
Mr. Turner, 78, of Rt.
1, Almo, died Wednesday at 7:40*.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Jerry
Vance and Mrs. Johnny
Maness: two sons, Edward Turner and W.T.
(Dub) Turner; one
sister, Mrs. Wilson
Herndon; four brothers,
Gardie, Gaylon, Robert
and Audie Turner; 10
grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.

Dangerous spill goes
into Cincinnati area
t'INCINNATI ( AP ) — from accidents at a i'
A spill of cancer - Steel Corp. plant in
causing benzene in the Clairton. Pa., near PittOhio River apparently sburgh. officials said.
went through Cincinnati
ORSANCO is an
within the past two organization of 13 states
weeks without warning, along the Ohio River
the Ohio River Valley which monitors the
Water Sanitation Com- river's water.
mission learned
The most recent spill
Thursday.
The circumstances of occurred roughly from
the incident were nearly the last week of
identical to those of a December to the first
spill in January 1985, week of January, said
but the more recent spill Lou B,ercheni, director
was believed to be much of the Bureau of Water
smaller and less Quality Management
dangerous than the for the Pennsylvania
earlier one had been. Department of EnBoth incidents resilited vironmental Resources.

Frances Wilson

Kate Reeves explains to Mrs. Linnie Hooks' fifth grade how the Murray Ledger & Times is organized
each day as the class toured the newspaper office Thursday. The students from East Elementary
School were also able to watch as the newspaper was being printed.

US 1-2 210 240 1.1s.
US 1-t 200-210 Lbs.
U9 2-3 210-250 Lbs.
US 3.1 250-270 Lbs.
SoWN
US 1-2 570-350 Lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 Lbs.
US 1-3 450-500 Lbs,
US 1-3 Over 500 Lbs.
US 2 3 300-500 Lbs.
BOWS 123.0.-111.00

Hog market
Federal State Market News Service
January 10. 1984
Kentuck) Purchase Amalie. Market
Report Includes 8 Buyin Station.
Receipts: Act. 112.3 Est. 111114411Arrows
011te .75 lower lam Weedy to Jib
lower

584.75-45.25
$43.75-44.75
$442544.75
513.25-44.22
533.00-34.05
532.50-34.20
534.00-35.00
535.00-31.50
031.50-32.50

Shell Oil boycott proposed
'as AFL-CIO policy protest

1985 -Chevy Z-28
Loaded, grey

$11,800

'7

•••••••,

+1.49
4
/
64% +3
4
1
8 +/
/
221
23% unc
4 +
1
29/
4 -1%
1
42/
No trades
+ ys
20a/i + 1/4
/4 unc
203
55% +%
50% +%
70/
4 -1
1
4
/
70% +1%
33% +1
4
/

Buy 1, Get 2nd
at Y2 Price
Saturday & SLmduy Only

FIESTA CA-SA
Hwy 641 North
Mon.-Sunday 11-9
753-3317
Location)
Party
(Old Boston Tea

INC

INVESTMENTS

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientlftc-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart..
Wendy's
C.E.F.Yield

Weekend Special
Chilli.Rellenos

_
mra

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrel!
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motels
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Authentic Mexican Music

Marachis'flay on Friday
and Saturday Night, plus Sunday Noon

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Authentic Mexican Food

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
, Genuine GM Parts

Services for 'Mrs Mason's Chapel Unites
Frances Wilson will be Methodist Church.
Born Aug. 23, 1907, in
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock: Calloway County, she
WASHINGTON (AP) Shell to disinvest in
Coleman Funeral' Wait-thaughter-01•the
late Tom Strader and
— Aiming a blow at South. Africa," United
Home.
apartheid - racial Auto Workers President
The Rev. Bill Fisher Annie Steele Strader.
Survivors are her hus- policies, the AFL-CIO is Owen Bieber said, snipwill officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be band, Vernon M. calling on consumers to ping in half a gasoline
Wiks9p, to whom she boycott , Shell Oil Co. credit card and urgin
organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in was niarried_tet March-products until the corn- consumers to do the
Murray Memorial 19, 1927; one daughter, pany's multinational same.
Mrs. Pat (Jane) owners cut business ties
The boycott was the
Gardens.
second in 13 years called
Friends may call Paschall, Rt. 1, to South Africa.
by the labor federation
from 4 to 9 p.m. today Puryear, Tenn.; two
•
Withdrawal of in- against Shell Oil Co. The
(Friday) at the funeral ,sisters, Mrs. Ola Starks.
Hazel, and Mrs. Lucy vestments by the parent first lasted four months
home.
Mrs. Wilson, 78, of Rt. Tidwell, Murray; one company, Royal Dutch in 1973 and was declared
1, Puryear, Tenn., died brother, Lelon Strader, Shell, would undermine'after unions accused the
Thursday at 9 a.m. at Hazel; two grand- the white-ruled South company of unfair labor
Murray-Calloway Coun- daughters, Mrs. John African government, practices.
(Kay) Wand, Marietta, union leaders said
ty Hospital.
A retired employee of Gla., and Mrs. Doug Thursday at a news
Winslow Cafeteria, (Deborah) Doss, West conference.
"We hope that .the
Murray State Universi- Palm Beach, Fla.; two
boycott will convince
• ty, she was a member of great-grandchildren.

Attu"

HAVE A FIESTA!

4 +%
1
30/
150% +'/
23 + 1,4
1
4
54 /i + 1/
%
55%
41% unc
55% -Vs
4
/
111,4 -1
4 + 1,4
1
37/
901/s unc
4 +%
1
62/
33% unc

INC

MTG + GOOD PEOPLE=A WINNING TEAM
You, the people are the world's most important resource! Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn exists to
serve you and our area - both professionally and personally - to provide you the very best in
Insurance, Bonds and Real Estate needs. One of your and our greatest resources, a people person, is Judy Johnston

I it

MLS

'PTO!
LICJ

MLS

29% +%
4 unc
1
16/
4.46

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
It

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

••

MLS

• MA1:
▪ ••6-111-•••

APII4N0(49 7CON4IOLOOV
FOR 7004fiV
APSOVO(9AWOMORYZESI
It may be a good idea "to
make money the old
fashioned way," but that's
not the best way to repair
and maintain today's complex automobiles. That's
why we use the Allen Smart
Engine Analyzer TM to
make sure your car delivers
superior performance. Adcomputer
vanced
technology enables it to
pinpoint probleths in the
engine systems & actually
diagnose which ports may
need replacement or
repair. You receive a computer printout that's comprehensive and easy to
understond.
Coleman 84snefiel Is shown running on •II systems
test using the Allen Smart Scope.
5

Tune-Up, Computer Ignition
Carburetor Fuel Injections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CINTER INC.
514 S. 12th St.(nHNE, to El &

W)

IC

I
IL

MLS
(Ral
4141CJ

••

•••

Pil

JUDY JOHNSTON
Judy Johnston,_GRI is the manager of MTG Real Estate/Better Homes
& Gardens, Murray, KY. Judy has 8 years experience and has been a
million dollar seller for the past 6 years. She formerly was with Century 21 /Loretta Jobs Real Estate. She and her husband Pat live on Route
1, Hardin. They have to children, Jhonda Johnston and Rhonda Lamb.
We are extremely pleased to have a winner such as Judy on the MTG
team!

MLS

MTG IS A WINNER BECAUSE OF OUR GOOD CUSTOMERS AND FINE EMPLOYEES LIKE JUDY
JOHNSTON TOGETHEFL THIS ADDS UP TO NO 1 - STAY WITH A WINNER - GET WITH A WINNER
-FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE BONDS AND REAL ESTATE NEEDS SEE THE WINNER -MORGAN,
TREVATHAN & GUNN - A PEOPLE ORIENTED SERVICE AGENCY

Olympic Plaza, Murray, KY 42071-Phoma t502/753-4000
INC

'5" Off

I,

. rzAj;

106 East 12th Street, Benton, KY 42925-Phone 502/527-3242
--Phone 502/753-6434

•5

An Engine Olognosis with
Oho invert Engin..
Anolywor T"
Own On. •14.4.4.441• po• 6•144•4•••••
$5

140,44 1•••• 31 1536

15

MLS

GERALD &OYU'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER

753-1750

•

•
'5

•••
,

-

•

- -

•

